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Science 269, 198 ( 1995)]. Images courtesy of the liLA research team. An illustration of 

laser-induced collisions has been added to the front page. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduetion 

The field of"cold atomie collisions" was initiated around 1980 in conneetion with the study of 
spin-polarized atomie hydrogen in a cryogenic environment [1 ]. One of the first achievements 
in this field was the observation of the "spontaneous polarization" of a cold gas sample of 

atomie hydrogen in a strong magnetic field [2,3], a phenomenon predicted shortly before by 
Stattand Berlinsky [4] to arise from preferential recombination of non-doubly spin-polarized 
hydrogen atoms in two-body collisions at the walls. Important Iandmarks in the further 
development were the theoretica! contributions by Kagan and Shlyapnikov [1,5], van den 

Eijnde, Koelman and Stoof [1,6-8], leading toa rather complete overview of all possible 
transitions that can take place in cold ground-state collisions. Most of this work was carried 
out in conneetion with experiments trying to realize Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC), as 
well as in conneetion with the cryogenic hydrogen maser. 

In the second half of the eighties a stimulus for a new development in the field came 

from the novel technique of laser cooling of alkali atomie gas samples and the associated 
interest in collîsions between cold ground-state alkali atoms [9,10]. Most of this work was 
again associated with BEC and cold atomie clocks. In fact, the first theoretica! papers in 
this subfield [11,12] were dedicated tothese applications. Further theoretica! work [13] led 
to rapidly growing insight in collisions between lithium atoms and between sodium atoms. 

Ground-state collisions play a key role in many cold-atom experiments. The accuracy of 
atomie clocks based on a fountain of laser-cooled atoms is limited by frequency shifts due to 

collisionsof atoms during their fountain orbit [14,15,10]. The static and dynamic properties 
of the condensale in a BEC experiment can be described with a non-linear Schrödinger 
equation containing a single parameter only: the scattering length [16]. More generally, 

this characterizes completely the effective interaction between atoms in a cold gas. A 
positive sign corresponds to effective repulsion and a negative sign to effective attraction. 
In particular, the sign determines the stability ( +) or instability (-) of the Bose condensale 
in a BEC experiment [17-19]. Such predictions have been of much interest in conneetion 

with the recent successful realizations of BEC [20-22]. The lifetime of the condensate is 

another quantity deterrnined by collisions. Depending on the density of the gas sample either 
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two-body [23,24] or three-body [25] collisions are the dominant decay mechanism. 
Partly parallel to this development came the rapidly growing interest in collisions of 

cold alkali atoms in laser fields [26]. A laser 'field can have a dramatic influence on a cold 
collision. This will be the main subject of the present thesis. Collisions between atorns in a 

laser field are of great interest for experiments dealing with (magneto-)optical traps, because 
they induce exothermal transitions between tnipped states or between trapped and untrapped 
states, thus giving rise to heating of trapped gas samples and loss of atoms. Apart from such 
applications, these "optical collisions" are of interest also from a theoretica! point of view. 
In various ways optica! collisions are different from ground-state collisions in the absence of 
laser fields. First, interactions between atoms in cold optica! collisions generally take place 
at much larger interatomie distances (20 to 5000 ao) than in other cold collisions (20 to 200 
ao). Secondly, the COllision dynamics is drastically changed in the presence of laser light, 
because the collisional time scale may become comparable to the spontaneons decay time of 
an atom excited by the laser during the collision. This implies that more than one subsequent 
laser excitation - spontaneons emission cycle can take place during the same collision, thus 
leading to a fascinating interplay of statistically pure and mixed states and the associated 
inevitable irreversibility. 

Besides the above-mentioned interests, optical collisions can also be used to perform 
spectroscopie studies on cold gas samples. By tuning the laser in such a way that the atoms, 
approaching each other via a ground state potential, are promoted to a molecular bound 
excited state, one can extract information about the ground and excited state potentials and 
other collision properties from the excitation probability as a function of laser detuning. 
This process is called photoassociation and was proposed by Thorsheim, Weiner and Juli
enne [27] as a new free-bound spectroscopy for cold atoms with accuracies comparable to 
the usual bound-bound spectroscopy and first observed experimentally by Miller, Cline and 
Heinzen [28] and by the NIST (Gaithersburg) group [29]. Another pioneering experimental 
paper bas been publisbed by a group at Rice University [30]. One of the powerful possibilities 

offered by this technique is a more or less direct "mapping" of collisional radial wave func
tions along a frequency axis, provided the experimental circumstances are carefully cbosen. 
This thesis will also deal with this choice. 

1.1 Contents of this thesis 

This thesis is based on a series of papers that have been or will be publisbed in the literature, 
apart from Chapter 8, which is an introduetion to the final two chapters. The thesis can be 
divided into two parts. 

The first part of this thesis, which consîsts of Chapter 2 to 7, addresses collîsion phe
nomena related to BEC experiments. In order to descri he the phenomena observed in these 
experiments, a detailed knowledge of long-range atom-atom interactions and long-range col
lisional wave functions is required. Due to the, extreme sensitivity of cold collisions to these 
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Introduetion 

interatomie interactions, current ab-initio calculations do not lead to sufficiently accurate re

sults. For instance, the number of triplet 87Rb2 bound states following from such calculations 
is 38 ± 3 [31 ]. Since the scattering length changes over the full range from +oo to -oo each 
time a new bound state enters the potential, this accuracy is far from sufficient. This indicates 

the need for experiments to extract the relevant colli si on properties. In the case of the 85Rb 
and 87Rb atoms we use data from photoassociation experiments using doubly-spin polarized 
atoms to determine cold collision properties. In the case of the potassium isotopes 39K and 
41 K we use experimental data obtained from two-photon spectroscopy. We also devote a 

chapter to derive decay properties for trapped gas samples from the collisional information 
deduced in the foregoing part. 

In the second part of this thesis we study optical collisions, i.e., atomie collislons in an 
almost resonant laser field. These collisions take place at very large interatomie distances. 
Complications, however, are the large number of partial waves involved in the collision 

process and the hyperfine interaction which is relevant at large interatomie distances. Taking 
into account these effects in a theoretical description is straightforward. However, solving 
the corresponding equations goes beyond the present computational power. Therefore it is of 
interest to investigate partial aspectsof the full problem in order to obtain so much insight that 
adequate approximative desciptions can eventually be developed. In tbis thesis we restriet 

ourselves to a two-channel model, to study some of these aspects. 
Chapter 2 is an introduetion to the photoassociation process and the basicprinciplesof the 

analysis that we apply. Chapter 3 deals with the analysis of a photoassociation experiment 
on spin-polarized 85Rb. This analysis enabled us to determine the sign and magnitude of 
the scattering lengtbs for 85Rb and for 87Rb atoms colliding via a triplet collisional channel, 
which tumed out to be of direct interest experimentally. On the basis of the obtained positive 
scattering length for the case of 87Rb atoms we predicted that a Bose condensale in a 87Rb gas 
sample would be stable. Shortly after the publication of our paper, BEC was observed for the 
first time in a gas sample of spin-polarized 87Rb atoms [20]. In Chapter 4 the observation of a 

d-wave shape resonance in the collision of two 87Rb atoms is reported. From this experiment 
we have been able to extract the 87Rb + 87Rb triplet scattering length very accurately. In 
Chapter 5 a new time-dependent photoassociation experiment and its analysis are described, 

based on the observation of ag-wave shape resonance in the collision of two 85Rb atoms. 
This experiment bas enabled us to extract very accurately the 85Rb + 85Rb triplet scattering 

length and to observe for the first time the inelastic decay due to ground-state spin-spin 
interactions as an effect in a photoassociation process. In Chapter 6 we use the collisional 
information we obtained in the previous chapters to calculate di po lar decay rates associated 
with 87Rb + 87Rb, 85Rb + 85Rb and 23Na + 23Na collisions, of direct relevanee for ongoing 
BEC experiments. In Chapter 7 we have been able to extract a number of relevant collision 
properties of cold 39K and 41 K gasses, applying a new multichannel inverted perturbation 
approach [32] to a set of 39K spectroscopie bound-state data. 

Chapter 8 is an introduetion to optical collisions. In this chapter the quantum-mechanical 
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optieal-Bioch equations are derived, necessary to describe optical collisîons in the last two 
chapters. In Chapter 9 we present the first fully quantum-mechanîcal study of optical 
collisions. The limitation is that it describes loss rates to first order in the laser intensity. This 
is not a severe limitation in view of experimental evidence that loss rates behave linearly as 
a function of laser intensity for an unexpectedly large range of intensities. Our quantum
mechanical treatment shows that loss rates are suppressed at low temperatures relative to a 
semiclassical description that bas usually been applied to describe experiments [33]. This 
low-temperature suppression has been observed experimentally [34]. In Chapter 10 we 
present an improved semiclassîcal description of optical collisions that agrees very well with 
our fully quantum-mechanical results. This new semiclassical description offers the great 
advantage of a more transparent and explicit interpretation of cold optica! collisions than is 
possible by quantum-mechanical coupled-channel equations. 
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Chapter2 

Time-independent and time-dependent 
photoassociation of spin-polarized rubidium 

H.M.J.M. Boesten, A.I. Moonen, B.J. Verhaar, C.C. Tsai, and D.I. Heinzen 

To be publisbed in Physieal Review A 

Abstract 

We describe the ob servation of ad-wave shape resonance in the scattering of two cold ground
state 87 Rb atoms and that of ag-wave shape resonance in the scattering oftwo cold ground-state 
85 Rb atoms. Bath arise from a quasi-bound state inside a centrifugal harrier. The g-wave shape 
resonance is sufficiently long-lived that it can be observed in a time-dependent experiment. 
We abserve the build-up of the resonance state through the harrier after depleting it by a 
photoassociation laser pulse and measuring the rate of photoassociationby a second laser pulse 
with a variabie delay time. We describe the inforrnation about callision properties that can be 
extracted from the combination of the time-independentand time-dependent experiments. 

2.1 Introduetion 

lnteractions between ground-state alkali atoms play a key role in many experiments in cold 
atom physics. The accuracy of atomie clocks based on an atomie fountain of laser cooled 
Cs atoms, for instance, is limited by frequency shifts due to binary collisions between the 
atoms during their fountain orbit [ l]. Collisions also de termine whether a Bose-condensate 
in a gas sample cooled below the critica! transition temperature Tc is stabie or instable, 
and, if stable, how fast it will decay [2-4]. A number of methods are presently available 
to obtain information on such collision processes. A very powertul metbod developed 
only recently is based on the photoassociation process [5-9]. In this free-bound transition 
process two colliding ground-state atoms are excited by a photoassociation (PA) lasertoa 
bound electronically excited state. Due to the Franck-Condon principle, the excitation occurs 

preferably near the outer turning point r0 of the excited state, where the atoms have a velocity 
comparable to that in the ground-state channel. A direct consequence is that the excitation 
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Chapter 2 

probability is approximately proportional to the ground-state collisional radial wave function 
squared at this outer tuming point [ 10], which enables one to map out the noctal stmcture 
of this wave function along a frequency axis. Figure 2.1 shows a presentation of radial 
wave functions of the ground state and the excited state, together with their above-mentioned 
Franck-Condon relationship. 

The actual application of this simple idea still leads to a very complicated situation 
because of several facts: 

1. The hyperfine stmcture of the excited electronic states, the so-called hyperfine "spag
hetti" [11]. 

2. The difficulty of determining a large number of combined tripletand singlet parameters 
in the ground-state collision simultaneously. 

3. The fact that several ground-state partial waves l, ranging from J- 2 (or 0) to J + 2, 
contribute to the excitation of a single rovibrational excited state v, J. This is due to 
two circumstances: 

(a) The electronic spins contribute to the total molecular angular momentum, 

(b) The laser pboton inducing the transition introduces an angular momenturn 1/i into 
the system with in principle various orientations relative to the initia! angular 
momenturn of the two-atom system. 

As a consequence, by angular momenturn conservation each J peak can be reached 
starting from non-negative l values ranging from J - 2 to J + 2. 

By a careful choice of experimental circumstances we have been able to eliminate all 
three complications [9]. The first step is to doubly-polarize the ground-state atoms, i.e., to 
prepare them in the hyperfine state with fully stretched electronic and nuclear spins along a 
magnetic field Ë with optica! pumping lasers. In this way only the triplet spin state in the 
initia! channel is involved, thus avoiding complication 2). 

The second step is to concentrate on the excitation of a suitable excited electronic state: 
the o; state connected with the 2 S1; 2 + 2 P1; 2 separated-atom limit (we will refer to this state 
as the lower o; state). The stmcture of this and all other excited states associated with the 
2 S + 2 P separated-atom I i mits bas been studied by Movre and Pichler [ 12]. In the radial 
range of outer tuming points ofthe highest o;(ZS1; 2 +2 P1; 2 ) rovibrational states observed, 
ranging from 41 a0 to 48a0 , this electronic state bas a very simple stmcture, determined by a 
2 x 2 eigenvalue problem containing the fine-stmeture splitting of the excited atom and the 

interatomie l/r3 resonant electric dipole interaction. Due tothefact that the fine-stmeture 
splitting dominates, the stmcture of the electronic state considered is simply given by the 
antisymmetrized product of the separated-atom states, 
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Figure 2.1: (a) Cold-atom photoassociation. Excitation of a colliding pair of Rb 
atoms by a pboton (wL) leads to the formation of an excited R~ molecule in the o; 
excited state potentlal and is foliowed by spontaneous decay (trequency w ). The 
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Time-independent and time-dependent photoassociation of spin-polarized rubidium 

with the electronic angular momenta 1/2 coupled tototal j = 0. We use the notation lA, for 
instance, to denote that the set of electrous 1 occupies the state indicated around nucleus A. 
The angular-momentum coupling and the subtraction in the above expression together assure 
the correct symmetry properties corresponding to the quanturn numbers o;. As pointed out 
in Ref. [13], to our knowledge this is the fi.rst observed example of a Hund's (e) case in 
the literature, i.e., both the total electronic angular momenturn j and the rotational angular 
momenturn have definite values. The latter is conserved in the PA excitation process, so that 

J equals the ground-state l value, thus avoiding complication 3): each photoassociation peak 

J is the direct probe of the ground-state radial wave function fora single/. 
Another advantage of the above choice of excited state is that it is a pure triplet state, 

since j = 0 can only arise from a total electronic orbital angular momenturn quanturn number 
1, when this is coupled with S = 1. We conclude that the laser does notintroduce a singlet 
admixture, which would spoil the above pure triplet situation in higher order in the laser 

intensity, a complication that would occur in the analysis of the time-dependent experiment 

in the following. 
By the same choice of excited state complication 1) is avoided. The value j = 0 implies 

that in very good approximation the nuclear spins are deccupled from the remaining angular 
momenta. The hyperfine splitting is only secoud order and no complex hyperfine-coupled 
problem neects to be handled in the final state. By the unique initia! nuclear spin state only 
the fully nuclear-spin polarized final state contributes. 

Due to the vanishing j value, the total electronic angular momenturn before the excitation, 

i.e., the vector sum of the electronic spins, is equal to minus the angular momenturn of the 
dipole PA pboton absorbed. Using a PA laser beam propagating in the direction of the 

static magnetic field Ë and preparing the ground-state atoms in the hyperfine state with 
fully stretched electronic and nuclear spins along Ë, we therefore find that a right-circularly 
polarized PA beam doesnotlead to excitation. This was observed experimentally [9]. On 
the other hand, a left-circular polarization does lead to excitation. Experimentally, indeed 
only even J rotationally resolved states are excited, in agreement with Bose symmetry in the 

(spin-symmetrie) ground-state channel. We thus achieve our goal: we are able to study the 

noctal structure in a single ground-state channel by mapping it out as a function of the laser 
frequency. 

In Ref. [9] we have been able, using the above approach, to make the first predictions for 

the triplet scattering length ay for binary collisions of 85Rb atoms, and making use of a rnass
sealing rule, also for 87Rb atoms. The PA excitation probability is measured by having the 
PA laser beam on intermittently with a trapping (FORT) laser and two optica! pumping laser 

beams during a certain time period. The number of atoms remaining in the trap is reduced, 
because virtually all excited pairs of atoms decay spontaneously to free pairs with a kinetic 

energy that is too large to remain inthetrap (frequency win Fig. 2.l(a)). Prohing the atoms 
with laser-induced fluorescence, this results in a detectable change in the fluorescence level, 

i.e., in a measurement of the photoassociation loss rate. Figure 2.2 shows an experimental 
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Figure 2.2: Photoassociation spectrum oftheü; vibrational level at 12, 573.05 cm- 1, 

relative to the sl/2 + Htz separated-atom limit, for the COllision of spin-polarized 
85 Rb atoms. Notice the absence of odd rotationallines due to Bose statistics. 

rotationally-resolved PA spectrum for a vibrational state of the lower o; state, measured 
using a linearly polarized PA laser beam. Contrary to the case without optical pumping only 
even J peaks occur. 

The unique relation between J and l thus realized makes it possible to simplify the 
analysis considerably. In a dressed-state picture, represented schematically in Fig. 2.3, either 
the bound excited level is shifted downward by the laser pboton energy liwL or the ground
state potential is shifted upward by the same energy (the resonance level Eres within the 
centrifugal harrier will be discussed in the following section). It thus becomes clear that 
the bound excited state, which has already a finite width 'fo for spontaneons emission, is 
embedded in the ground-state continuurn and thus turnsintoa Feshbach resonance [15] with 
an additional width 'IL for laser-induced continuurn decay. 
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V 
0 
+6n2/mr2+N11ooL 

-"'----

Figure 2.3: Dressed-states picture of photoassociation process, including schematic 
ground-state (Vg + 61i? /mr2) and excited-state (Ve) potentials. Changing the laser 
frequency wL, the excited bound state energy E.(v, J) with vibrational quanturn 
nurnber v, rotational quanturn nurnber J, and outer tuming point r 0, shifts over the 
Maxwellian energy distribution in incorning channel. The bold dasbed line indicates 
the position of the shape resonance E.eso 

While the observed spectrum contained J 0, 2, 4 rotational peaks, we used only the 
J = 0, 2 peaks in the analysis. The J 4 peak in the 85Rb PA spectrum showed anomalous 
features, which precluded an analysis along the same lines. In Ref. [14] we recognized this 
anomaly, as wel! as a similar anomalous J = 2 peak in the 87Rb PA spectrum, as being due 
to a shape resonance in the ground-state channel. Very recently, making use of the long 
lifetime of the 85Rb g-wave shape resonance, we have been able to observe for the fi.rst time 
the time-dependenee of a collision of two cold atoms [13] via a pulsed photoassociation 
experiment. In this paper we wil! focus on this last experiment and its analysis. 

2.2 Shape resonances 

When two atoms collide via a partial wave l ::/= 0 a long-lived state inside the centrifugal 
barrier may form during the collision process. Such a state is commonly referred to as a 
shape resonance. Figure 2.3 shows in actdition a schematic picture of a shape resonance 
in the ground-state potential. lt has a dramatic inftuence on all inelastic processes taking 
place within the harrier. Figure 2.4, for instance, shows the radial wave function squared 
ford-wave 87Rb + 87Rb scattering in the presence of a shape resonance (the actual situation) 
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and without. The wave function without shape resonance is calculated by modifying the 

inner part of the potential slightly so that the shape resonance shifts downward to negative 
energies. Clearly visible in Fig. 2.4 is the phase shift between the wave tunetion with and 

without shape resonance. If, in a photoassociation experiment, the laser is tuned in such a 
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Figure 2.4: Square of l = 2 partial wave ground-state wave functions ( 87Rb) u;(r) 
in the presence of a shape resonance and in the absence of a shape resonance at a 
callision energy E = 0.3 mK. The interatomie distances for which the colli si on en
ergy is smaller than the potential energy, i.e., for which in a semiclassical picture the 
atoms tunnel through the barrier, are indicated. In set: u; ( r) in relevant interatomie 
distance interval for photoassociation. Note the enhancement if a shape resonance 
is present. 

way that the outer turning points of excited states are at suitable radii, atoms within the harrier 

are excited and one sees a tremendons increase in the PA loss rate relative to that without a 

shape resonance. The actual place where this enhancement enters the expressions for the PA 
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loss rate is in the partial width /L: this partial width for decay of the PA Feshbach resonance 
in its turn then shows a resonance dependenee on the collision energy, as wil! be described 

explicitly in the following section. 
The existence of a shape resonance in a partial wave channel has great inftuence on 

the information that can be extracted from a photoassociation experiment. Without it, as 

explained above, the Franck-Condon oscillations lead to information on the nodes in the 

radial wave function in the excitation region. Translating this to the noctal stcucture at infinity 

requires sufficiently accurate knowledge of the long-range interaction. For this reason, in 

the analysis of the usual type of photoassociation experiment one generally neects to use 
theoretica! information on dispersion coefficients, in particular the c6 coefficient [9]. The 

existence of a shape resonance below the top of the barrier yields precisely the independent 
information, that makes it possible to discard this theoretica! input, essentially because its · 

energy depends also on the long-range potential outside the barrier. In Ref. [14] we have 

demonstrated this more explicitly (see in particular Fig. 4 in that paper). 

2.3 Determination of excited~state parameters 

The expression for the partial width /L used in our analysis of PA experiments contains 
a radial transition matrix element with a product of excited and ground-state radial wave 

functions. To calculate the former we need a sufficiently accurate excited-state potential V". 
The determination of this potential is not only of interest for this purpose. Investigations of 

the excited-state potential have ledtoa very accurate prediction of the excited state lifetime 

of optically excited atoms. The possibility of such a prediction arises from the fact that 
the lifetime contains the same electric-dipole matrix element as that occurring in the l/r3 

resonant electric-dipole part of Ve. 
Existing methods to extract dipole matrix elements from photoassociation spectra are 

basedon a semiclassical approximation [5] or Jimited by the uncertainty of the inner part of 

the potential [ 16]. The o; state asymptotically connecting with the sl/2 + p3/2 fine-structure 

limit is an exception to this last statement, because this is a pure long range state which can 

entirely bedescribed by a limited set of dispersion coefficients [17-20]. In thîs section we 
will present a new approach, basedon the accumulated-phase methad [9,21], not limited by 

any semiclassical approximation or inaccuray of the inner part of the potential. 
As pointed out above, the excited state we are using in our experiment is a o; state, 

asymptotically connecting with the S 112 + P112 state (the lower o; state). In the foregoing 

we have briefty referred to the 2 x 2 eigenvalue problem determining the electronk structure 

of the excited o; -states at large interatomie distances. It contains the fine-stcueture splitting 

of the excited atom and the interatomie 1/ r 3 resonant dipole interaction. In the fine-stcueture 

basis it is given by 

Vo- = ( E,.t(SI/2) + Eat(P3f2) -. 0 ) + Vdd 
" 0 Eat(0I/2) + Eat(PI/2) 
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with Eat the energies of the atomie states involved, Vdd the resonant electric dipole-dipole 
part, E1• the fine-stroeture splitting and d(P1t2),d(P3j 2) the atomie electric-dipole matrix 

elements, connecting the ground state with the P1t2, P3;z excited states. Note that the 
2 sl/2 +2 pl/2 diagonal matrix element ofthe 1/r3 interaction vanishes because an electtonic 
j = 0 state is spherically symmetrie, so that there is no preferential orientation of the atomie 
centers of mass relative to one another. In more formal terrus this interaction has the angular 

momenturn structure proportional to 

(2.3) 

and according to the Wigner-Eckart theorem the expectation value of a rank 2 tensor op
erator in an angular momenturn 0 state is zero. As a consequence, since we are studying 

photoassociation at interatomie distances for which Ei• is much larger than the electric 

dipole-dipole interaction, the product d(P1;z)d(P3; 2 ) is the leading term in the strengthof 
the l/r3 coefficient of the lower o; potential. In the following we will use the shorthand 

notation 
(2.4) 

for this product. Notice that at smaller distauces higher order dispersion coefficients C2ne 

(n = 3, 4, 5) become important. 
To justify some aspects of our metbod we construct a model o; potential. For the long 

range part we use the dispersion coefficients of Bussery [22] and Gardner et al. [9]. The 
inner part is based on a calculation of the eigenvalnes of a potential matrix, consisting of the 

triplet potentials of Spiegelmannet al. [23] and an r-independent fine-stroeture splitting. The 

two parts are connected by an exponentially varying exchange term. Using this potential we 
calculate the phase t/>o of the radial wave function at an interatomie distance r 1 = 30a0 for 
the whole range of experimental excited bound-state energies. It turns out that to very good 
accuracy tf>o varies linearly over the entire energy range. This implies that we can describe 

the radial wave functions in the range of experimental energies entirely with a very limited 
number of four parameters only: tj>0, its derivative with respect to the bound-state energy tf>E, 

~. and the C6• dispersion coefficient. The higher order dispersion coefficients Czne (n ? 4) 

turn out to be unimportant, provided that these are taken within the bounds of the present 
uncertainty [22]. 

In our analysis we use J 0 levels for 85Rb and J 2 levels for 87Rb. In the combined 

analysis of these sets we have only five parameters, because the phase-derivatives for the two 

isotopes can directly be related to each other by a rm sealing rule 

81tf>E = m(87 Rb) 85 

m(85Rb) tf>E· 
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Note that 871jJ9 and 85 1/Jo have a similar sealing relationship, but we vary these phases mod 1r 

independently, because we do not know their integer x 1r parts. We now calculate for each 

set of these parameters the corresponding bound-state energies and construct a x2-function 

(2.6) 

with the experimental bound-state energy levels, Eth,i the theoretically calculated ones 

and the standard deviation in the experimentallevel i. In Fig. 2.5 the area in the C6e, 
.F-plane is shown where x2 is minimalor at most equal to twice the minimum value, for the 

optimum values of the three phase parameters. This condition clearly defines a strip in the 

C6-. .F-plane with a width of 0.2 a.u. in the .F-direction. Using the theoretica! C6e value 
from Ref. [22] we find .F = 8.8 ± 0.1 a.u. in good agreement witharecent value [24], 
measured by a different method. 
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Figure 2.5: Contour plot of x2 as a tunetion of C6• and J2 for the optimum val u es of 
the three phase parameters. The dasbed verticalline indicates the theoretica/ value 
(Gg~eor) of Ref. [22]. 

2.4 Decay mechanisms of the 85Rb g-wave shape resonance 

2.4.1 Introduetion 

In the foregoing we considered the decay of the shape resonance by the PA laser excitation. 

Also other decay processes become important if the lifetime of the shape resonance is 
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comparable to or Jonger than the time scale for these decay mechanisms. In this section 

we consider inelastic scattering mechanisms due to decay to other ground-state hyperfine 
channels. As pointed out in a brief first report on our work [ 13], long-Iived shape resonances 

!end themselves toa new kind of sensitive study of such processes. In this conneetion special 

interest goes to the so-called second-order spin-orbit coupling v.<,;!J, or indirect spin-spin 

interaction, which arises from a mechanism very similar to the magnetic dipolar interaction 
Vdip between the valenee electron spins, the only difference being that it does not mediate 
directly through a magnetic field but via the electric field from the charges in the system. Both 

the strength and radial dependenee of the indirect spin-spin interaction are largely unknown. 
Recently, a theoretica] estimate was presented [25] for the case of 87Rb atoms. For low 
molecular states expectation values have been measured as well as calculated [26], but these 

give information on smal! intemuclear distances only. 
Three mechanisms compete in depleting the shape resonanee: the inelastic decay with 

rate constant 'Yinel /fi due to coherent contributions from dipolar decay and spin-orbit decay: 

'Yine/ (~ + ..;::y;;,) 2, the tunneling rate hout/li) and the excitation to the excited state 
via photoassociation ('YL/fi). Note that scattering theory [15] shows that the partial wave 
amplitudes, denoted above as~ and ..;::y;;,, are (positive or negative) real quantities. All 
these quantities hinge critically on the exact energy Ere• of the shape resonanee, which is 

subject to large uncertainty even if we know that it exists below the top of the centrifugal 

harrier. Knowing the energy of this resonant state is comparable to knowing the last bound 

state energy of a potential [27] and thus is important in determining the scattering length, of 
great relevanee for Bose-Einstein condensation experiments. 

As pointed out above, not only but also 'Yinel is largely unknown, due to its 'Yso part. 
To determine both quantities we have performed a simultaneous analysis of time-dependent 

photoassociation data at high laser power, thus eliminating comiJlicated cross-terms between 
'Yinel coupling and laser coupling during the photoassociation pulses, and time-independent 
photoassociation data at very low laser intensity, for which the laser excitation can be treated 

in first order. Combining these data enables us to determine Ere• and 'Yinel· To study the 
influence of 'Yinel on the photoassociative losses at low laser intensities we have to include 
its influence in the PA loss rate. This wil! be done in the following part of this section. In 
the last part we will discuss the analysis of the time-dependent data and the determination of 

Eres and 'Yso· 

2.4.2 Photoassociation rate constant including inelastic decay 

To first order in the laser intensity, the squared scattering S-matrix element descrihing the 

single-atom optical excitation fora pair of colliding ground-state atoms with collision energy 

t and the subsequent spontaneous decay (decay rate 'Yo/lï), using a photoassociation laser 
with frequency WL and field strength ËL = ELih, can be written as 

ISPAI 2 = 'Yo'YL(SMslm" E--+ D.J M) . (2.7) 
(t +Eg +liwL Ee)Z + 75/4 
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In this expression the previously mentioned partial width ÎL for excitation of an IS Mslmz, ç) 
ground state to an IOJ M) excited state is equal to 

(2.8) 

In Eqs. (2.7) and (2.8) Ee is the excited rovibrational state energy, E9 the asymptotic internat 
energy in the ground-state channel, d(i) the dipole operator for atom i, n the total electrooie 
magnetic quanturn number along the internuclear axis z', and J, M the total molecular angular 
momenturn quanturn numbers. 

After thermally averaging the vo- product corresponding to IS pA 12 we obtain the photoas
sociation rate constant K(T,wL) fora gas of cold atoms with temperature T: 

(2.9) 

For our purposes the most important factor in this rate constant is the partial width ÎL• which 
will be worked out in more detail in the following paragraphs. 

We expand the excited state IOJ M) in atomie fine-stroeture states with a well-defined 
electronk angular momenturn j, m1: 

j 

= I:C1(r) 2::::( -l)H\Jnj OllO)Ij!JM) 
I 

= L Cj(r)(-1)1- 0 (JQj OllO)(jmjlmdJM)Ijmilmt)· (2.10) 
jmjlm1 

Substituting this in Eq. (2.8) leads to 

ÎL = 
2~~L~ ~(-1)1-0(JQj OllO)(jmilmtiJM) x {:o drci(r)unJ(r) x 

(imii[J(l)+d(2)]·chiSMs)usMslmr.e(r)l
2

, (2.11) 

i.e., the basic Franck-Condon overlap between the ground-state and excited-state radial wave 

functions usMstrri1,,(r) and unJ(r), respectively. A shape resonance in the ground-state 
channel causes the initial radial wave tunetion and thus ÎL to show resonance behavior. We 
again refer to Fig. 4 demonstrating the strong enhancement. 

Note that by the above substitution of Eq. (2.10) in Eq. (2.8) an additional independent 
summation over l, m 1 quanturn numbers of the final state would in principle appear. Since the 

quanturn numbers of the initia! state stand only for the asymptotic incoming spherical wave 
part, which may be different from the additional partial waves introduced into the initia! state 
by inelastic interactions, one will in general have incoherent contributions for various final 
choices of these quanturn numbers. This freedom should in principle be allowed for, once 

one is to include inelastic ground-state contributions that change the relative orbital angular 
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momentum, such as the direct and indirect spin-spin coupling. This is what we are now going 

to consider. 

A straightforward but laborious metbod to include the intluence of inelastic scattering on 

the shape resonance would be to replace the simple initia! state in Eq. (2.11) by a coupled

channels wave function. This would automatically include combined effects from the shape 

resonance and the inelastic ground-state transitions. Concentrating on the g-wave shape 

resonance, a calculation of the coupled-channels state for the nine incoming m1 spherical 

waves, for a large set of collision energies, and for the large number of inelastic hyperfine 

channels would be very laborious. Fortunately, we were able to show that a much simpler 

approach is possible, by comparing a few representative coupled-channel wave functions 

inside the harrier (the only positions where they enter the Franck-Condon integral) for a 

ground-state model potential, with and without the inclusion of the inelastic spin-spin terms. 

Like the model potential for the o; state, this model potential is only introduced for the 

purpose of studying the general properties of the corresponding wave functions. 

The Hamiltonian of the coupled-channel ground-state problem is of the form 

(2.12) 

a sum of a kinetic energy operator T, the central interaction Vc, a sum of single-atom hyperfine 

interacHons Vhf, the Zeeman interaction Vz, the magnetic dipolar interaction Vdip• and the 

second-order spin-orbit interaction V,~2l. Following Mies et al. [28] we assume a gaussian 

radial profile for V"~l centered around 12a0• The coupled-channel calculation shows that the 

exact location and shape is irrelevant. The only relevant quantity is the area V"~ I of the radial 

profile since in the radial transition integral the elastic wave functions are virtually identical 

and oscillate so rapidly at the interatomie distances where V"~2l is effective, that only the above 

area multiplied by theelastic amplitudesquared is of importance. The central interaction Vc is 

only partially known. The long range part of the triplet potential and associated partial-wave 

radial wave functions for r > 35a0 follow from our previous analyses of photoassociation 

spectra [9,14,13]. At these distances they can bedescribed by a C6-tail and an asymptotic 

behavior dictated by the triplet scattering length. For the inner part we use the theoretica! 

potential of Krauss and Stevens [29]. We take the singlet potential from Amiot [30} and the 

above-mentioned C6 value for the tail. Finally, to vary the unknown singlet scattering length 

we add a variabie phase to the singlet radial wave functions at small interatomie distances. 

Without the inelastic spin-spin terros the shape resonance can only decay via tunneling 

through the centrifugal harrier. This implies that the initia! state ISM8lm~, c) in Eq. (2.8) 

contains only the single partial-wave radial wave function usMslm~>,(r). Calculating this at a 

fixed arbitrary radius r 1 inside the harrier, we find that its dependenee on the collision energy 

can be very accurately described by a factor 

V"El+!/2 

E Er es + hout/2' 
(2.13) 
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with l + 1/2 4.5 fortheg-wave considered [31]. Forthe energy range where the resonance 
energy Ere• is expected to occur the tunneling width "fout of the resonance agrees very well 

with the semiclassical value. 
We now proceed by actding the direct and indirect spin-spin terms ltd;p and V,.~l to the 

Hamiltonian. We then find also inelastic hyperfine components of the initia! state, which 

make it necessary to extend Eq. (2.8) for /L by actding nuclear spin quanturn numbers I, Mr 
to the final state and an incoherent summation over the possible two-atom values. We stress 
again that the nuclear spins are decoupled in the final state. Also the asymptotic incoming 
quanturn numbers ofthe initia! state have to be supplemented with 1, M1 values. To keep the 
discussion transparent we now add a superscript "0" to the quanturn numbers of the elastic 
component of the initial state, to distinguish them from values for the inelastic components. 
Because of the choice of a fully spin-stretched initia! spin state we have the restrietion 
S0 I, M~ = + 1,1° 5, MJ +5, 1° = 4. Note that for this doubly-polarized situation 
we have also f? 3, jf 3, F 0 6, M~ ::::: +6. The initia! states differ only in the value 
of mf, which varies from -4 to +4. Por each of these initia! stales the coupled-channels 
calculation leads to a superposition of components. 

It turns out that the complicated coupled-channel superpositions can be calculated to very 
high accuracy by a simpte approach, in which one calculates the influence of the inelastic 
interactions on the original shape resonance state by perturbation theory. This leads to a 
splitting into a set of shape resonance states with resonance energies and widths changed 
by I!.Eres and 1!.7. A detailed study shows each I!.Eres to vary linearly with the unknown 
strengthof V,.~2l for reasonable strengths, justas expected from first order time-independent 
perturbation theory. The total width of each of the splitted resonances turns out to be equal 
to the (incoherent) sum of the tunneling width "!out and a contribution from coherent direct 
and indirect spin-spin terms: 

I!.Î ( yFiii; + ~) 2 (2.14) 

Figure 2.6 illustrates this result. In the V,.~2) range considered, 1!.7 varies quadratically with the 
strength of V.~2l, as expected from tirst-order time-dependent perturbation theory. It should 
be pointed out that the dipolar interaction already leads to simHar changes by itself. 

Our simpte approach consists of calculating the shifts I!.Eres by including a Iimited 
number of inelastic hyperfine channels that are significantly coupled in. The appropriate 
basis to discuss this point is the hyperfine basis I (!1 h)F M F). lt turns out that of all possible 
components allowed by the selection rules only a very limited number contribute significantly 

to ÎL: those that are enhanced by the existence of the shape resonance, are sufficiently close 
in energy and are coupled in via significant matrix elements. Since the hyperfine splittlng 
is very large compared to the inelastic interaction strengths, the coupling between the three 
f 1, h subspaces can be neglected. We restriet ourselves to the f 1 = 3,!2 = 3 subspace, 
because it contains the incoming fully spin-stretched state. As a consequence, the operators 
Vv, Vz, Vdip• and V,.~l are equivalent to simpler effective operators: Vhf becomes a constant, 
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Vz couples the z-components hz and fzz with effective gyromagnetic ratios 

(2.15) 

to the field instead of the electronic and nuclear spins separately, Va;p as well as V.~) couple 
}; and fz, instead of 81 and 82 • 

The picture thus arising is that of a new spectroscopy of long-lived states of two atoms 
inside a harrier, the structure of which follows from the competition between the mutual spin

spin interaction, coupling }; with fz, and the Zeeman precession. A fascinating aspect is 

the weakness of the effective spin-spin interaction: taking into account the available volume 

inside the harrier it is only of order 0.02 mK. The field strength needed to break it is only of 

order 0.2 G. With an actual field of only 7 G we are already in the strong-field limit. Although 

the radial dependences of V.~) and Va;p are highly different, they operate spatially only via 
the c-number expectation values of their radial parts. The problem is therefore completely 

equivalent to that of two magnetic dipoles with the orientation-dependent interaction 

V.pin-spin = vdip + V.~2) = (adip +aso) [kJ~- 3(f.};)(f.j~)]' (2.16) 
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confined to move inside a harrier. Including the angular degrees of freedom, the eigenstates 

are superpositions of basis states l(fth)F MFlmt}, subject to the selection rule MF + m1 

6+m?. 
Por the special case of the incident value m? +4, for instance, the solution is very 

simple. In that case we have an elastic wave function component only, which differs, 

however, from that without inelastic interactions. It again shows a resonance behavior as 
a function of collision energy (see Fig. 2.7), but with the original Breit-Wigner resonance 
denominator ofEq. (2.13) replaced by a modified one. Apart from this replacement, there is 

to very good accuracy no change in the elastic wave function. 

Por mf = + 3 the situation becomes more complicated. The number of coupled channels, 

including all interactions in (2.12), increases from 9 (m? = +4) to 16 and also the elastic
channel wave function becomes now strongly coupledtoa nearby lying resonant state. The 

two significantly coupled states are the !I = 3, fz 3, F 5, Mp = +5, l = 4, m1 = +3 

and the ft 3, fz = 3, F = 5, MF = +4, l = 4, mt = +4 state, degenerate without Zeeman 
and inelastic interactions. This degeneracy is lifted by the Zeeman interaction. Consictering 

Vdip and v.<;> as first order perturbations we thus find the energy shifts for the splitted shape 
resonance states. Figure 2.8 shows a comparison between energy shifts following from 
coupled-channel calculations and values from the simple first order perturbation treatment 

in which only V.<;> occurs as a parameter. Clearly, the first order perturbation treatment 
describes the rigorous coupled-channel results very well. The same condusion holds for 

lower m? values and other B-values (~ 0.2 G). 
The widths of the new shape resonance states can also be described with a perturbation 

treatment. In this case the lower ft, fz hyperfine subspaces cannot be left out: the large final 
available phase space leads to large contributions to the total decay width. The total inelastic 
width of the resonant state is a sum of partial widths for decay to all possible hyperfine 

channels. Each width contains a radial transition matrix element of the sum of V.~2) and Vdip 

between the wave functions before and after decay, to which the earlier remark about the 

area of the radial profile of V.~) applies. Mak:ing use of some Clebsch-Gordan algebra, we 
can express the total set of decay matrix elements and thus the total change of the width for 
all m? and B values in termsof the same unknown constant V,~2l. 

Only one aspect needs to be discussed before finishing the presentation of the simple 
approach. Por m? = 4there is only one channel involved. The reptacement of the unperturbed 

Breit-Wigner denominator by a perturbed one is then equivalent to a simple multiplication 

of the total unperturbed state in Eqs. (2.8) and (2.11) by the ratio 

(2.17) 

Por lower m? values the situation is more complicated. In that case the perturbed shape reso
nance states i are superpositions of unperturbed states with coefficients a;,m1, distinguishing 

the latter states by the quanturn number mt. Wethen need to multiply the unperturbed elastic 
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V.~2) is indicated by AEres. 
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Figure 2.8: Position of aresonant level as a function offi.~l for the m1 = 3 entrance 

channel for various magnetic fields. In the absence of vgl and Vd;p the resonance 
occurs at Eres 0.889 mK. The plusses are CC-results, the Jines arebasedon a first 
order perturbation model. The energy shift of the resonant level due to Vdip alone is 
3JLK. 

scattering wave function by 

2>\'i mt ' E - . + h_out/2 . . 
i ' E- lEres + AE;es) + t(/out + -11')/2 

(2.18) 

In other words, the coefficients a also play the role of deterrnining the amplitudes by which 
an incoming channel excites the various perturbed shape resonances. 

Comparing the ratio of theoretica! J 4 and J = 0 or J 2 peak areas to the 

corresponding experimental values without inelastic decay, we find the theoretica! ratio to be 

too large. This is the J = 4 anomaly that we pointed out previously. The theoretica! J 4 
peak area is suppressed by the above replacement of Breit-Wigner denominators. This point 

is further discussed in Chapter 5. 

2.4.3 Time-dependent photoassociation P.pectroscopy 

In the previous sections we have studied a limiting situation of very low laser intensities 

for which the analysis of the J = 4 peak became feasible. Our analysis showed that it is 
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impossible todetermine the energy location Eres of the g-wave shape resonance and /inel 

separately from low-intensity data alone. A completely new, time-dependent photoassoci
ation experiment, however, does give complementary information about Eres and "finel and 
also shows direct evidence for the existence of a shape resonance within the 1 4 ground 

state harrier. 
The time-dependentphotoassociation experiment is an extension of the time-independent 

one as described in the introduction. A more extensive description of the time-dependent 
experiment can be found in Ref. [13]. The basic idea (see Fig. 2.9) is that the time period, 

during whîch the (FORT) trapping and the optica! pumping lasers are switched off, is used 
fora pulse sequence consisting of either a single photoassociation pulse (experiment a) or a 
set of two pulses separated by a delay timeT (experiment b ). The PA laser is tuned in such a 
way that only atoms within the harrier are excited. If the PA laser intensity is chosen to be so 
high that the first pulse in experiment b excites all atoms within the harrier, the loss rate due 
to the second pulse is a measure for the build-up of the resonance state through the barrier 
during the delay time T and thus also a measure for the lifetime r of the resonance in the 

absence of laser light. Comparing losses in experiments a and b enables us to determine r. If 
T ~ r the loss in experiment b wiJl be twice as high as in experiment a, while if T %.:: r the 
two loss rates will be equal. This time-dependent effect is directly visible in the experimental 
spectra in Fig. 2.9 and in Fig. 2.11. Figure 2.11 shows the time-dependent signa! A2/ A 1: 

the totalloss A2 due to thesetof second pulses only (area of J = 4 peak in the difference 
spectrum), divided by the totalloss A 1 due to the set of single laser pulses per cycle (area of 
J 4 peak in case a), as a function of the delay time. 

In the model we construct to analyze the time-dependent photoassociation data we di vide 
the trapped atoms in two classes: N;n, the number of atoms within the l = 4 ground state 
centrifugal barrier, and Naut• the number of atoms outside the barrier. The rate equations 
governing the evolution of these numbers are 

dN;n 
dt 

dNout 
= -(/;n/li)Nout + haut/fi)Nin, 

(2.19) 

(2.20) 

with ÎL /li the rate constant forlaser excitation toa bound excited state, ~foudli the rate constant 
for tunneling outward through the barrier, Îin/li the rate constant for tunneling inward and 
Îinel/fi the rate constant for inelastic decay to lower ground-state hyperfine levels, related to 
"faip/li and Îso/li as previously indicated. 

A complication in solving these equations is that saturation effects need to be taken into 

account in Îin and Îout• due to Ere•• and in ÎL· To study these effects we constructed a 
two-state coupled-channels program with a triplet ground state Clg)) and a o; excited state 

Cle} ), including an imaginary potential term to describe flux loss due to spontaneous emission. 

Using this program we calculate the probability l -ISetl2 for escape from theelastic channel, 
with Se~ the elastic S-matrix element, as a function of the collision energy. For low laser 
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PA, case b 
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Figure 2.9: (a) Timing of laser pu]ses in the time-dependent photoassociation exper

iment. (b) to (g) Spectra ofO; vibrationallevel at 12,573.04 cm- 1 forT= 0 ((b) to 

(d)) and T= 0.9/JS ((e) to (f)). (b) and (e) Spectrum with one photoassociation pulse 

only; (c) and (f) Spectrum with two photoassociation pulses. (d) and (g) Dmerence 

spectra showing the effect of pulse 2 alone, forT 0 and 0.9ps, respectively. 
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Figure 2.11: Time-dependent signal Az/ A1 as a tunetion of delay time T for I = 50 

W/cm2
, T = 0.35 mK and /out hso = 2. Experimental data with error bars are 

indicated as well as theoretica] curves for various lifetimes of the shape resonance 
T. 

intensities we reproduce Eq. (2.7), mak:ing use of the unitarity relation 

(2.21) 

For high laser intensities we can directly determine /L. /out• and Eres from theescape 
probability [15]. In Fig. 2.10 these quantities are shown as a function of laser detuning. In 

this figure the laser detuning is given with respect to the laser frequency for which the bound 

excited level and the shape resonance overlap exactly. For vanishing laser detuning relative 
to the molecular transition frequency, we find /out to be reduced by a factor of 2 with respect 

to the corresponding semiclassical value. This is due to the fact that the laser coupling is so 

strong that the tunneling process cannot be discussed in terms of the bare states IY) and Ie). 
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Chapter 2 

Instead, the dressed stales [32JI!N) = ( lg) + Ie) )/V2 and I2N) = (lg) - Ie) )/V2 have to 

be used. 

The rate constanis ""(L, ""lm• and ""(out• obtained in this way, can be used for solving 

Eqs. (2.19) and (2.20). The calculated loss rates, integrated over the laser detuning can 

directly be compared with the correponding ex perimental quantities. In Fig. 2.11 the ratio of 
the loss A2 due to the second pulsein experiment b alone and the loss A 1 due to the pulsein 

experiment a is compared with the corresponding theoretica! ratio for 'I oud '/ind = 2. For a 

discussion of the consequences of this result for 'lso and the indirect spin-spin relaxation of 
a 87Rb condensate, we refer to Ref. [13]. 

In conneetion with the present work we have to address the question whether the above

mentioned conclusions concerning the role of V,~2 l in the photoassociation process affect the 

results of Ref. [14]. An analysis along the lines of the present work for 87Rb shows that 

the tunneling lifetime of the d-wave shape resonance in this case is much shorter than ""lino!, 

justifying the earlier analysis in which we negleeled the spin-orbit (and dipolar) relaxation 
of the shape resonance. 
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Chapter 3 

Collisions of doubly spin-polarized, ultracold 85Rb 
atoms 

J. R. Gardner, R. A. Cline, J. D. Miller, D. J. Heinzen, H.M. J. M. Boesten, and B. J. Verhaar 

Publisbed in Physical Review Letters 74, 3764 (1995) 

Abstract 

We study the collis i ons of doubly spin-polarized 85 Rb atoms at millikelvin temperatures using 
plwtoassociation spectroscopy. Because the atoms are spin polarized, only triplet collisional 
states are formed. This leads to plwtoassociation spectra of a particularly simpte farm, which 
provide a very direct probe of the ground state collision. These spectra are analyzed to yield 
the ground state triplet scattering length -lOOOao < ar < -60aofor 85Rb, +85ao < ar < 
+140aofor 87Rb. and the product ofthe D-line dipale matrix elements d(Plf2)d(P3/2) 
8.75 ± 0.25 a.u. 

Rapidly developing techniques for trapping and cooling neutral atoms using laser fields are 

opening up a wide array of new applications. These include the construction of very precise 

atomie clocks [1-3], sensitive electric dipole moment searches [4], and possible studies of 

quanturn collective phenomena such as Bose-Einstein condensation. Success in each of 

these applications binges critically on understanding the long-range interactions between 
cold atoms. Cold collisioncross sections are very sensitive to long-range atomie interactions 

and play a dominant role in many experiments. For example, collisional frequency shifts 
may limit the accuracy of cold atomie fountain clocks [2,3]. Moreover, efforts to achieve 

Bose-Einstein condensation in a dilute laser-cooled gas depend critically on the ground state 

scattering length, which must be positive and preferably large [5-8]. 
Despite their importance, long-range interactions between atoms have been detennined by 

conventional molecular spectroscopy in only a Iimited number of cases. The Jack of extensive 

data is due in part to the difficulty of populating long-range states starting from the molecular 

ground state. On the other hand, these states are readily populated in collisions between 

ultracold atoms, in particular, by photoassociation spectroscopy [9]. Photoassociation spectra 
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of Na [10,11], Rb [12,13], and Li [14] have already been obtained directly yielding detailed 
information on their long-range excited state interactions. In this paper, we present new 
85Rb photoassociation data and analysis, and show for the first time that atomie ground state 

interaction parameterscan be determined from photoassociation spectra. 
A crucial aspect of our experiment is that we doubly spin polarize the colliding atoms. 

This is important, since the ground state collision is thereby restricted to the triplet channel, 
and the analysis becomes relatively straightforward. An experiment using unpolarized atoms 
would need to determine both singlet and triplet parameters simultaneously. As a result 

of the spin polarization, we are able to observe clear, quantum-statistical features of the 
collisions. By doubly polarizing the atoms, and choosing a suitable excited state, we obtain 
spectra which provide a very simp ie and direct probe of the ground state collision: Each peak 
effectively measures the amplitude of a particular partial wave of the collision, thus yielding 
detailed information about the ground state interatomie potential in a narrow radial range 

that may be varied by the choice of excited state energy. This is, to our knowledge, the first 
report of doubly spin-polarized ultracold collisions of alkali atoms. 

In our experiment, we load approximately t<t 85Rb atoms into a far off-resonance optical 
dipole force trap (FORT) [15]. The FORT laser beam is a linearly polarized, Gaussian beam 
containing about 1.5 W of optica! power and focused to a waist of about 10 pm. The FORT 
laser is tuned to 12,289 cm-1, which lies between two well-resolved photoassociation peaks. 
To define a quantization axis, a magnetic field of 7 G is applied along the FORT laser beam 
propagation (z) direction. 

Once the atoms are loaded into the FORT, they are exposed toa combination of laser fields 
for 200 ms. Each 200 ms period is broken into a series of 5 ps cycles in which the atoms are 

irradiated by four laserfieldsin sequence. During the first 2.5 ps of each cycle, only the FORT 
laser is applied. During the next 0.6 ps, only two optical pumping (OP) beams interact with 
theatoms. Oneoftheseistunedtothe 85 Rb52S1/ 2(F = 3)--. 52P3t2(F = 3)transitionandis 
circularly polarized. It has an intensity of 100 pW/cm2 and propagates along the z direction. 
The other optical pumping beam is tuned to the 85Rb 52 S 112 ( F 2) --. 52 P312 ( F = 3) 
transition. During the last 1.9 ps of each cycle, only the photoassociation (PA) laser field 
is applied, which is linearly polarized, propagates in the z direction, and has an intensity in 
the range from 20 to 80 W /cm2

. The combined effect of these fields is to trap the atoms, 

to keep them optically pumped into the 85Rb 52 8112( F 3, Mp 3) state, and to induce 
photoassociation transitions. Alternation of the fields in time prevents the light shift of 
the FORT beam from disrupting the optica! pumping or from shifting and broadening the 
photoassociation resonances. At least 95% of the atoms are in the doubly spin-polarized 
state. 

Photoassociation transitions induced by the PA laser promote colliding pairs of Rb atoms 

into specific excited bound Rbi states. In order to obtain a spectrum of these states, we repeat 

the toading and 200 ms irradiation period fora Succession of PA laser frequencies [ 12, 13]. At 
the end of each cycle we detect the number of atoms remaining inthetrap with laser-induced 
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Figure 3. I: Photoassociation spectrum oftheo; vibrational level at 12,573.05 cm- 1• 

(a) Full rotational spectrum from J = 0 to 4 observed foratomsin 52 S112, F 3 
level but otherwise unpolarized. (b) Spectrum recorded with doubly spin-p~larized 
atoms. Odd rotationallines disappear as a consequence of spin statistics. 
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fiuorescence. Because the excited Rb2 states decay predominantly tofree pairs of atoms with 

kinetic energy sufficient to leave the trap, the photoassociation resonances are detectable as 

a reduction in the fiuorescence. 
A photoassociation spectrum of a single o; vibrationallevel at 12,573.05 cm- 1 is shown 

in Fig. 3.1. In Fig. 3.l(a), we show the spectrumobserved when the atoms are maintained in 
the 52 S 112, F = 3 level but are otherwise unpolarized . A pure rotational spectrum spanning 
the range from J 0 to 4 is observed. In Fig. 3.1(b), we show a spectrum recorded with 

doubly spin-polarized atorns. The odd rotational lines disappear as a consequence of spin 

statistics. 
In order to realize a determination of the 85Rb2 ground state parameters, we recorded 

data similar to that shown in Fig. 3.1 for a series of vibrationallevels of the o; state that 

asymptotically connects to the 52 S 1; 2 + 52 P112 separated atom limit [ 16, 17]. Five vibrational 
levels were used in the analysis, with J = 0 level energiesof -3.365, -4.088, -4.901, 

-5.812 and, -6.827 cm- 1 with respect to the barycenter of the S2S112 + 52 P1; 2 dissociation 

limit, which corresponds to an energy of 12, 578.864 cm- 1 in our spectrum. The outer turning 
points of these states range from 41.6 ao to 46.7 ao. 

The photoassociation spectrum is conveniently described in the dressed-state picture. In 

that framework each of the Rb+ Rb* rovibrational states lnJ M) is a discrete state embedded 

in the ground state continuurn [18]. As aresult of the interaction with the PA laser field, it 

acquires a finite partial width /L for decay into each of the ground state channels in addition 

to its spontaneous linewidth ÎO· This partial width ÎL is proportional to the PA laser intensity 
hand is given by Fermi's golden rule, 

(3.1) 

where EL = ELih is the PA laser field and IS Mslm1, e} is the energy-normalizedcontinuum 

ground state. Accordingly, the squared S-matrix element for photoassociation foliowed by 
spontaneous emission is given by a Breit-Wigner expression. To first order in h 

2 /O'YL(D.J M-+ SMslm1) 
ISoJM,SMslmll = ( + E !i E )2 1 2· 

f g + WL - e + 4ÎO 
(3.2) 

Here E0 is the asymptotic Rb + Rb intemal energy, Ee is the energy of the ID.J M) state, and 
é is the collision energy. Equation (3.2) is thermally averaged and summed over J, M, 1, m1 

to obtain the rate eoeffieient. The above expressions, without the directional dependences, 

were first used to analyze photoassociation spectra by Napolitano et al. [19]. Expanding 

IDJ M) in atomie fine-stroeture states [ 16, 17.] coupled tototal electrooie angular momenturn 

Jffij, 

/L = Z1rh I2JJD.j D.llO)(jmjlmdJM) 
e0c i 

x fo'X> dr Cj(r)unJ(r)(jmjl [d(l) + tÏ{2)]· (hiSMs)ut(r) r. (3.3) 
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The above-mentioned o;( S + P112) electrooie state has a number of simplifying features 

that facilitate the analysis considerably. First, it is a pure triplet state [16], so that no singlet 
amplitude is coupled in by the excitation. Second, as with any of the n 0 states, it has 

negligible second-order hyperfine energy shifts. Third, at the relevant interatomie distances 

near the outer tuming point, this o; state is, to very good approximation, a product of 

independent atomie states Sl/2 and P112, coupled to form j == 0. As a consequence, only 

states for which J l = even are excited. Thus our data display directly the quanturn 

stalistics of the atoms: Because they are bosons, they may only collide in even ground state 

partial waves. Note that the magnetic field has negligible inftuence on the spectrum. 

We findIL for the o; state to be a product of a geometrical coefficient and a squared radial 
integral f dr u0 J(r) d.9 (r) u1(r), in abbreviated notation. Notice that a j = 0 component 

of the upper state cannot be excited by a+ laser light starting with doubly polarized ground 

state atoms with S = M s = + l. In deed, a full calculation of the excitation rate, taking into 

account all components of the o; state, shows this photoassociation rate to be smaller than 

that fora- light by 2 orders of magnitude. This prediction is confirmed by experiment. 
Because of the small ranges of c and l involved, cold collisions have the unique property 

of being insensitive to the detailed behavior of the badly known inner parts of the interatomie 
potential. The variation of the radial wave function with E and l is a very small tirst-order 

perturbation up to a rather large radius r 0• The only relevant information is the accumulated 

information contained in the phase 4>( E, l) of the rapidly oscillating wave function at r0 and 

its first derivatives for E = l = 0 [20]. Model calculations show that for l $ 2 and ro 30a0, 

the calculated photoassociation rates are sufficiently insensitive to the precise values of the 

first derivatives that they can be taken reliably from an ab initio calculation [21]. This 

insensitivity was used and explained previously in Refs. [22,23]. A similar accumulated
phase metbod was adopted for the excited state. At large distances where excitation of the 
above-mentioned five vibrationallevels occurs, our calculated results are almost independent 

of the dispersion parameters Cne (n ~ 6) for the excited state and Cn9 (n :;:: 8) for the ground 

state, provided that these are taken within the bounds of the present uncertainty [ 17 ,24-26]. 

From the energiesof the five measured J 0 levels we derive a value 8.75 ± 0.25 

a. u. for the product d(P112)d(P312) of D-line dipole matrix elements [27], which determines 
the strength of the resonant-dipole l/r3 potential in the present r range. This value is in 
agreement with the most accurate previous measurements d?(P112) = 8.43 ± 0.20 a.u. (28], 

d?(Pm) = 9.19 ± 0.18 a.u. [28], d?(P3;2) = 9.08 ± 0.28 a.u. [29], and d?(P312) = 8.68 ± 
0.16 a.u. [30]. 

The analysis of the data is carried out as follows. As a first step, we use the strongest 

J 0 and 2 rotational lineshapes to determine an optimum temperature for each point of 

a grid of C69 -</>9 values by a least-squares fit to the measured data points. For this purpose, 

C69 is taken to lie between between 3500 and 6000 a.u. and </>9 is allowed tospan a full 

1r range. Using these temperatures, we apply a least-squares fit to the ratios of the J = 0 

peak areas over the C69 and 1/;9 plane (least-squares function xi), which constrains these 
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Figure 3.2: Contour plot of total x2 surface for ratiosof J = 0 and 2 photoassociation 
peak areas, as a function of C69 and s-wave vibrational quanturn nurnber vv at 

dissociation. Lines where aT changes sign are indicated. 
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parameters to lie in a narrow strip and determines the temperature to be 500 ± 100 fli<. 
We then calculate the x~ and x} functions associated with the four J 2 and one J 2 
to J = 0 ratios of peak areas, respectively, over the limited ranges of C6u and r/J9 found 

previously. We find that x~ sets about the same limits on C69 and 4>9 as xî. However, x~ 
sets a limit that corresponds toa different strip in the C69 -</!9 plane. The intersection of these 
strips gives the estimated values and uncertainties of C69 and if>9 • Figure 3.2 shows a contour 

plot of the total x2 surface combining the above three sets of ratios of peak: areas. Instead 
of r/J9 , we use the more transparent (fractional) s-wave vibrational quanturn number vv at 
dissociation as a parameter. The lines where the triplet scattering length ar changes sign are 
indicated. While C69 is experimentally constrained to about the full range of theoretically 
predicted values [17,24,31], vv(mod 1) is found to be in the interval between +0.07 and 

-0.19. lncluding the uncertainty in iP, C6., and Cs9 , we findar to be negative with at least 
80% probability. For the recently predicted value C69 = 4426 a.u. from Ref. [24], which is 

believed to be correct within a few percent [26], we find vv(85Rb, mod 1) = -0.09 ± 0.07 
and -1000a0 < ar(85Rb) < -60a0• Figure 3.3 shows a comparison of theoretica! and 
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Figure 3.3: Comparison of theoretica] and experimentalline shapes for rotational 
levels at 12,573.96 cm- 1

• Each J peak arises only from tbe partial wave l = J. 
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of C6u and vD(mod 1) = -0.09. 
A simpte vm sealing procedure enables us to find the corresponding results for the 87Rb 

isotope. On the basis of the triplet potentlal of Krauss and Stevens [21] we take the number of 

s-wave radial nodes within ro to be 34±3. Wethen derive </;9 for 87Rb and by radial integration 

to larger distances, introducing five additional nodes, find vD(87Rb, mod 1) +0.37 ± 0.10 
and +85a0 < ay(87Rb) < + 140a0• Also for the total theoretica! C6g range ay is found to be 

positive. 
To summarize, we have used high-resolution photoassociation spectroscopy to study the 

collisions of ultracold 85Rb atoms. By doubly spin polarizing the atoms, and choosing the 

particular excited state o;(52 S1t2 + 52 P1t2), we obtain spectra which provide a very simple 

and direct probe of the ground state collision: Each peak effectively measures the amplitude 

of a particular partial wave of the ground state collision, in a narrow radial range that may be 

varied by the choice of excited state energy. Because of this, we obtain detailed information 

about the ground state interatomie potential. Analysis of these spectra reveals that the ground 

state triplet scattering length of 85Rb is large and negative, so that no stabie Bose condensate 
is possible for this state of this isotope. Using mass sealing arguments, we are led to the 
opposite condusion for the 87Rb isotope. Apparently, its triplet scattering length is positive 

so that it remains a viabie candidate for observation of a stabie Bose-Einstein condensate. 
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Chapter4 

Observation of a shape resonance in the collision of 
two cold 87Rb atoms 

H.M. J. M. Boesten, C. C. Tsai, J. R. Gardner, D. J. Heinzen, and B. J. Verhaar 

To be publisbed in Physical Review A 

Abstract 

We abserve a shape resonance in the scattering of two ultracold87 Rb atoms, causing the colliding 
atoms to form a long-living compound system inside an 1 = 2 centrifugal harrier. lts existence 
follows from a phatoassociation experiment in a gas sample of doubly polarized 87 Rb atoms. 
Using it we are able to carry out the first direct determinations of the triplet scattering length 
for 87 Rb, relevant to Base-Einstein condensation experiments, and of the Rb + Rb C6 dispersion 
coefficient. Consequences for the 85 Rb scattering length are discussed. 

4.1 Introduetion 

A fascinating aspect of the recent successful Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC) experiments 

in cold gas samples of 87Rb, 7Li and 23Na atoms [1] is its close resemblance to the ideal 

gas BEC paradigm as it was originally predicted by Bose and Einstein [2]. In fact, instead 

of the complicated partiele interactions involved in other laboratory BEC phenomena, the 

atom-atom interaction enters the description of the phase transition in an ultracold dilute gas 

only in the form of a single parameter, the scattering length a. On the time scale of the 

two-body collisions any atomie gas behaves like a hypothetical gas with the same value of 

a but without bound two-body states. The (in)stability of the Bose condensate is one of the 

properties that are fully determined by a. It is believed that in a homogeneaus gas a Bose 

condensate is stabie only for positive a [3,4]. In a trapit is possible to forma condensate with 

a long lifetime also fora < 0 if the total number of atoms is below a certain maximum [5,6], 

but in this case too a is a crucial quantity governing the equilibrium and non-equilibrium 

condensate properties. 
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The significanee of the two-body collision parameters in atomie gases is not restricted 

to BEC experiments. For instance, the accuracy of recent improved versions of the cesium 
atomie frequency standard based on a fountain of laser-cooled atoms depends critically on 

elastic collisions among the atoms during their fountain orbit [7]. 
Several methods have been developed to obtain reliable information on such cold collision 

properties. One is based on measuring the density-dependent frequency shift of a fountain 
clock [8]. A second metbod consists of extrapolation from the highest part of the bound
state spectrum through E = 0, i.e., by inferring triplet and singlet scattering lengtbs a1· 

and as from (differences of) energiesof the highest bound tripletand singlet states [9-11]. 
A third metbod that has recently proven to be very powerfut is based on photoassociation 
spectroscopy [12-16], which can directly measure the oscillations of the continuurn wave 
function for low positive E [12,16,17]. 

In this paper, we consicter a combination of the latter two methods. Using photoassociation 
spectroscopy we observe astrong d-wave shape resonance in the scattering of two doubly-spin 
polarized 87Rb atoms. Such a quasi-bound state inside a centrifugal barder is as restrictive 
for the description of cold collisions as finding a high-lying bound state of the 87Rb2 triplet 
dimer: the usual Franck-Condon osciiiations observed in photoassociation experiments only 
dictate the node structure of the ground-state radial wave function in the excitation region and 
this fixes the node structure at infinity, i.e., ay, only when the long-range potential depending 
on C6 is accurately known. The existence of a (quasi-)bound state close to threshold is 
precisely the additional piece of information needed to eliminate the remaining freedom. 
In the following we will demonstrate this more explicitly (see Fig. 4.4 and accompanying 
discussion). This allows us to carry out the first direct determination of the 87Rb + 87Rb 
triplet scattering length, i.e., not via 85Rb, and of the Rb + Rb C6 dispersion coefficient. 
While the previous determination [16] of ar(87Rb) rested on a theoretica} C6 value [18] and 
on rnass-sealing aresult for 85Rb to 87Rb using a theoretica! number of bound triplets-wave 
states, we are now able to dispense with these and still obtain a much narrower ar range. 
The rnass-sealing estimate uses the relation 

(4.1) 

based on the WKB-approximation, with vn the (fractional) vibrational quanturn number for 

l = 0 at dissociation [19]. The analysis of a photoassociation experiment does not give 
information on the integer part of v n, i.e., on the number of bound states nb minus 1. Making 

use of a theoretica! C6 value, this yielded a range +85a0 < ar(87 Rb) < +200a0 [16]. In 
view of a possible deviation of C6 an explicit exclusion of the "adjacent" large negative 
values is highly desirable. In the present paper we also derive an improved value for the Rb 
5S-5P dipole matrix element, and obtain an indirect measurement of the number of 87Rb2 

triplet hound states. 
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4.2 Experiment and analysis 

The experiment is similar to that of Ref. [16]. About 104 87Rb atoms are loaded into a far-off 
resonance optica} dipole force trap (FORT) [20]. These atoms are exposed toa combination 
of laser fields for 200 ms. This period is divided into repeated 5 ps cycles. During the first 
2.5 ps of each cycle only the trapping (FORT) laser is on. During the next 0.6 ps of each 
cycle only two optical pumping laser beams are on, which maintain the atoms in their doubly 
spin polarized 52S112(F = 2, Mp = 2) subleveL During the last 1.9 JLS of each cycle, only 
the photoassociation (PA) laser beam is on, which is linearly polarized perpendicular to the 
quantization axis, and bas an intensity in the range from 20 to 1000 W cm-2. 

At the end of each 200 ms period, we probe the atoms remaining in the trap with laser
induced fluorescence. If the PA laser is tuned to a photoassociation resonance, the number 
of atoms is reduced, because most of the pairs of atoms which are excited by the PA laser 
de{;ay to free pairs with a kinetic energy that is too large to remain in the trap. This results 
in a detectable change in the fluorescence level. We build up a spectrum by repeating the 
loading, 200 ms irradiation period, and fiuorescence probe cycle for a succession of laser 
frequencies. 
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Figure 4.1: Measured rotationally resolved photoassociation spectrum of a single 
o; vibrationallevel5.9 cm-I below the52Sl/2 +52 Pt;zlimit, showing strong J 2 
excitation. 
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A typical photoassociation spectrum of a single vibrationallevel belonging to the o; state 

asymptotic to the 52 S 1; 2 + 52 P1; 2 limit is shown in Fig. 4.1. A simple rotational spectrum is 

observed, with J = 0, 2, and 4 lines visible. The most obvious feature of the data is the large 

size of the J = 2 peak, which is about 50 times larger than the J = 0 peak when saturation 

effects are accounted for. As discussed below, this large J = 2 peak arises due to a d-wave 

shape resonance in the ground state collision. 

V
9 
+61\2/mr2+NhWL _,.__ __ 

Figure 4.2: Dressed-states picture of photoassociation process, including schematic 

ground-state and excited-state potentials. Changing the laser frequency WL, the 

excited bound state energy E. ( v, J) shifts over the Maxwellian energy distri bution 

in incoming channel, causing a peak in photoassociation spectrum. The shape 
resonance E, •• withinthel = 2 centrifugal barrierenhances photo-excitation ofthe 
Ee, J = 2 state. 

In a photoassociation collision two Rb ground-state atoms move along a potential Vg, 
absorb a pboton from the PA laser and thereby undergo a transition to a bound Rb + Rb* state 

in an excited state potential V". In a dressed-state picture schematically represented in Fig. 4.2 

the bound state, which bas already a width /o for spontaneous emission, is embedded in the 

ground-state continuurn and thus tums into a Feshbach resonance with an additional width 

/L for laser-induced continuurn decay. Changing WL shifts the Maxwellian distri bution in the 

ground-state channel over the resonance, thereby giving rise to a peak in the photoassociation 

spectrum. 

The large J = 2 peak may be easily understood from this picture.. As bas been dicussed 

previously [16], for this spectrum the selection rule J = l is obeyed, where l is the orbital 

angular momenturn of the colliding atoms. The l = 2 centrifugal barrier, at 140 a 0, is 0.42 

mK high, as a summation of dispersion parts and centrifugal term shows. On the other hand, 

the optica] excitation occurs at r0 ~ 40-48 a0, the range of the outer turning points of the 
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excited states involved. Both for the estimate of height and position of the harrier and for that 
of the range of outer tuming points ab-initio calculated potentials suffice [21-23]. Therefore, 
the J = 2 peak measures the d-wave amplitude inside the centrifugal harrier. lts large size 

is due to the resonant buildup of this amplitude bebind the harrier. 
Information on the ground-state radial wave function u9 (r) is contained in the peak 

heights and shapes, in particular in the partial width /L for decay of the shape resonance by 

laserexcitation [16]: 

(4.2) 

with h the laser intensity, ca geometrical coefficient containing the full spin-angle structure, 
u9 (r) the ground state radial wave function, ue(r) the excited state radial wave function, 
and de9 (r) the transition electric-dipole moment. The width /L occurs in the Breit-Wigner 
expression [24] for the squared S-matrix element for photoassociation: 

ÎOÎL 
(4.3) 

in the notatien of Ref. [16]. Both ue and deg fellow from the solution of a 2-level problem in 
which a sum of 2 x 2 matrices for the asymptotic fine-stmeture splitting, a resonant electric 
dipole interaction Vdip. and a dispersion part is diagonalized in the separated-atom basis [22]. 
This determines both V.,(r) and the structure of the o; electronic state. lt tums out that the 
electrie-dipole matrix-elements d( P1t2) and d( P3t2 ) ofthe atomie D-lines entering Vdip are the 
most uncertain part of the analysis. A set of measured o; excited state level positions allows 
us to reduce this uncertainty sufficiently. We select a radius r 1 within but as close as possible 
to the outer tuming point r 0 such that the local phase of the radial wave function is a linear 
function of energy over the small energy range involved. Calculations using an ab-initio 
potential indicate that V. is deep enough to choose r 1 equal to 30a0 for r 0 40- 48a0• This 
implies that the entire inner part of the potential can be described by two phase parameters 

only. We calculate bound-state energies assuming phase values at a fixed energy for 87Rb 
and 85Rb, as wellas energy derivatives connected by mass-scaling, and values for d(P112 ) 

and d(P3tz). Since the 8112 + P1t2 expectation value of Vdip vanishes and the interatomie 
di stances involved are close to the separated-atom limit, only the product d( P112 )d( P312 ) 

comes in. Due to the long distances the dependenee of the analysis on the n 2 8 ground
state and n 2 6 excited-state dispersion coefficients is weak. We take them from Ref. [18] 
and (21] and include their uncertainty in the final error limits. Camparing theoreticallevels 
with sets of J = 0 levels for 85Rb [16] and J 2levels for 87Rb (this experiment), we find 
optima) values for the three phase parameters and a value d(P1t2)d(P3/ 2) 8.8 ± 0.1 a.u., 

thus improving the accuracy of our previous determination of this product [ 16]. 

Since u.(r) and dey(r) can thus be derived from an analysis offrequencies ofphotoasso~ 
dation peaks, /L is a "finger-print" of the nodesof ug(r ). At the large distances contributing 
to the integral in Eq. (4.2) the required information on ug(r) can be summarized in a single 
Unknown phase at r~, WhiJe a C6 dispersion COefficient governs the deveJopment Of u9(r) 
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outside r 1• Alternatively [16], one may take 0 6 and vn, the (fractional) vibrational quanturn 
number for l = 0 at dissociation [19], or 06 and aT as equivalent pairs of parameters. 
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Figure 4.3: 87 Rb J = 2 peak areas measured for a number of o; vibrational 
states, showing Franck-Condon oscillation (circles), togetherwith theoretica} values 
for optimal x~ (squares, 0 6 = 4650 a.u. and vn(mod 1) = 0.377) and for two 
points on edges of x~ strip (triangles): downward pointing triangles, C6 = 4450 
a.u. and vn(mod 1) = 0.363, upward pointing triangles, C6 4850 a.u. and 
vn( mod 1) = 0.408. For the sake of clarity, the theoretica] points have been shifted 
slightly in the horizontal direction with respect to the experimental points . 

Figure 4.3 shows the measured relative J 2 peak areas (proportional to 1'L) fora number 
of o; vibrational states. A well-developed oscillation is visible of the kind one would ex peet 
from the simple Franck-Condon picture where the radial integral in Eq. (4.2) is dominated 
by its con tribution from the region near the outer turning point r0 of ue ( r) [ 12]. In Fig. 4.4a 
we present the strip in the vn-06 plane, resulting from the requirement that u9 (r) bas a node 
at the Franck-Condon radius corresponding tothenode position following from Fig. 4.3. We 
also indicate in Fig. 4.4(a) the strip where a shape resonance occurs below the top of the l = 2 
centrifugal harrier and that for the smaller energy range between 50 and 90% of the total 
barrier height following from the analysis below, taking the actual J 2 enhancement into 
account. This illustrates clearly the important role of the shape resonance in our analysis: in 
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(a) Strips following trom simple picture. Dasbed lines: strip tor shape resonance 
below top of l = 2 barrier. Thin Iines: contour lines for ar in units a0• (b) Strips 
following trom 87 Rb analysis. 
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contrastto Ref. [16] we do not need a theoretica} C6-value as a second ingredient besides the 
Franck-Condon oscillations to detennine the two unknown parameters. 

The actual analysis starts with the detennination of a temperature from the J 2 
lineshapes fora grid Of VD and C6 ValUeS. This temperature ÎS USed to calculate theoretica} 

J = 0 and J 2 peak areas. Two x2 functions then define the extent of agreement with 
experiment: a "shape-resonance" -type XI corresponds to the ratio of the J = 2 and J = 0 
peak areas for the peaks at detunings of 5.931 and 6.944 cm-1, a "Franck-Condon"-type x~ 
is associated with the ratiosof the areas of all ten measured J = 2 peaks. The resulting strips 
in the v0 -C6 plane, presented in Fig. 4.4(b), are in qualitative agreement with the schematic 
picture of Fig. 4.4(a). Clearly, the more rigorons analysis on the basis ofthe radial integral of 
Eq. (4.2) effectively shifts the outer norles in ug( r) over a small distance inward, which tends 
to decrease the local wavelength and increase C6. We find the two criteria to set independent 
strips in the parameter plane with an intersection leading to 

0.35 < VD(mod 1) < 0.42 ( 4.4) 

and 
4400 < c6 < 4900 a. u. (4.5) 

The temperature turns out to be 0.25 ± 0.05 mK. Temperatures derived from our lineshape 
analyses are generally in agreement with those detennined by direct measurement [20]. The 
values for VD and c6 together determine the scattering length. We find the limits 

+ 99ao < aT < + ll9ao, (4.6) 

narrower than the range +85ao < aT < + l40a0 in Ref. [16], and obtained with lessinput of 
infonnation from theory. 

4.3 Discussion and condusion 

Let us now discuss the consequences for the 85Rb scattering length. If we use mass-scaling, 
assigning an upper limit ±3 for the error bar on the number 38 of s-wave triplet bound 87Rb2 

states (nb) derived from the Krauss-Stevens ab-initio triplet potential [23], we findaT to be 
negative (see table 4.1) forthe entire C6 range ofEq. (4.5). This is consistent with an analysis 
basedon direct 85Rb measurements and the same C6-range (table 4.1), extending the 85Rb 
data analyzed in Ref. [ 16] with an additional set of data obtained more recently, also leading 
to negative aT values only. The new direct 85Rb results arealso consistent with Ref. [16], 
leading however toa narrower range of VD-values: -0.23 < vD(mod 1) < -0.03. 

Our measured C6-value is consistent witharecent theoretica! value of 4426 a. u. [ 18]. This 
calculation should have an accuracy which is comparable to orbetter than our measurement, 

since it is derived from a model which reproduces accurately known atomie properties of Rb 
including its polarizability. Allowing fora maximum deviation of C6 from 4426 a.u. by 4% 
restricts aT(85Rb) to the least negative values and hardly changes a:r(87Rb ). 
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Results from aT(87Rb+87Rb) aT(ssRb+ ss Rb) 

analysis of 

87Rb +99 <aT< +119 
sealing 

-oo < ay < -80 --t 

ss Rb +85 <aT< +200 
scaliny 

<--- 1200 < ay < -10 

Table 4.1: Scattering lengtbs in ao. determined from 85Rb and 87Rb analyses for 

4400 < c6 < 4900 a.u. 

Finally, we can directly compare the 85Rb and 87Rb photoassociation spectra. Intensities 

of J 0 lines in the 85Rb spectrum are generally much larger than for 87Rb with comparable 

PA laser intensity. This behavior may be understood from the limiting form of the scattering 

wave function at low energy [17]. For all parameters in table 4.1 ratios between theoretica! 
85Rb and 87Rb peak areas are consistent with experimental ratios. 

We may also use the condition that mass-scaled results of the separate 85Rb and 87Rb 

analyses are consistent to derive the number of bound states in the 87Rb2 triplet ground state. 

We determine nb = 42 ± 4, in good agreement with the theoretical value 38 derived from 

Ref. [23]. To our knowledge, there is no experimental information on this quantity. 

From these parameter values the tunneling lifetime liht of the l 2 shape resonance 

is calculated to be in the range 20 - 100 ns, not very different from the spontaneons emis

sion lifetime liho and from the time scale of the photoassociation process lif"YL for easily 
attainable laser intensities. It should therefore be possible to obtain direct information on the 

time it takes the atoms to tunnel through the harrier and form the shape resonance by suitable 

time-dependent photoassociation measurements. 

In conclusion, we have observed a shape resonance in the collision of two cold 87Rb 

atoms. lts existence has made it possible to carry out the first direct determination of the 
87Rb triplet scattering length without relying on a rnass-sealing argument and a theoretical C6 

value. Nevertheless we find a much narrower positive interval. Likewise, we have obtained 

a more reliable and negative ay range for 85Rb. This information is relevant for present BEC 

experîments in rubidium gas samples. Finally, we have extracted a ground-state C6 value 

with a 5% error limit and the number of bound states supported by the 87Rb triplet potential 

with a I 0% error limit. 
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Chapter 5 

Observation of a shape resonance in cold-atom 
scattering by pulsed photoassociation 

H.M.lM. Boesten, C.C. Tsai, B.J. Verhaar, and DJ. Heinzen 

Submitted to Physical Review Letters 

Abstract 

We ob serve the time-dependenee of a cold atom col/ision in a pulsed photoassociation experiment. 
For a g-wave shape resonance in the 85Rb + 85Rb system we measure the time needed to 
build up the resonant state by tunneling thrvugh the centrifugal harrier. Combining this with 
time-independent 85 Rb and 87 Rb photoassociation we detennine the resonance energy a:nd find 
evidence for the decay of the shape resona:nce into inelastic channels. We also detennine the 
85Rb + 85Rb and 87Rb + 87Rb C6 coefficient and triplet scattering lengths without relying on 
ab-initia calculations. 

Recent developments in laser cooling and evaporative cooling techniques, especially 
for alkali gas samples, have led to the rapidly expanding field of cold collision physics. 
Collisions between cold atoms are exceptional in a number of aspects. One of these is the 
frequent occurrence of shape resonances, which are elastic scattering resonances associated 

with quasihound diatomic levels trapped bebind a centrifugal harrier. These are important to 

the collision physics hecause the collision energies are typically lower than the centrifugal 
harrier even for the lowest non-vanishing l partial waves. Consictering the vibrational and 
rotational energy spacings of the alkali dimers, the probability for any of these to have at 
least one quasi-bound state with l S 6 is more than 50%. Knowing the energy of a shape 

resonance leads very directly to an accurate scattering length for the corresponding potentlal 
and is nearly equivalent to finding the last bound state of that potential. Shape resonances 
may he expected to create possibilities for many exciting new experiments. In particular, 

they will shed new light on the elastic and inelastîc interactions of cold atoms, which are of 
crucial importance for understanding Bose-Einstein condensation phenomena [1-3], laser

cooledatomie clocks [4] and other cold atom applications. They mayalso leadtoa new kind 
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of spectroscopy of states inside the centrifugal harrier with a tunneling lifetime long enough 
for inelastic interactions to occur due to weak interaction terms that are difficult to study 

otherwise. 
In this Letter, we present the first detailed study of a shape resonance in cold atomie 

scattering, focusing our attention on ag-wave resonance in the scattering of two 85 Rb atoms. 
We observe this resonance with cold atom photoassociation [5-IO]. Photoassociation is 
particularly useful for the present study, since it allows us to excite atomie pairs in a narrow 
radial range around 40 a0 that is inside the centrifugal harrier at about 100 ao, and also 
because it allows us toprobe individual partial wavecomponentsof the collision [10]. That 
is, we can selectively photoexcite the collision resonance. 

The 85Rb + 85Rb g-wave shape resonance is sufficiently long-lived that we are also 
able, for the first time, to directly observe time-dependenee in cold atomie collisions. With 
a pulsed photoassociation experiment, we measure the build-up of the resonance state by 
tunneling through the harrier in competition with various decay processes. The lifetime of 
the shape resonance is also long enough to be comparable to the time scale for inelastic 
interaction processes in the scattering of Rb ground state atoms. In agreement with this 
the time-independent photoassociation spectrum associated with the excitation of the J 4 
excited rotational state shows anomalous features that cannot be reproduced in terms of 
elastic scattering alone. The anomalous features can be explained in terms of an additional 
broadening of the resonance due to inelastic decay channels. 

As in our previous experiments [5,6,10], we illuminate trapped, laser-cooled, doubly 
spin-polarized Rb atoms with light from a tunable photoassociation (PA) probe laser, and 
detect the absorption of this light by colliding pairs of atoms with a trap-loss method. To 
begin each measurement, we load about I a-t 85Rb atoms from a vapor-cell magneto-optical 
trapintoa far-off resonance optica! trap (FORT) with a waist of about 10 p,m and depth lO 
mK. Subsequently, for 200 ms the atoms are illurninated by a combination of laser fields. 
Each 200 rns period consistsof repeated 5 p,s cycles, as shown in Fig. 5.l(a). For the first 
2.5 p,s, only the FORT laser beam is on. For the next 2.2 p,s, the atoms are illuminated by 
light from the tunable PA laser, and for the last 0.3 p,s, the atoms are illuminated by a pair of 
optica! pumping (OP) bèams. (We also sometimes use repeated 10 p,s cycles, for which the 
PA laser period is 4.7 ps.) The combination of the FORT and optica! pumping light keeps 
the atoms trapped and in their doubly-spin polarized IF 3, MF = 3) state, in a manner 
exactly analogous to that described in Ref. [10]. At the end of each 200 ms period, the atorns 
are probed with laser-induced ffuorescence (LIF), the intensity of which is proportional to the 
number of atoms remaining in the trap. Ifthe PA laserinduces free-bound optica! transitions, 
the LIF signa! is reduced, because any atoms which are excited decay predominantly to free 
atomie states which are too energetic to remain in the FORT. These steps are repeated fora 
succession of PA laser frequencies. 

In order to directly probe the time-dependenee of these collisions, we further subdivided 
the 2.2 p,s (or 4.7 p,s) periods into a pulse sequence (Fig. 5.l(a)) consisting of either a 
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Figure 5.1: (a) Timing of laser pulses in the experiment. (b) to (g) Time-dependent 
photoassociation spectra of o; vibrationallevel at 12,573.04 cm- 1• (b) and (e) 
Spectrum with one photoassociation pulse only, (c) and ([) Spectrum with two 
photoassociation pulses. ( d) and (g) DiEferenee spectra showing the effect of pulse 
2 alone. (b) to (d) T=O. (e) to (g) T=0.9 p,s. Notice that, for T=O, in contrast 
to the J 0 and J = 2 lines, the J = 4 peak is not twice as high in spectrum 
(b) in comparison with spectrum (a). But, when pulse 2 is delayed as intrace ([), 
additional signa! appears in the J = 4 peak. 
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single 0.45 p.s duration pulse (pulse l) (case a), or a 0.45 p.s duration pulse (pulse l) 
foliowed by a variabie time T, and then foliowed by a second 0.45 p.s duration pulse 
(pulse 2) (case b). We tuned the PA laser over the I85Rb (52S1/ 2F = 3, MF 3)+85Rb 
(52 S112F = 3, MF 3); t:, l, mt,) --t I85Rbz(O_; "' 52 S112 + 52 P1;2)t;, J) transitions, where 
E, l, and m 1 denote the energy and orbital angular momenturn quanturn numbers of the initially 
free state. We probed all the rotationallevels J betonging to the vibrationallevel v which lies 
at an energy of -3.365 cm- 1 with respect to the barycenterofthe 52St/2 + 5'1 Pt/2 dissociation 
limit. A typical result, recorded at a PA laser intensity of 57 W/cm2, is shown in Fig. 5.1. 
Figures 5.l(b)- 5.l(d) showtheresult when the delay timeT was set to zero, andFigs. 5.l(e)-
5.l(g) showtheresult when the delay time was set to 0.9p.s. Figures 5.l(b) and 5.l(e) show 
the result for case a (putse I onty), Figs. 5.l(c) and 5.l(f) showtheresult for case b (putse 1 
and pulse 2), and Figs. 5 .I ( d) and 5.1 (g) show the difference between case b and case a. The 
difference shown in Figs. 5.l(d) and S.l(g) represents the signa! due to pulse 2 alone. 

Each spectrum consists of three lines, which correspond to the J =0, 2, and 4 rotational 
levels. As has been discussed previously [lO], for the partienlar transition we have chosen 
to an electronically excited state with a Hund's case (e) structure [15], the selection rule J=l 
is obeyed. Thus, the J=O peak arises from the s-wave part of the scattering wave function, 
the J=2 peak from the d-wave part, and the J=4 feature from the g-wave part. The odd 
rotational peaks are suppressed because the spin-polarized Rb atoms are identical bosons and 
therefore cannot exist in odd partial wave states. The J =4 peak saturates at an intensity of 0.5 
W/cm2, which is much less than the intensity of 15 W/cm2 at which the J=O and J=2 peaks 
saturate. This causes the J=4 peak to be power broadened when the J=O and J=2 peaks are 
visible (Fig. 5.1). The greatly reduced saturation intensity of the J=4 peak occurs because 
the g-wave shape resonance increases the g-wave vibrational wave function amplitude and 
therefore increases its optica! transition strength. 

The lifetime of this resonance is long enough that we are abte to see it directly in the data 
of Fig. 5 .1. Fora very rapid collision time scale, the signa! should be proportional to the total 
time the PA laser is on. This occurs for the J =0 and 2 peaks, where the height of the peaks for 
case b (total PA on time/cycle = 0.9 p.s) is about twice that for case a (total PA on time/cycle 
= 0.45 p.s). However a completely different behavior is observed for the J=4 peak. For 
no delay time (Figs. 5.l(b)-(d)) pulse 2 induces much less signa! than pulse 1. This occurs 
because pulse l is sufficiently intense to remove all pairs of atoms in the g-wave resonant 
state from the trap. Since it takes time for new atoms to tunnel through the g-wave centrifugal 
harrier, pulse 2 finds very few pairs of g-wave atoms at '""' 40a0 separation. On the other 
hand, when the delay time is increased, as in Fig. 5.1 ( e )- 5.1 (g), pul se 2 in duces a significant 
additional signa!. This occurs because the delay time is comparable to the tunneling time, so 
that new g-wave resonant states are formed and optically excited by the second pulse. 

Three mechanisms compete in depleting the resonant amplitude built up by inward 
tunneling (rate 'Yin): tunneling outward through the harrier bout), photoassociation to a 
bound excited state (7L), and inelastic decay to lower ground-state hyperfine levels (7inol). 
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We find that if the theoretica! model does not include the inelastic decay of the resonance, 
in line with all analyses of our cold-atom photoassociation experiments thus far, then the 
observed area of the J = 4 peak in the time-independent spectrum is too smal! with respect 
to the J = 0 and J = 2 peaks to be consistent with the theory. The theoretica! J 4 peak 
area is suppressed when the inelastic decay is included. Including it greatly complicates 
the analysis. The original l = 4 shape resonance, involving the extemal atomie degrees of 
freedom only, splits into a non-degenerate set of shape resonances arising from the spin-spin 

and Zeeman interactions of two atoms with /J = h = 3, confined to move inside a harrier. 
Their partial width for inelastic decay to channels outside the F 6, l = 4 subspace can be 
readily calculated if we assume that shape resonances do not occur for ( F, l) i= ( 6, 4 ). We 
then find that the modeland the data are consistent only if 'Y.mt/'Yinel = 2 ± I. 

In order to simplify the time-dependent analysis, we chose to take the time-dependent 
data at a sufficiently high laser intensity so that 'YL dominates over the inelastic decay rates 

during the PA laser pulses. The number of pairs of trapped atoms N;n which are in the 
resonant state evolves according to 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 

where Nout is the number of trapped atoms not intheresonant state, and the ÎL term is only 
included during the photoassociation laser pulses and the 'Yinel term only in between. 

Because of the high laser intensity saturation effects need to be taken into account in 

/L and in the resonance energy E, •• determining 'Yin and /out· We therefore calculated 
these quantities by means of a two states coupled-channels program with a triplet ground
state channel and a o; excited state channel including an absorptive potential accounting 
for spontaneous emission. Solving the above equations wethen calculated the total atom 
loss during the 200 ms period with either one laser pulse or two laser pulses per cycle. 

An interesting aspect of the theoretica! prediction for the difference signa! is its asymmetry 
relative to the J 4 peak itself, which is due to the variation of the tunneling rate over 
the width of the power-broadened shape resonance. The asymmetry is also visible in the 
ex perimental difference signals. Integrated over the laser detuning, the calculated losses can 
directly be compared with the corresponding experimental peak areas for a set of delay times 
and laser intensities. From this wedetermine the lifetime r = ( Îout + Îinel )-1 of the g-wave 
shape resonance fora number of Îined!out ratios. Combining this result with those from the 
time-independent experiment [10],, we find a value 0.6 < Eres < 0.8 mK for the resonance 

energy, well below the harrier height 2.6 mK, a tunneling time 1 < I hout < 4ps, and an 

inelastic decay time 2 < lhinel < 8ps. Figure 5.2 shows a typical experimental signa! as a 
function of delay time: A2/ A1 is the totalloss A2 due to thesetof second pulses only (area 
of J = 4 peak in the difference spectrum), divided by the totalloss A1 due to thesetof single 
laser pulses per cycle (area of J = 4 peak in case a). Theoretica! curves are shown fora set 
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of resonance lifetimes. The non-zero ratio at T=O is due to tunneling during the laser pulses 

that is somewhat enhanced by the power broadening. 

T = 10 fJS 

1 2 3 

T /J!S 

Figure 5.2: Time-dependent photoassociation signal A2/ A1 as a tunetion of delay 
timeT for I 50W/cnr, T = 0.35mK, and /out/lso= 2. Experimental data with 
error bars are indicated as well as theoretical curves for various lifetimes of the 
shape resonance r. 

Presently, the most uncertain part of the inelastic decay is that induced by the secoud

order spin-orbit interaction <V:~l) [ 11, 12] between the valenee electron spins of the colliding 

atoms, a 2-step spin-orbit effect where one spin influences the orbital motion of the charges 
which in turn influences the other spin. It bas the same spin-angle structure as the magnetic 

dipole interaction [14], but a different dependenee on the interatomie distance. Both the 
distance range where it is effective and its magnitude are only roughly known. As its 
strength increases rapidly with Z it is expected to play an increasingly important role for 

the heavier alkali atoms. Recent calculations predict the rates of decay of the condensate 
due to recombination (13] and dipolar relaxation [14]. Assuming opposite signs [12] for 

the partial width amplitudes~~{; and ,;t2 due to dipolar and second-order spin-orbit decay 
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b}!?z = 1~{: + 1~L2), and using the calculated value lhdip 120ps, we find a spin-orbit 

decay time 2 < lhso < 8ps. 
The rate "'so enters 'YL via the same radial transition matrix element that occurs in the 

rate constant for the V.~2Linduced relaxation of the doubly-polarized 87Rb hyperfine state 
involved in tlle recent successful 87Rb BEC experiment [1]. An analysis of resonance
enhanced time-independent J=4 photoassociation peaks would thus enable us to predict in 
a model-independent way the rate constant G so for spin-orbit decay of the condensate in the 
BEC experiment. lt tums out, however, that our result G.o = (4 ± 2) x w- 14 cm3s- 1 [18], 

is far larger than a recently measured value [19]. 
We believe that the most probable explanation for this discrepancy is our assumption that 

no shape resonances occur outside the ( F, l) ( 6, 4) subspace. Taking into account the large 
number of angle-spin states outside this subspace, it would seem highly probable that one or 
more of them have positive energies below the top of the centrifugal harrier. The resulting 

strongly enhanced decay would lead to a much smaller value for "'inel and thus to a smaller 

value of Gso· 
Using peak areas of rotational lines for three subsequent vibrational levels in the low 

' laser intensity limit, wedetermine an accurate value 4550 ± 100 a.u. for the van der Waals 
coefficient C6 , in good agreement witharecent theoretica! value 4426 a. u. [16]. Finally, with 
this C6-value and the above-mentioned resonance energy wedetermine the triplet scattering 

length to be in the range -500a0 < aT(85Rb + 85Rb) < -300 ao, narrower than the range 
-lOOOao < aT < -60ao found in Ref. [10] and obtained with less input of theoretica! 
parameters. The negative sign of aT implies that a homogeneons 85Rb gas sample will not 
form a stabie condensate. 

With additional experiments, we have found that doubly-polarized 87Rb atoms exhibita d
wave shape resonance, the details of which will be reported elsewhere [ 5]. For completeness 
we repeat here the most important result: the range +99a0 < aT < + 119a0 for the triplet 
scattering length, narrower than the range +85a0 < aT < + l40a0 obtained in Ref. [10], and 
again obtained with less input of theoretica! parameters. Finally, we use the condition that 
mass-scaled results of separate 85Rb and 87Rb analyses are consistent to derive the number of 

bound states nb in the 85Rb2 and 87R~ triplet ground states. We find nb 38 ± l for 85R~ 
and 39 ± I for 87R~. the latter value being in good agreement with the theoretica! value 38 
derived in Ref. [17]. To our knowledge, there is noother experimental information on this 
quantity. The difference in nb for the two isotopes is connected with the difference in sign of 

the respective scattering lengths: the state which becomes bound with the increasing atomie 
mass causes the 85R~ scattering length to be negative and the 87Rb2 scattering length to be 
positive. 

In conclusion, by means of a pulsed photoassociation experiment we have observed the 

time-dependenee of a collision of two cold 85Rb atoms via a shape resonance. Combining 

this observation with time-independent data we have obtained new insight in elastic and 
inelastic processes, of importance for present and future cold atom experiments. 
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Chapter6 

Di po lar decay in two recent Bose-Einstein 
condensation experiments 

H.M.J.M. Boesten, A.J. Moerdijk, and B.J. Verhaar 

Publisbed in Physical Review A 54, R29 (1996) 

Abstract 

In view of two recent Bose-Einstein condensation experiments, we have calculated the magnetic
dipolar decay-rate constantsof the atomie density for the doubly polarized state in 81Rb and 
85 Rb, and for the highest state of the lower hyperfine manifold in 23 Na. 

After the recent breakthrough to Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC) in dilute ultracold atomie 
gases of 7Li, 23Na, and 87Rb [1-3], it has become a priority to try to understand the finite 

lifetime of the trapped gas sample, in particular below the transition temperature. Since the 

mechanism of the decay is not yet completely clarified, it is useful to consider the theoretica! 

predictions for the various possible partial decay-rate constants. In this paper we present the 
decay-rate constants for the di po lar decay of the hyperfine states involved. For the case of 7Li 
that result has been given in a previous paper [4]. The dipolar decay-rate constants for 23Na 
and 87Rb will be considered here. In Fig. 6.1 we show the ground-state hyperfine structure for 
23Na, 85Rb, and 87Rb as a function of magnetic field. In the following we refer to each of the 

hyperfine states in terms of the (lower-case) single-atom quanturn numbers J, m f, although 

f is a good quanturn number only for B 0. Capita! quanturn numbers F, MF are reserved 

for two-atom stales involved in collisions. Instead of the doubly polarized f, m f = 2, +2 

state in Na that we studied previously [4], we will concentrale bere on the 1, 1 state for 
which BEC was realized experimentally [3]. As Fig. 6.1 shows, special significanee bas 

to be attributed to the field range up to 316 G in which the 1, 1 state can be trapped in a 

static magnetic trap as a I ow-field seeking state. Also in the case of 87Rb we wiJl concentrate 
on the dipolar decay of the state involved in the recent BEC experiment [1], the doubly 

polarized 2, + 2 state. For completeness we will give the analogous result also for the isotope 
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Figure 6.1: Ground-state hyperfine diagrams for (a) 85Rb, (b) 81Rb, and (c) 23Na. 
The hyperfine states are labeled with f, m 1 quanturn numbers. 
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85Rb. The metbod used has been sketched in Ref. [5]. Decay channels considered are all 

exothermal two-body decay channels not forbidden by selection rules, i.e., all are available 

combinations oflower-energy ft mfp h mh combinations with MF =mil + mh at most 
2 different from the initial total M F value, taking into account the possible transfer of 1li of 
angular momenturn between internal and external atomie degrees of freedom învolved in an 

inelastic collision. 
A reservation should be made in conneetion wîth the dipolar rate constant values to be 

presented in this Rapid Communication. For decades it bas been known [ 6] that the magnetic 

dipole-dipole interaction Vd;p among the valenee-electron spins of interacting alkali-metal 
atoms is accompanied by a second type of spin-spin interaction with the same spin-angle 
structure that arises as a second-order effect in the valenee-electron spin-orbit coupling and 
will be referred to here as V,~. Both the (totally different) interatomie distance range, where 
V,~ is effective, and its magnitude are roughly known. lts strength increases rapidly with 

Z. Mies et al. [7] pointed to its possible role in the spin relaxation of alkali-metal atoms 
and made a preliminary study in the case of Rb atoms. A later study by Tiesinga et al. [8] 

concentrated on 133Cs. Although a non-negligible V,~ contribution cannot be excluded in the 
present case of the Rb isotopes, we believe that a calculation of the purely magnetic dipolar 
part alone is useful, so that a comparison with the experimental decay rate might form the 

first ex perimental indication of a possible significant Vs~ contribution. 
In order to calculate the above-mentioned dipolar rate constants, detailed knowledge 

of the potentials involved is necessary. For Na the triplet and singlet potentials are very 
well known [9] and for the Rb isotopes the relevant part of the triplet potential has recently 

been determined by means of an analysis of two photoassociation experiments [10,11]. The 
influence of the singlet potential on the dipolar decay-rate constant for the fully stretched Rb 
state is expected to be small, because the dominant decay channels are almost pure triplet 
states. We use an ex perimental Rydberg-Klein-Rees potential [ 12] and obtain an indication of 
the associated range of uncertainty of each calculated rate constant by introducing a variabie 
radial phase rfs in the singlet wave function at an arbitrary point in the radial range where 
the WKB approximation is valid [9,10]. Upper and lower limitsof the rate constants thus 
obtained by varying rfs are indicated in the following figures. 

In Fig. 6.2 we have given the dominant partial decay-rate constants and the total decay-rate 
constant for 87Rb as a function of the magnetic field in the zero-temperature limit. Along the 

horizontal scale the quantity l + B /80 is plotted logarithmically to combine the advantages 
of a linear scale at low B and a logarithrnic scale at higher fields where the rate constants 

show a slower variation. The value of Bo chosen, ahJ/(64ttB), with ahf the hyperfine 
constant, ensures a favorable separation between the linear and logarithmic pruts. The upper 

horizontal scale indicates the actual B values. For each partial decay-rate constant two lines 

are presented, indicating upper and Jower lirnits obtained by varying rfs. Figure 6.2(a) shows 

the rate constants teaving the atoms in the highest hyperfine manifold f 2, as well as the 
total rate constant. Figure 6.2(b) shows the remaining partial rate constants. A remarkable 
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in two recent Bose-Einstein condensation 

feature of the rate constants is the oscillatory behavior for small B values. This behavior is 
analogous to that of atomie H [5] and Na [4] and can be explained in terms of oscillations 
of the radial wave function in the final channel relative to that in the initial channel, as they 
occur in the integrand of the radial transition matrix element. The relative phase of these 

oscillations shifts with B. 
Note that, in agreement with Ref. [4], zero-temperature decay-rate constants generally 

do not vanish. They vanish only in the extreme case of zero final phase-space volume, 
i.e., at B = 0 for final channels with both atoms in the upper hyperfine manifold. As a 
consequence, whereas the total decay-rate constant is dominated by such channels at the 
higher fields because of the overlap of initial and final radial wave functions, the remaining 
channels with at least one atom in the lower hyperfine manifold dominate for small B. The 
gradual decrease of the dominant rate constants and thus of the total rate constant at high 
fields is due to the growing disparity of initia! and final kinetic energies with increasing B, 
leading to a decrease of overlap. 

Note, furthermore, that the uncertainty in the singlet potential does notchange the orders 
of magnitude of the dominant rate constauts and the total rate constant at low B and is even 
negligible for the higher fields. The uncertainty in the triplet potential, which has not been 
included in the figures, corresponds toeven smaller changes of the rate constants. 

In the 87Rb BEC experiment the magnetic field is about 5 G. For this field strength the 
predieled two-body dipolar decay-rate constant is (6 ± 3) x 10-IS cm3s- 1 and the dipolar 
lifetime of the condensate 90-300 s (n 2.5 x 1012 cm-3), including the factor of 2 
rednetion of the rate constant due to identical-particle effects [14]. The difference between 
the experimentally observed decay time of 15 s and this two-body dipolar decay time may 
be due to V.~. in which case the amplitude due to Vdip and V.~ would be comparable in the 
case of Rb atoms. In a previous paper [ 13], we have calculated the rate of recombination to 
R~ for spin-polarized 87Rb teading to a lifetime of 24 x 104 s, completely negligible with 
respect to the two-body dipolar decay rate. 

In Fig. 6.3 we have given the dominant partial decay-rate constauts and total decay-rate 
constant for 85Rb as a function of the magnetic field in the zero-temperature limit. Again 
the uncertainty in the rate constauts due to the singlet potential is indicated. In contrast to 
the 87Rb rate constauts these rates show no oscillatory behavior. In general the 85Rb rate 
constauts are about a factor of 5 higher than the 87Rb rate constants. This is due to the fact 
that the absolute value of the 85Rb + 85Rb scattering length is larger than that for 87Rb + 87Rb. 
In the case of 85Rb the range of variation of the rate constauts associated with the uncertainty 
in the triplet potential is much larger than for 87Rb, due to the much larger uncertainty in the 
85Rb scattering length [10,11]. Relative to the curves presented, the variations amount to an 
upward or downward shift by up to a factor of 3. 

Figure 6.4 shows all three calculated partial dipolar decay-rate constauts for 23Na, as 
well as the total rate constant. Each of them tencts to 0 for B ~ 0 due to vanishing phase
space volume, in other words, due to the centrifugal potential which is more difficult for the 
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outgoing atoms to penetrate for decreasing kinetic energies. The pronounced minima as a 
tunetion of field are again due to the varying phase relations of ingoing and outgoing radial 

waves. 
The total dipolar decay-rate constant for 23Na is thus calculated to be about 6 x w- 17 

cm3s- 1 in the relevant field range around 1 G, again excluding the factor of 2 bosonic 

reduction of the rate constant in the BEC environment. We thus find the dipolar lifetime 
for the condensate to be 110 s (n = 1.5 x 1014 cm-3), much Jonger than the experimentally 
observed 1-s lifetime. It may very well be that in the experiment of Ketterle et al. [3 ], withits 
much higher atom density, the condensale lifetime is primarily determined by the mechanism 
of recombination to Na2 in three-body collisions. lndeed, since pairs of 23Na atoms in the 

1, -1 hyperfine state interact predominantly via the triplet potential, the recombination rate 

can very well be estimated from the recombination rate for the Collision of two spin-polarized 
atoms [13] teading to alifetime of 1.3 s, in good agreement with the experimentally observed 

lifetime. 
In conclusion, as a complement to previous studies that dealt with recombination rates or 

with dipolar rate constauts for other states, we have calculated the dipolar rate constauts for 
the hyperfine states of 87Rb and 23Na involved in two recent successful BEC experiments. 
The calculated rate constauts are roughly consistent with the magnitude of the experimentally 

observed condensate lifetimes for 87Rb, with a possible discrepancy due to V"~. In the case 
of 23Na, tak.ing into account the high atomie density, the main decay mechanism of the 
condensate appears to be recombination to Na2. 
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Chapter7 

Properties of cold collisions of 39K atoms and of 41 K 
atoms in relation to Bose-Einstein condensation 

H.M.J.M. Boesten, J.M. Vogels, J.G.C. Tempelaars, and B.J. Verhaar 

To be publisbed in Physical Review A as a Rapid Communication 

Abstract 

We have determined properties of cold 39 K + 39 K and 41 K + 41 K collisions by a multichannel 
inverted perturbation approach applied to spectroscopie data of highly-excited 39 K singletand 
triplet bound states. We predier positive scattering lengths for the 39 K + 39 K and 41 K + 41 K 
singlet potentials, as well as for the 41 K + 41 K triplet potential, and a negative value for 39 K 
+ 39 K triplet scattering. From a study of the magnetie-field dependenee we conclude that 41 K 
may be the first example of an alkali species with a Feshbach resonance in the magnetie-field 
range where these atoms can be trapped in the f = I, m 1 = -1 hyperfine state, thus providing 
a possibility to switch between stabie and instabie condensales in a Bose-Einstein condensation 
experiment. 

The recent observation of Bose Einstein condensation (BEC) in weakly-interacting atomie 
gases of rubidium [1], lithium [2], and sodium [3] is an important step towards a more 

fundamental understanding of superfluidity and superconductivity in strongly interacting 
systems. A fascinating aspect of a Bose condensate in a dilute ultracol ct atomie gas is that its 
behavior is completely deterrnined by one parameter only, the scattering length a, in contrast 
to the more complex systems. Recent work [4-6] shows that indeed various properties of a 
Bose condensate can be very well described by a nonlinear Schrödinger equation that contains 

a as a single parameter. In particular, it determines the stability of the condensate [7,8], a 
positive sign implying a stabie and a negative sign an instabie condensate [9]. The value of 

the scattering length is also a key ingredient of present methods to prepare the condensed 

phase, a large value being neerled for efficient evaporative cooling [10]. Finally, two-body 
scattering properties play a crucial role also in other cold-atom experiments, for instanee 
those dealing with laser-cooledatomie clocks [11]. 
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Figure 7.1: Ground-state hyperfine diagram for 39 K (Bo 82.4 G, ah/ 11.079 
mK) and 41 K (Bo 45.3 G, ah/ = 6.097 mK). Trappable states are indicated by 
bold lines. 

In all successful BEC experiments thus far a cl oud of atoms is trapped in a static magnetic 
field. In this kind of setup atoms can only be trapped for a reasonable time (larger than 1 s, 

for instance), when prepared in a specific hyperfine state. Figure 7.1 shows the ground-state 
hyperfine diagram for 39K and 41 K, including the two states that are promising for observing 
BEC. The first of these is the (f 2, m 1 = +2) state with fully stretched electronk and 
nuclear spins, the second one is the highest state (f = l, m 1 -1) of the lower hyperfine 

manifold, trappable for B < B0 = !ah// p, B with ahf the atomie hyperfine constant and 
flB the Bohr magneton. An interesting aspect of atoms colliding in the f = 1, m 1 = -1 
hyperfine state is the possibility to effect a large change of the scattering length by varying 

the magnetic field, if a Feshbach-type resonance shows up in the collision process. Changing 
the field would enable one to directly control the magnitude and sign of the scattering length 
and thus the stability properties and dynamical behavior of the condensale [8]. Changing 
the sign of a as a function of time by variations of B, for instance, would offer possibilities 
for fascinating new experiments. Thus far theoretica! predictions have been made for the 
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locations of Feshbach resonances for 7Li and 23Na [12] with reliable interaction potentials 

and for 133Cs [13] with a less reliable interaction potential. Unfortunately, in 7Li and 23Na no 
resonances occur in the field regime where atoms can be trapped, while in the case of 133Cs 
the interaction potential is too uncertain to definitely predict the locations of resonances. 

Remarkably little has been publisbed so far about the cold-collision properties of K 
atoms. This is surprising because this element has the attractive feature of having the two 

above-mentioned stabie bosonic isotopes, as well as an almost stabie fermionic isotope 40K. 
In this paper we present a multichannel inverted perturbation approach of a combined set 

of singlet and triplet 39K bound states, including their coupling by the hyperfine interaction, 
that enabJes US todetermine the C6 dispersion coefficient, exchange interaction parameters 
and scattering lengths. A simple rnass-sealing rule subsequently enables us to derive the 
conesponding scattering properties of 41 K. Finally, we have used these potentials to predict 
the magnetie-field dependenee of the scattering processof two 39K and of two 41 K atoms in 

the f l, m f = - l hyperfine state. 
The long-range singlet (S=O) and triplet (5=1) interaction potentials between two K 

atoms are written as 

(7.1) 

with dispersion coefficients Cn and exchange parameters A, a. We select an interatomie 
distance r0 as far out as possible, such that inside r0 the energy separation between the S = 0 
and S 1 potentials is large enough for the singlet -triplet mixing by the hyperfine interaction 
to be negligible [12]. This enables us to summarize the entire r < r0 part of the interaction 

potentials in terros of accumulated phases 1/Js, ifoT of the oscillating singletand triplet radial 
wave functions, which serve as a boundary condition for Schrödinger's equation in the range 

r > ro. 
We start by improvingthe innerpart ofthe singlet potential, determined by Amiot [14], by 

a standard uncoupled inverted perturbation approach [15], making use of a code developed 

by Moerdijk [12]. We use measured energy differences of levels up to and including v 74 
with outer turning points up to 18.2a0. This yields a potential reproducing the measured 
bound-state energies to within the experimental uncertainties. We use this singlet potential 
and a publisbed Rydberg-Kiein-Rees tripletpotential (16] todetermine 1/Js(E, l), ifoT(E, l) for 

arbitrary combinations of energy E and relative orbital angular momenturn l by integrating 

the singlet and triplet radial Schrödinger equations from the origin outward to r 0 = 16a0. 

The variation with E and l of the radial phases at r0 is then used in the boundary condition 
forther > ro problem and the values of the phases <PT(O, 0), <Ps(O, 0) at E l = 0 are 
varied together with the long-range potential parameters to optimally describe the highest 

energy levels [12], i.e., the singlet rovibrationallevels of Ref. [14] withouter turning points 

between 17 a0 and 29a0, and the triplet rovibrational levels of Ref. [16] with outer turning 

points between 17 a0 and 20ao. The uncertainty in the variations of the phases overtheE and 
1 ranges involved in the following analysis has been estimated to be small and is included in 
the final error limits. 
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For this optimalization problem we use a new multichannel inverted perturbation ap
proach, which will be explained in more detail elsewhere [17]. Like the standard inverted 

perturbation approach (IPA) it searches for potential corrections that eliminate deviations 
between theoretica! and experimental energy eigenvalues, using the expression for the tirst
order energy shift in perturbation theory. Theessen ti al difference is that the poten ti al contains 
in actdition singlet-triplet coupling terms, in our case the sum of the single-atom hyperfine 
interactions. Another advantage of the new metbod compared to the standard IPA is that 
triplet and singlet levels are included simultaneously, the parameter search comprising both 

dispersion and exchange parts and the triplet and singlet phases. It is emphasized that our 
analysis uses differences of experimental energy levels only [ 12]. On the other hand our 
analysis prediets absolute energies relative to the continuum. 

We follow an iterative procedure in applying our multichannel IPA program to search 
for successively better singlet and triplet potentials. As a starting point we use long-range 
potentials described by the dispersion coefficients of Marinesen et al. [ 18], which are believed 
to be correct within 4% [19], and the exchange coefficients of Magnier [20]. With our 
multichannel IPA codewethen search for the optimum phase values </>s(O, 0), PT(O, 0). In 
the following step, using these as a starting point, we search for the optimum combination 
of C6 and the phase values. lt tums out that the data are not sensitive enough to C8 and 

0 10 todetermine these higher-order dispersion coefficients. In further iterative steps these 
parameters are varied within their theoretica! uncertainty bounds. Finally we vary 0 6 , the 
exchange parameters and the phase parameters simultaneously to search fora least-squares 
minimum. As aresult we find 0 6 = 3960 ± 40 a. u., in good agreement with the theoretica! 
value ofMarinescu et al. [18] but with an error bar of only l %, and a= 0.845 ± 0.015a01

, 

A = (2.75 ± 0.25) x w-6 x exp( -a 20a0) a.u., in reasonable agreement with Magnier's 
values [20]. We find that the terrus included in the poten ti al (7.1) give an excellent description 
in the radial range considered. It turns out that an analysis with r0 shifted to 17 a0 leads to 
values of 06, A and a within the above error limits. 

From these coefficients and the corresponding phase parameters we then determine the 
scattering lengtbs for the collision of 39K + 39K atoms via a pure tripletor a (hypothetical) pure 
singlet collision channel. The results are summarized in Table 7 .1. A simpte rnass-sealing 
law [21-23], transforming the phase values at r0, enables us to transform these results into the 
corresponding values fora 41K + 41 K collision. The results arealso presented in Table 7.1. 

We thus predict that the stability condition for the Bose condensate under homogeneons 
circumstances is fulfilled in the case of doubly spin-polarized 41 K atoms. For the analogous 
case of 39K we predict that it is not fulfilled. 

The other state that can be trapped in a static magnetic trap, the f = 1 , m 1 -i hyperfine 
state, is a field-dependent superposition of singletand triplet eigenstates. The scattering length 
a1,-J will therefore depend on B. It is well-known that this dependenee cannot be calculated 
by simply averaging as and aT with weight factors equal to the singletand triplet probabilities 
in the spin state of the incoming channel. This is only true in the degenerate-internal-states 
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collisions of39 K atoms and of41 K atoms in relation to BBC 

Isotope scattering length 
39K 1200 < ar < -60 
39K +130 <as< +146 
4tK +21 <ar< +64 
4tK +78 <as< +90 

Table 7.1: Triplet (ar) and singlet (as) scattering lengtbs in a0 for 39 K and 41 K 

(DIS) limit, i.e., when the intluence of the hyperfine splittingis negligible duringa two-body 
collision [24]. The averaging prescription would leadtoa smooth dependenee on B with 
no resonances. A more realistic picture suggesting where Feshbach resonances might be 
expected arises as follows. For a fixed value of the field we separately diagonalize the spin 
Hamiltonian Vhf + Vz, consisting of the hyperfine and Zeeman interactions, in the singlet 
and triplet two-atom subspace, i.e., we neglect the hyperfine-induced singlet-triplet mixing, 
replacing Vhf by its "symmetrie" part Vhj = ~ahJ{F(F + 1) S(S + I)- 1(1 + 1)}, 
depending on the two-atom spin-quanturn numbers S, I,F. For 41 K the result is presented in 
Fig. 7.2(a). We restriet ourselves totherelevant highest vibrationallevels v and to states with 
the two-atom magnetic-quantum number Mp equal to the value -2 in the incident channeL 
Note that the singlet levels are only weakly field-dependent via the nuclear Zeeman term. 
We give an indication for the error limits due to the uncertainties in the potential parameters 
and phase values by giving two extreme sets of curves (drawn and dasbed lines). Also, we 
indicate the simpte coupled I(SI)FMF) and decoupled ISMslMI) structures valid in the 
weak- and strong-fie1d limits, and the B-dependent threshold of the continuurn (dotted line), 
equal to the sum of the single-atom f 1, m 1 = -1 energies. Feshbach resonances are 
expected where a bound-state level crosses the threshold and becomes a quasi-bound state 
embedded in the continuum. Figure 7.2(a) suggests that a Feshbach resonance may exist 
closetoor inside the field range where the atoms can be trapped. Note, however, that we have 
neglected the contribution Vhf = ~ahJ/1i2{(sï- s2) ·(i~- i;)}, antisymmetrie in the atomie 
electron spins that couples singlet and triplet states. This might be a bad approximation when 
the energy distance between the latter is comparable to ahf as is the case for low B. In fact 
we expect the lv = 26, ( 11 )2, -2} state to berepelled by the higher v 87 singlet level. 

The result of a rigorous coupled channels calculation of a1,-1 is presented in Fig. 7.2(b) 
for the same two extreme sets of potential parameters. Clearly, we predict at least one 
Feshbach resonance in the field range B < B0 where the atoms are !ow-field seeking, for 
the whole range of possible potential parameters. Apparently, the coupling does play 
an important role for weak fields. A gas of 41 K atoms inthef l,mf -I state may 
therefore very well be the first experimental example where the scattering length changes 
sign due to the existence of a Feshbach resonance in the interesting field-range. To illustrate 
the difference with the flat behavior of the simple DIS prediction Fig. 7.2(b) also shows 
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Figure 7.2: (a) Energies of highest singlet and triplet bound states for 41 K as a 
function of magnetic field for model neglecting Vh]. At B = 0 the splitting of the 
S = 1 levels is given by Vhj = !ahJ[F(F +I) S(S + 1) I(l + 1)]. For 
each bound state two lines (drawn and dashed) are presented, corresponding to two 
extremes for the potential parameters. The dotted line shows the threshold energy 

of the 11 - 1, I - 1) callision channel. Resonances for ultralow eaJlision energy 
occur where this line intersects with a bound state energy curve. Inset: bound-state 
energies in low-field regime. 
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Figure 7.2: (b) Value of the scattering length forthef 1, m 1 = 1 state following 
from coupled channels calculation. The two lines are extreme results for different 
choices of the potentials. The dash-dotted line shows a t,-t in the DIS limit for one 

extreme choice. Inset: value of scattering length in low-field regime. 
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Figure 7.3: (a) Same as Fig. 7.2(a) for 39K. 

the above-mentioned average of as and aT for one of the extreme sets of parameters (dash
dotted line, corresponding to drawn line for coupled channels). Another interesting feature 
visible in Fig. 7 .2(b) is the interf erenee of two nearby overlapping Feshbach resonances for 
a range of possible potential parameters. If this actually occurs experimentally, an intriguing 

time-dependent behavior with two competing time scales might show up in a measurement, 

especially when the field is varled as a function of time through the field range where the 
overlap occurs. 
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Figure 7.3: (b) Same as Fig. 7.2(b) for 39K. 

Tak:ing into account the uncertainties in the potential parameters, the field ranges where 
the resonances are predicted to occur at threshold are: 

16 <Bs=t< 44G, 

515 <Bs-=t< 630G, 

740 <Bs=o< 785G, 

(7.2) 

(7.3) 

(7.4) 

where we indicate the resonances by their predominant singlet or triplet character. The 
interlering resonances are predicted to occur for 40 < Bs=l < 85G. 
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Figure 7.3 shows analogous results for 39K atoms. Note that due to the lower atomie mass 
the resonances are associated with vibrational states having lower v values. The coupled
channel results lead to the conclusion that the probability of finding a change of sign of a, 

either through ±oo or 0, in the field range B < B0, tak:ing into account the uncertainty in 
the potential, is about 80%. A remarkable feature of the resonances is that they extend over 
a much wider field range than in 41 K. The field ranges where the resonances are predicted to 
occur at threshold turn out to be 

0 <Bs=I< 16G, 

195 295G, 

550 630G. 

(7.5) 

(7.6) 

(7.7) 

In conclusion, we have studied collision properties of cold 39K and 41 K atoms, relevant 
for BEC experiments. Despite the small hyperfine splittings we predict at least one Feshbach 
resonance for 41 K in the field range where the highest state of the lower hyperfine manifold 
can be trapped and a large probability for a change of sign of a in 39K. The broadness of the 
resonance features in 39K should make them more easily observable experimentally. 
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Chapter 8 

Introduetion to optical collisions 

H.M.J.M. Boesten, F.A. van Abeelen, and B.J. Verhaar 

Abstract 

In this chapter we wilt introduce and derive the optieal-Bioch equations, necessary to describe 
collisions of two cold atoms in a laser field. This wilt be done starting from the Schrödinger 
equation for the total sytem, consisting of the two-atom system, the laser field, and the radiation 
reservoir (to describe spontaneous emission). The purpose of this chapter is to serve as an 
introduetion to the jinal two chapters, which treat the jirst attempt in the lirerature to describe 
optica/ collisions entirely on the basis of quantum mechanics. 

8.1 Introduetion 

Collisions between ultracold atoms are fundamentally different from collisions at room 
temperature because the de-Broglie wavelength A becomes larger than the range of the 
interaction potential between the atoms. Because of this, quantum-mechanical effects become 
important. This contrasts with, for instance, helium-neon collisions at room temperature, for 
which the relative motion of the atoms can be treated classically to a considerable extent [ 1 ]. 
Furthermore, at low temperatures the collision dynamics are influenced by the long-range 
part of the attractive potentials, which is unimportant forthermal collisions. 

Ultracold collisions become especially interesting if one of the atoms is in an optically 
excited state. During such optical collisions the probability for spontaneons emission may 
very wel! become of order l due to the very long distance and time scales of the collision 
process. As a consequence, spontaneons emission can no Jonger be treated as a perturbation 
on the collision process. 

Optica! collisions occur for instanee in optica! traps, of wbich a large variety is used 
nowadays in laser cooling and laser trapping experiments. In such traps optical collisions 
give rise to decay of the atomie density. Two mechanisms which can lead to atom loss are [2]: 
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1. Radiative deeay: 

Cs+ Cs +liwL Cs*eP312) +Cs-+ Cs+ Cs +liw. (8.1) 

2. Fine-stroeture change: 

In these equations and in the following we have, for the sake of definiteness, considered the 

case of two Cs atoms, although this chapter applies to any pair of identical alkali atoms. The 

basic idea of the radiative decay processis illustrated in Fig. 8.1. During the collision of two 

cesium atoms in the 2 S112 + 2 S1; 2 ground state channel with relative kinetic energy Ek,in one 
ofthe atoms is excited at an interatomie (i.e., intemuclear) distance R by absorption of a laser 

photon, so that the molecular system is now in the 2 S1; 2 + 2 P3; 2 state (a similar description 

applies if the excitation occurs to the 2 S 1t2 + 2 P112 channel). This process is possible if the 
laser frequency WL is equal to the distance between the potential curves of the ground state 
E9 (R) and excited state Ee(R). The interatomie distance at which the la<>er frequency fits 

exactly the transition from the E9 (R) to the E.(R) potentialis called the Condon radius Re. 
The kinetic energy of the atoms is conserved during this transition, if the momenturn of the 
absorbed pboton is neglected. This is a satisfactory approximation for the circumstances of 

most of the present optical collision work. In addition, we confine ourselves to the case of 
red laser detuning relative to the atomie transition. 

Next, the atoms are accelerated towards smaller R under the infiuence of the attractive 

resonant electric dipole-dipole interaction E.(R) = -C3/ R 3 . If, at a smaller interatomie 
distance R < Re spontaneons emission occurs, the frequency w of the emitted pboton will 

besmaller than the frequency WL of the absorbed pboton because E9 ( R) is almost independent 

of R. The increase in kinetic energy Ek,fin - Ek,in is equally distributed among both atoms. 
If this energy increase,li ( w L - w) /2 per atom, is larger than the trap depth, both atoms can 

leave the trap. 
In the fine-stroeture change loss process the laser excitation is foliowed by a fine-stroeture 

transition from the atomie 2 P312 to the atomie 2 P 112 state when the atoms have moved to 

distances of roughly 20ao, because herecurve crossings occur between molecular potentials 

asymptotically connecting with the 2 S1t2 + 2 P312 state and other molecular potentials, corre

sponding with the asymptotic 2 S1; 2 + 2 Pt12 state. The asymptotic energy difference between 
both states is 797 K for cesium, 342 K for rubidium, and 25 K for sodium so that both atoms 
gain enough kinetic energy to leave the trap via a fine-stroeture transition. 

Since these fine-stroeture changes occur at small R-values, for which the potential E.( R) 
is deep, the atoms move so rapidly during the transition that a classical description is sufficient 

for the collision process. The probability of a fine-stroeture transition during one passage 

through the crossing region, can be estimated from existing experimental data at room 

temperature [2], again because ofthe depth ofE.(R). 
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--r----------~-· 

E e 
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_r_ 
E l lRc 
g R 

Figure 8.1: Radiative decay, wo is the atomie transition frequency and Ek,in (Ek,JinJ 

the initial (final) callision energy. 

Based on the above, we can divide the total range of interatomie distauces into two 
regimes. One regime concerns the smal! distances up to Ro ~ 100a0• lt includes the fine
stmeture crossing and can be treated classically. The other regime is that where the laser 
excitation and spontaneous emission occur: R > R0 and needs to be described quanturn 
mechanically. A very important question is whether the laser-excited atoms will be able to 

reach the smal! interatomie distauces where tbey can undergo a fine-stmeture transition, i.e., 
one would like to know the probability that the atoms will survive in the excited molecular 

state all the way down to the radial range of the fine-stmeture curve crossings. This quantity 
can be calculated using the optieal-Bioch equation which will be introduced in the third 
section. First we willlook in some more detail at the potential curves involved. 

For the description of optica} collisions only large interatomie distances are relevant, for 

which the ground- and excited-state potential-curves can be treated very simply. In particular 

the Cs(2S1;2) + cseS1;2) molecular potentialisnotsplit up and independent of Rand the 
singlet and triplet molecular states are linear combinations of atomie product states. As 
mentioned above, in the excited-state potential curves asymptotically connecting with the 
2 S1t2 + 2 P312 or 2S1t2 + 2 P 1; 2 fine-stmeture limits are important. The radial dependenee can 
be derived from the Hamiltonian consisting of the sum of the R-independent 2 P3; 2- 2 P112 
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fine-stmeture splitting and the electric dipole-dipole interaction [3] 

vd-d(R) = 1 (ih.Dz- 3(DJ.R)(Dz.R)) IR3 

47rfo 
l 3 

= 
4 

(Dlx 1D2x1 + Dly'D2y1 - 2Dlz'D2z') IR , (8.3) 
?rfo 

with D;j the j-component (along body-fixed x' ,y' ,z' axes) of the electrostatic dipole operator 

of atom i. The resulting eigenvalues En are shown in Fig. 8.2. In this tigure we used the 

notation n;, with .Q = \MJ( z') \, the absolute value of the projection of the total electrooie 

momenturn on the interatomie axis, a g I u, the parity of the total electronic wave function 

and ± the symmetry character under reileetion in a plane through the intemuclear axis ( only 
if .Q 0). 

Of the five attractive curves in Fig. 8.2 the 0~ excited state is expected to be the dominant 
channel in fine-stmeture loss processes [4]. Due to selection mles of the electtic dipole 

operator this excited state couples with the Ot ground state only. In the following we will 

restriet ourselves to this choiee of channels: Ie) 0~(2 P31z + 25112) and lg) = Ot(ZS112 + 
2 5112). The value of the C3 dispersion coefficient follows from the slope of the O;t(Z P3t2 + 
2S1t2)-curve in Fig. 8.2 at small X. lt is also important to notice that in this entire chapter 
the nuclear spin is left out of consideration. Incorporation of the nuclear spin and of more 

fine-stroeture channels in the following derivation of the optieal-Bioch equation, however, is 
straigthforward. 

8.2 Schrödinger equation for optical collisions 

In this section we will derive the (infinite) set of coupled-channels equations descrihing the 

evolution of the total system, consisting of two atoms with an internuclear distance vector R, 
the laser field and a radiation reservoir necessary for the description of spontaneous emission. 

The Schrödinger equation for our two-level system, interacting with one (laser)mode 
(frequency wL) of the radiative field and an infinite number of modes (frequency wk) of the 
reservoir, can be written as 

ili! \t) H\t) , (8.4) 

with 

(8.5) 

in which 
li2 

TR -2p,AR, 

Hmol(R) = CJ+CJ.Jiweg(R) 

a+a- (liwo- C3/R3
), 

(8.6) 

Hem =liwLalaL + L;;tliwkat.a;;t, 

Hint= -cr+d*(Îl) ·(EL+ ER)- cr_d(Îl) ·(El+ EA). 
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R (units of a0) 
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Figure 8.2: Potential energy curves for the 2 P312 + 2 S1; 2 and 2 P1; 2 + 2 S1; 2 states 
of Cs2; X Jlj(127réoAR3

), Y = (En- E?12)/ó., with d = (2S,ML = 
OID. I2P, ML = 0), the atomie electric-dipole matrix element, and IJ. the atomie 
fine-stroeture splitting, E?12 is the molecular energy of the asymptotic 2 P112 + 2 S112 

states. 
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The symbol f1 denotes the reduced mass, equal to m/2. wo the atomie transition frequency 

and a_ a~ = !g)(ei- The operators al (aL) anda}t(akt) in thefreehamiltonian Hem ofthe 
electromagnetic field are the pboton creation (annihilation) operators of the laser mode and of 
the reservoir modes. The occupation number of the laser mode with polarization vector 4 is 

called N, the occupation number of the reservoir mode with wave number k and polarization 

vector Ë is called Nk~' etcetera. The Hamiltonian Hint describes the interaction between 
the molecular syste~ and the radiation field. In it the vector J represents the molecular 
electric-dipole matrix element 

(8.7) 

in which I<Pnte(R)) is the electronk wave function formolecules with interatomie distance 
R. The phases of the e- and g-states are chosen in such a way that, for all values of R, 

· 4 J · is a negative real number. 
The veetors ËL (Ë]J and ËR (ËÀ) are the annihilation (creation) partSOf the e}ectric-field-

strength operators of the laser and the reservoir [5]: 

- ~~ 
&L = V 2e;J} EL aL , (8.8) 

- "'~-&R = ~V 2e;J} €a kt. 
kt 

(8.9) 

In the above expressions the laser field is described by an electromagnetic field mode in a 
cubic cavity with edge L and perioctic boundary conditions. The frequency of this mode 
is equal to the laser frequency WL. The reservoir is represented by the collection of all 
modes that can exist in this cavity (we will refer tothese modes as reservoir modes). In the 

Hamiltonian Hint nonresonant terms like a _d*(R) · ( ËL + ËR), for which an e --> g transition 
and a pboton absorption take place simultaneously, or o-+d(R) · (Ëi +lA). for which during 
a g --> e transition a pboton is created, are omitted (rotating-wave approximation [6]). 

Taking into account all modes in expression (8.9) leads to divergences. Furthermore, the 

coupling between the molecular system and the relativistic reservoir modes is not correctly 
described by Hint in combination with (8.9). A correct treatment of the interaction with 
these modes requires a relativistic description of the molecular system. These problems 
are avoided by limiting the sommation over the reservoir modes to modes with a frequency 
smaller than a certain cutoff frequency wc. This cutoff frequency has to be chosen in such 
a way that only those modes that are important for the description of laser excitation and 
spontaneous emission are taken into account, while the relativistic modes are excluded. We 

take [5] wo ~ Wc ~ mee fli ~ 8 x 10Z0 Hz. The atomie transition frequency wo is of the 
order of 1015 Hz and thus wc 1017 Hz is a good choice. In the remaining part of this chapter 

all summations are limited by this cutoff frequency. 
In the coupled equations to be derived, laser-coupling matrixelementsof the form 

- ~ -t - ~ .,.,. ~ r;:; {g, Nlu_d(R) · &L!e• N- 1) = d(R) ·EL V ~v N (8.10) 
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occur. To make these matrix elements independent of N, we make the following substitutions 

in the expressions forEL and fi, 

(8.1 I) 

with N the expectation value of the number of laser photons, related to the laser intensity I 
via I NfîwL/ L3c. The operators ih and al are defined by 

àLIN} =IN I}, aLlO)= o, 
àliN) = IN+ 1) . 

(8.12) 

Because of the choice of phases of r/>.(R) and 4>9 (R) introduced above alllaser-coupling 
matrix elements now have the following negative real value 

~ VN= _nD.r(R) V2;JJ - 2 · (8.13) 

The quantity f:4 is called the Rabi frequency and is a positive real number. 
To derive the set of coupled-channels equations for the total system we write the total 

state vector lt) as a linear combination of eigenstatesof the free part of H without the kinetic 
energy operator (Hmot(R) +Hem): 

Fg,N,Nii,ti' . ..(R, t)jg, N, Nkl<t; Nk2<2; ... ) l . 
(8.14) 

The equations for the coefficients F9 ;e,N,Nii
1
t
1
, • ..(R, t) are found by substituting the expan

sion (8.14) for !t) in the Schrödinger equation and taking the inner product with jg f e, N, 
Nk* ~; Nk~ ~; ... )on the leftand right hand sides: 

it':J 2E2 

. a _, .. . ....,. 1 ... 
mot F9 ,N,o (R, t) = [TR + NnwL] F9 ,N,o (R, t) + 2n0., Fe,N-1,0 (R, t), 
a ~ ~ 

m atFe,N-1,0 (R, t) = [T'R + (N l)fîwL +fîwe9 (R)] Fe,N-t,o (R, t)+ (8.15) 

~f:4F9,N,o (R, t) d* · l::(OIERikE') Fg,N-I,ft(R, t), 
kt 
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etcetera. The notation lkf) bas been introduced as an abbreviated notation for the state 

INf< = 1; all other reservoir modes unoccupied). The state IO) is the vacuum state of the 

reservoir. 
The equations are ordered in sets of two equations. Each set contains the equations of the 

coefficients of eigenstates which are coupled by the laser field only. One of these eigenstates 
contains the combined molecule-laser state lg,M) for certain M, the other le,M 1). 

The pair {lg, M), Ie, M 1)} is called the Mth manifold. Attached toeach manifold is 

a collection of eigenstates which can be populated by subsequent laser excitations and 

spontaneons emissions from the state lg, N, 0): 

{le,M 

This process of subsequent excitations and emissions is called a radiative cascade. Equa
tions (8.15) describe the first step in the cascade of the Nlh manifold (to be referred to 

hereafteras the highest level of the cascade}, Eqs. (8.16) the second step (second level). The 

radiative cascade is schematically drawn in Fig. 8.3. The above set of equations is the starting 
point for the derivation of the quantum-mechanical optical-Bloch equation in the following 
section. 

8.3 Quantum-mechanical optieal-Bioch equation 

Equations (8.4 ), (8.5), and (8.6) in the previous section describe the time evolution of the total 

system, including the relative motion of the atoms, the laser, and the reservoir. However, 

we are only interested in the evolution of the degrees of freedom of the molecular system. 
The state of this subsystem is obtained by taking the partial trace over the laser and reservoir 
degrees offreerlom ofthe density operator p101 (t) = lt)(tl which represents the total system: 

(8.17) 

In general, the resulting state p(t) of the molecular system is a mixed state. An equation 

descrihing the evolution of such a subsystem is called "master equation". In this section the 

master equation for p( t) will be derived. 

The termsin the Hamiltonian H containing the electric-field operators ëR and ëJ are the 
largest obstacles in the derivation of this equation. They are responsible for the coupling 
between the different levels in the radiative cascade. To include thesetermsin the description 

we follow Mollaw's approach [7], but with an essential generalization: in contrast to Mollow 

we take the relative collisional motion of the atoms into account. 

We start by rewriting Eqs. (8.4), (8.5), and (8.6) in the interaction picture by applying the 

transformation 

(8.18) 
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: ~-- Je,N-2,i<ê> 

~-== lg,N-1,Ri> 

I I N 3 i! ... i!, ... , 
1 e, - ,1'\8,1'\ e ) 

-/---"-"'----:::>'"'-~==------ lg,N-2,i<Ë,k'Ë') 

Figure 8.3: Radiative cascade. The curves illustrate the ground- and excited-state 
potential curves. Within each level the states are coupled by the laser field. Vertical 
arrows represent spontaneous decay to Jowerlevels in the cascade. Por the sake of 
clarity we have given only the sum of the potential energy and the energy of the 
laser field. 

where Ho = Hem+ Hmot(R) and 0 an arbitrary operator. Equation (8.4) transforms into 

with 

Furthermore, 
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The advantage of this interaction picture is that the evolution of it)I is only deterrnined by 

the relative kinetic energy of the atoms and the interaction between the molecular system 
and the radiation field. The state it)I no Jonger contains the free~evolution exponentsof the 

internal molecular state and the radiation field. 

The solution of (8.19) can be expanded in powers of H {: 
00 

it)I = L it)~, (8.25) 
n=O 

where the nth term is related to the preceding one via the recursion relation 

lt)~ ~ { dt'H[(t')it')~_ 1 , !t)~ = lto)I. (8.26) 

We assume that at the reference time t0 the density operator Ptot ( t0 ) can be written as 

Ptot(io) = SpR Ptot(to) 0 10)(01 , (8.27) 

the product of an arbitrary state of the molecular system and the laser on the one hand and the 

vacuum state of the reservoir on the other hand. This means that we neglect the correlations 
which exist at time t0 between the reservoir and the rest of the system. The idea bebind this 

is that such correlations disappear in a very short time Tc ( ~ 1/r) and that new correlations 

arise that are independent of the previous history. The assumption that the reservoir is in the 
vacuum state at time t0 is justified by the consideration that spontaneously emitted photons 
rapidly move far away from the radiating system; the interaction with the molecular system 
will hardly change the state of the reservoir. As a result 

in which we used ak< IO) 0. 
The time Tc can be estimated using the function 

,P(t t') = (OI ( &k;(t) + ek~( t)) ( &k;(t') + ek1(t')) IO) 

= (OifÁ;(t)&k!(t')IO) 
= ( 0 ieiHemt/li e -iHemt' /li eRie -iHem(t-t')fli ek,e -iH.mt'/fieiHemt'fli IO) 

(8.28) 

= ( O!fk;( t t')ek;(o) !0) , (8.29) 

with i x, y, z. The last identity also follows from the fact that in the vacuum state no 

preferentlal time exists, so that ,P can only depend on the difference t - t' between the two 

times t and t'. In addition, it does notdepend on i. This follows from symmetry arguments. 

The real part of ,P( t- t') equals the correlation function of the componentsof the electric-field 
operator ER fR + f/t, i.e., the reservoir part of the operator descrihing the interaction 

between the reservoir and the molecular system: 

Re ,P(t - t') Re(OIEÁ;(t)EÁ;( t') 10) 

= ~(O!EÁ;(t)Ek;(t') + Ek;(t')Ek;(t)!O). 
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Again, we have assumed that the reservoir is in the vacuum state. As a consequence, the time 

interval for which f/1( r) =f 0 is a measure for the time scale of the inftuence of fluctuations in 

the reservoir, and thus for Tc. In order todetermine this width, Eq. (8.29) will be worked out 
in more detail in the following paragraphs. 

Using (8.24) and the properties of the photon-creation and annihilation operators we find 

f/1( r) ~ ?= 2€ lip Jwkwk'E;(k)r:;*(k)e-iw•r (OiaG.r4,,IO) 
kt kl€1 0 

~ liwk (~) *("") -iWkT z...... 
2 

pi;, K; i; ,. e . 
Gt eo 

(8.32) 

In this expression we have explicitly indicated that the polarization veetors Ë depend on the 

direction of the wave number k; each k corresponds with two basis polarization veetors ( 1 

and Ë2 1_ k. We now take the limit L -+ oo, so that 

L
3 J ~ ;j:.., m ~ m• ~ J 2 liwk f/1( r) = (21r )3 dk !:::;:

1 
E; ( k )t; ( k) k dk 

The k-integral is independent of i and can therefore be easily determined: 

2 J dk I: ~:j(k)r:i*(k) 
m=l 

~ J dk t tm(k)tm*(k) 
m=l 

811' 
3 

(8.33) 

(8.34) 

Finally, we replace the k-integral by an integral over all frequencies of the reservoir modes 
and obtain the result 

(8.35) 

where 
liw3 

G( w) 61!'2eoc3 . (8.36) 

In Eq. (8.35) we again encounter the cutoff frequency wc which was introduced in the previous 

section. From this expression one can directly see that f/1( r) is only nonvanishing in a time 
interval around r 0 with a duration of the order of I/wc. For r ~ I/wc the exponents 
interfere destructively. In conclusion, 

(8.37) 

Before continuing with the treatment of SR we will carry out some preparatory work. 

Firstwe calculate thecommutator [&k;(t), t:k~(t')]. FromEq. (8.24) and [ak<' 4,,] = 8GJ;,8a, 
it follows that 

[&k;(t),&k~(t')] = L ::~3e;(k)ij*(k)e-iw,(t-t')' 
kt 0 

(8.38) 

with i= x, y, z. After introducing a third "polarization vector" f:3(k) = k we find 

3 

L Ej(k)e:j*(k) 8;j' (8.39) 
m=l 



so that 
2 

2::.: éi(k)Ej*(k) = Ö;j- (k · î)(k · j), (8.40) 
m=l 

in which î and Jare direction vectors. The contributions to the sum over k in (8.38) cancel 

if i #- j. If i = j Eq. (8.38) equals 4>( t - t'), so that 

(8.41) 

Secondly, we introduce the function 

F(t- t') l~ dt" eiweg(R)(t-t")<t>(t- t") 

[X> dt11 eiWeg(R)t" 4>( t 11) l (8.42) 

with r t - t'. Justas 4>( r ), F( r) is only =f 0 in a small interval around T 0 of order Tc. 

The real part of F(O) follows from 

where 

ReF(O) =! {wc dwG(w)21r_!_ {= dt" [ei(weg(R)-w)t" + e-i(w.9 (R)-w)t"] 
2 lo 21r lo 
1 {Wc 

2 
Jo dwG(w)21rh(weg(R)- w) 

l/i2 
2 d2 r( R) , (8.43) 

(8.44) 

(8.45) 

The quantity ~ is a constant for R > 30a0 and r( R) is the molecular spontaneous emission 

rate, which can be expressed easily in the atomie rate rat· For the specific choice of g and e 

states that we madeinsection 8.1 the rate r( oo) = 1rat· Furthermore, wedefine 

!i? 
lmF(O) = d28w. (8.46) 

This term causes a shift lJw in the frequency of the e -t g transition and is assumed to be 
included in Weg· 

The last preparatory work concerns an estimate of the order of magnitude of the change 

of the state lW in a time interval Tc. Using (8.22), (8.23), and (8.13) we find that the laser 

part of Hf (t)it} 1 has the order of magnitude/iUrlt)f. The order of magnitude of T~(t)itJI 
is Ekinlt) 1, in which Ekin is the relative kinetic energy of the atoms which depends on the 

stage in which the collision process has arrived. In our case an upper limit of Ekin is given 
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by the depthof the e-potential De. An upper limit for the "relative" change x( Tc), defined 

by lilt+ Tc) I - 1t)1 ll X( Tc) lllt)f 11 is therefore 

(8.47) 

in which we used (8.19), (8.20), and the well known fact that the time scale of the evolution 

of lt)I due to the coupling with the reservoir is 1/r. which wil! turn out to be consistent 
with the equations to be derived in the remaining part of this section. In practice the Rabi 
frequency n,. is of the same order of magnitude as r. For cesium atoms r 44 MHz and 

c3 = 12.2 a.u., leading to x(rc) < w-3
• 

Now multiplying both partsof Eq. (8.26) with ik(l) we find using the commutator (8.41) 

and the fact that [&ki(t), Ti ( t')] = 0: 

ik(t)it)~ ~ 1: dt1 ik(t)H{(t')it')~_ 1 
1 lt I [ ~I(-) I( ')] I')J 1 1t I [ ~I(-) I ( I)] I I)! -ili dt &Rt,TRt t n-1+-ili dt &Rt,Hintt t n-1+ 

~ ~ 

~ 1: dt1 H{(t')ik(l)it')~_ 1 

= id~R) r dt'<f>(t- t')a~(t1)1t')~_ 1 + -ili1 r dt1 H{(t1)ik(t)lt1)~_ 1 • (8.48) 
n ~ h. 

If we take l, t > to + Tc (this means that we only look at the system when the inftuence of 
the correlations between the reservoir and the remaining part of the system at time t0 has 
disappeared), the integration limit t0 in the first term on the right hand side of (8.48) can 
be replaced by -oo because of the width Tc of the time interval for which <f>(t- t') =/; 0. 
Furthermore (see Eq. (8.22)) 

Because also x( Tc) ~ 1, we can write 

i~R) 1: d(<f>(t- t1)a2.(t1)it1 )~-l Ri J~R) loo dt'<f>(l t')eiweg(R)(t-t'la:_(t)lt)~-l 

= i~R) F(l- t)a2.(t}it)~_ 1 . (8.50) 

The second term on the right hand side of (8.48) is negligible [8,9]. We now takel = t and 

sum over all orders n. The result is 

(8.51) 

in which we used again (8.28). 
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In physical terms this can be understood as follows. The left hand side of (8.51) yields a 

nonvanishing result if a previously spontaneously emitted pboton is present in the state it)1 

which can be annihilated by the operator ik(t). The second member of (8.48) expresses 
that this can be the last spontaneously emitted pboton (second term) or an earlier emitted 

pboton (third term). If it concerns in the last case a pboton emitted at t" < t' < l, then 
the integrand contains a factor <P(f- t") due to the involved commutator. Because <P has 
only significant values in a time interval re = 1/wc this means that at least two spontaneous 
emissions should have occurred within a time interval Tc. The corresponding probability is 

of order rrc = r I Wc and thus negligible. 
Finally, we return to the Schrödinger picture and conclude 

~ 1. J(A) 
t'nit) ~ 2ili--;p:-r(R)a-it) , 

~ - ~ 1 
-a+d*(R) · t'nlt) ~ -

2
ilir(R)a+a-it). 

We thus find that it) obeys approximately the modified Schrödinger equation 

with 

where 

- 1 
Ho= Hem+ Hmoi(R)- 2,ilir(R) a+a- , 

i'It = Tn. a+ d*(R) · iL- a_ d1R) · {iÀ + ii}. 

(8.52) 

(8.53) 

(8.54) 

(8.55) 

(8.56) 

(8.57) 

The photon-annihilation part of the interaction between the molecular system and the reservoir 
has become a potential term in thee channel. We can also see that the imaginary part of F(O) 
would have led to the term 8wa+a_, which can indeed be interpreted as a frequency shift in 

Weg• 

In Mollow's approach the laser is represented by a harmonically oscillating electric field 
which enters in the Harniltonian aftera canonical transformation. This transformation can be 

avoided although, without it, it is impossible to derive a master equation for p(t) as defined 

by the standard definition (8.17). In that definition the e-g and space representation of p(t) 
has the components 

Pnm(R, Ïi', t) (n, Rlp(t)jm, R') 
(tl(lm, R'){n, RI)Jt) 

:E Fn,N,N;;
1
l
1

, ••• (R,t)F;;,,N,N;;
1
i!
1

' ... (R',t). (8.58) 
N,N;;Ill' ... 
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We now introduce an alternative definition of p(t) in which the sum of productsof F
coefficients with an equal pboton number in (8.58) is replaced by a sum of products of 

F -coefficients that beloog to one manifold: 

(8.59) 

(8.60) 

(8.61) 

(8.62) 

The components Pee(R, k, t) and p99 (R, k, t), which are the relevant quantities in the 
calculation of loss rates, are the same as in the standard definition. Only the nondiagonal 

components Peu ( R, R 1, t) and Pue ( R, R 1, t) have been changed. This new definition enables 
us to derive directly the desired master equation. 

Differentlating Eq. (8.59) with respect to time and using the modified Schrödinger equa
tion (8.54) we find 

(8.63) 

The terms in the above expression lead to 

(8.64) 

The fl0 term leads to 

-i { We9(R)- WL- ~ir(R)} Pe9 (R, , t), (8.65) 

because 0 and [àl, a laL] All a_ termsof fl1 and fl/ are zero because a:_ = 0. 
The laser-coupling terms with a+ in fl1 and fli yield 

The {R term of fl/ yields zero because 

(ti (a+ d*(Êl') · ËRa-IÏi')(Riàl )lt) = 
(ti (i.Ël')(Riala+a- d*(R') · ËR) lt) ~ 

(8.66) 

(ti (IR')(Riàla+u: ili~ J·(k~; J(R)r(R)) lt) o, (8.67) 
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in which we used Eq. (8.52). The result is: 

ä _,. ..... , i/i -+ _,., 

atPe9 (R,R ,t) = 
21
/Afi.- Afi.,)p.9 (R,R ,t) 

i {w.9 (R) WL- ~ir(R)} p.9 (R,Ïl',t)-

.I A ~ ~, .1 A ~ -, 

zÏD.r(R)p99(R, R , t) + zÏD.,(R!)p •• (R, R , t). (8.68) 

In this way we have obtained one oomponent of the quantum-mechanical optieal-Bioch 
equation. By taking the complex conjugate of Eq. (8.68) we find for ap9./ at: 

ili ... ~, 

2
J-t(Afi. Afi.,)p9.(R,R ,t)+ 

i { W 09(R')- WL + ~ir(R')} p9.(R, Jl', t) + 

i4D.r(R)p99 (R, i?/, t)- i4D.r(R')p •• (R, R', t). (8.69) 

The TR termsof ap •• fat and ap99 jat are treated as above. The Ho term yields zero in 
8p99 /8t because 17:_ = 17Î 0 and [a laL, a laL] 0, and yields 

in fJp •• jat. The {}.term in ÏI1 and the êR term in fli yield zero in 8p •• /8t, again because 
of the identity = 17; = 0. In 8p99f8t these terms lead via (8.52) to 

1 -t '"' A ""1 ~ t :;Ji(tl (ER· d(n) 17_17+17-IR )(RiaLaL) it} 

1 _,, _, _, ".. ~ t 
+Ji(ti (IR )(Rii7+i7-i7+ d*(R') · t:RaLfh) it) 

~ 4(r(R) + r(R')) d*(R'~ d(R) p •• (R, R', t). (8.71) 

Finally, we give the contributions of the laser-coupling terms. In fJp •• f at the Iaser-coupling 
terms lead to 

(8.72) 

and in 8p99 j8t to 

.1 A .......... , .1 A/ -t-+f 

- tÏD.r(R)p.9 (R, R , t) + zÏD.r(R )p9.(R, R , t). (8.73) 
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In total we thus find 

8 -+ -., ili ....... , 
al••(R, R , t) = 

211 
(AR.- tlfi,) Pee(R, R , t) + 

i { w.9 (R') + ~ir(R')- w.9 (R) + ~ir(R)} Pee CR, R', t)-

i~O,.(R)p9.(R, R', t) + i~O,.(R')p.9 (R, R', t), (8.74) 

ili( ) ...... , 
211 

f:.ii- f:.ii, Paa(R, R , t) + 

~(r(R) + r(R')) d*(R'~ d(R) Pee(R, R', t)

i~O..(R)p.9 (R, k, t) + i~O..(R')p9.(R, R', t). (8.75) 

Equations (8.68), (8.69), (8.74), and (8.75) can be written in the form 

a ..., .... , ili ....... , 
atf!,(R,R ,t)= 211-(AR.-AR.,)r;,(R,R ,t) 

~ [v(R)g(R,R',t) g(R,R',t)Vt(R')] + 

r,(g(A,R',t)), (8.76) 

with 
V(R) = li ( -t:.(R)- tir(R) !O..o(R) ) 
= !O..(R) 

(8.77) 

and 

(8.78) 

The upper left term in the above matrices corresponds to the ee-component, !:.( R) is the local 
laser detuning 

(8.79) 

where A" = WL - wo is the detuning of the laser with respect to the atomie transition 
frequency. Since the detuning is zero at the Condon radius, we can write 

(8.80) 

In Eq. (8.76) we can distinquish the coherent evolution described by the effective Hamiltonian 

li2 -
Hef! = --

2 
f:.ii + _E_(R), 

11 -
(8.81) 
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and the incoherent evolution described by I;(g). According to the definitions (8.59)-(8.62) 

e_( R, R ', t) consists of a sum of contributions each of which comes from one level in the 
radiative cascade. The effective Hamiltonian Hef 1 describes the evolution of one such level 

including the loss of probability to lower levels due to spontaneous emission, but excluding 
the gain of probability from higher levels. The V and vt terms in the right hand side 
of (8.76) therefore lead to "trace toss" in e(R, k, t). This toss is compensatect tor by De.) 
which accounts for the gain in probability from higher cascade levels. This term is therefore 
called "gain term". Finally, we notice that the above master equation bas been derived for 

the reduced density matrix corresponding toa pure state lt). If the total system bas to be 
described by a mixed state we find the same equation after averaging over all e-matrices. 

The master equation describes the evolution of a collision of two atoms in a laser field 
for arbitrary laser intensities. The only restrietion we made in the derivation of this master 
equation is the lirnitation toa two-level system. However, including more (intemal) degrees 
of freedom, is a straightforward extension of Eq. (8.76). An interesting lirniting situation is 
the low laser intensity limit. If the laser intensity is smalt enough the gain term in (8.76) can 
be neglected and the callision can bedescribed with a Schrödinger equation with the effective 

Hamiltonian Hef!· This limit will be extensively studied in the following two chapters. 
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Abstract 

We present a coupled-channel study of optical collisions, restricted to a single atom-laser 
manifold. Outside of a resonance region around the Condon point, we find a simple repre
sentation of the salution in terms of propagating complex dressed states. The probability flux 
for the 2 P312 + S state at small interatomie disfances can be interpreled in terms of two such 
intetjering dressed stat es. The coupled-channel salution displays some features that have previ
ously been obtained with semiclassical optical-Bloch-equation methods. An important quanturn 
effect, however, is a st rong reduction of atom loss rates at low collis ion energies that is roughly 
proportional to E-2• 

9.1 Introduetion 

In recent years a rapid development has taken place in the field of cooling atomie gases and 
storing them in optica! and magnetic traps. The interest is stimulated by exciting opportunities 
offered by such cold gases, such as the possible realization of Bose-Einstein condensation 

and precision experiments such as the construction of an ultrastabie Cs clock. The interest 
also comes from the expectation that collisions between atoms proceed in an unusual way at 
the temperatures which are now being achieved. At low temperatures, the Collision between 

a ground-state atom and an optically excited atom proceeds differently due to the fact that 
the spontaneous-emission time becomes comparable with the collision time, which makes it 

essential to include spontaneous emission in a more fundamental way in the description of 
the collision (for an overview of research in this area, see Julienne, Smith, and Bumett [1]). 
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A crucial aspect determining toa great extent the possibilities of carrying out experiments 
on atorns intraps is the existence of loss mechanisms which shorten the half-life of the atom 
density. For (magneto-)optical traps Gallagher and Pritchard [2] first pointed to the existenee 
of two important mechanisms, both of whieh occur in atom-atom collisions. The basic 
process involved is resonant laser excitation 

A(S) + A(S) +nw--> AeP3;2) + A(S) (9.1) 

at large interatomie distanee and subsequent acceleration along a -C3/ R3 attractive excited
state-potential surface. This is foliowed by either spontaneons emission and the possibility 
of a subsequent escape of the fast-moving ground-state atoms, or, more importantly, by an 
exothermal fine-stroeture transition 2 P3; 2 --> 2 P1; 2 at close interatomie distance giving the 
atoms enough energy to escape. 

After the basic description by Gallagher and Pritchard the theory was further developed 
in two papers [3,4], which clearly demonstrated the rieh variety of physical phenomena 
involved in optical collisions. In these papers the atomie motion was treated classically, 
which introduces an ambiguity as to the choice of the relative atomie velocity on the excited 
potential. This type of ambiguity can be avoided in a purely quantum-mechanical theory. 
It is clear, however, that a rigorons fully quantum-mechanical theory of optical collisions is 
beyond present computational possibilities. Therefore it is of interest to investigate partial 
aspects of the full problem in order to obtain so much insight that adequate approximative 
descriptions can eventually be developed. One such study was recently carried out in the 
nonsaturated regime on the basis of the WKB and a stationary-phase-like approximation for 
the atomie motion [5]. The result was written in the form of a product of an absorption 
line shape and a survival probability on the excited potential with an excited-state velocity 
determined by energy conservation. 

In this paper the treatment will be fully quanturn mechanica!, but limited to a single 
manifold [6] of coupled states Ie, N) and 19, N + 1) of the combined molecule-laser system 
and a single combination of relative orbital angular momenturn quanturn numbers l' and l 
for the excited and unexcited two-atom system, respectively. Here e and g denote optically 
coupled excited and unexcited internal states of the combined two-atom system, while N and 
N + I stand for the associated numbers of laser photons. 

9.2 Metbod of calculation 

For the sake of definiteness we concentrate on the optica] collision of Cs atoms, and on the Ot 
and o: excited and ground states, respectively [3,5]. We thus deal with a simple two-channel 
model of an optica! collision, but believe that the conclusions shed light on more realistic 
situations with complications such as a number of subsequent radial avoided crossings due to 
hyperfine structure or a number of excited potential curves besides 0~. We consider collision 
energies from the mK range down to valnes around 10 pK, where recoil effects can still 
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be neglected both for linear and angular momentum. In view of the predominanee of the 
-C3j R3 potential, the centrifugal effects in thee channel do notdepend on the precise value 
of l', which may therefore betaken equal tol. 

The above restrietion to a single manifold allows us to take into account the loss of 
probability flux due to spontaneous emission but we do not consicter the "recycling" of 
ground-state atoms thereby producedon the next lower manifold, i.e., their subsequent laser 
excitation. This tirst-order treatment in the spontaneous-emission rate is valid as long as the 
depletion of the original manifold is small. In practice, this also implies a small depletion 

of the ground state, i.e., a restrietion to the unsaturated regime. The implied near-linear 
intensity dependenee is indeed indicated by experimental data of Sesko et al. [7] and is 
also reproduced by optica! Bloch equation calculations [4]. Also for the more general case, 
where the depletion of the original manifold is not small, the present single-manifold study 
is of interest, since the waves generated in lower-N manifolds by spontaneous emission 
again behave according to the same coupled-channel equations, so that the properties of the 
solution may be used to develop an approach for the total problem. 

We thus solve the system of coupled radial equations 

(9.2) 

with f1 the reduced mass and 

F(R) = ( Fe(R) ) 
- F9 (R) 

(9.3) 

the coupled radial wave functions associated with the Ie, N) and lg, N + I) states. Further
more, 

(R) = ( -t.(R) - ir ~Q, ) 
~ lQ 0 ' 

2 r 

(9.4) 

in which t.( R) = t.( 1 - Rb/ R3 ) is the locallaser detuning with Re the Condon point. For 
simplicity we neglect the long-range retardation and the 1/ R6 van der Waals potential at the 
large distances involved, while the spontaneous-emission rate r = 32.7 x 106 ç l and the 
Rabi frequency Q, are taken independent of R [4,5]. lncluding R-dependent correctionsin 
our coupled-channel calculations is straightforward but is not expected to change the basic 
conclusions. We solve thesetof coupled equations (9.2), subject to boundary conditions to 
be specified below. 

lt tums out that our coupled-channel solution has a simple behavior outside the resonance 
region around Re. It can be described to a very good approximation in terms of decoupled 
solutions in a local-R basis of complex dressed states consisting of the eigenveetors of the 
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non-Hermitian matrix~: 

ll(N))= cos(O) ie,N) +sin (0) jg,N + 1), 

I2(N))=-sin (0) le,N) + cos(O) lg,N + 1) (9.5) 

with complex coefficients determined by tan(20) -O.r/ [A(R) + ir] and the complex 

eigenvalnes -~ [A(R) + ir] ± ~O.(R) in which O.(R) = {o.; + (A(R) + ir] 2f 12
, the 

sign of the square root being chosen in such a way that Re[O.(R)] is positive right of Ra. 
The associated damped radial wave functions F;(N)(R) satisfy the equations 

with the + or sign for i = 1 or 2. 

~ EeN --------uOr -----~ ---
~:~~:----------~- --- -------------------~~ B 

g,N+l 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 

'I 

" " 

/ 
/ 

/ 

". 
/ 

". "' 
.,. .,. 

internuclear distance R 

(9.6) 

Figure 9.1: Boundary conditions for callision problem (r = 0 ): an incoming wave 
in the I2(N))-channel right of Re and outgoing waves in all channels. 

In terms of the above decoupled solutions the boundary conditions for the collision 
problem are an incoming I2(N)) wave right of Re and ll(N)), I2(N)) waves leaving the 

environment of Re both to the left and right. For the collision energy E less than the 
threshold energy Eth -~A+ !nRe[O.(oo )] the ll(N)) radial wave function should go to 0 
as R -+ oo. Our main conclusions remain valid for other boundary conditions, in partienlar 
for waves approaching Re from the direction of the origin and thus also for the coupled 
problem where the reflection of radially ingoing waves from the small-R region calculated 
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in Ref. [3] is taken into account. For the simple case without spontaneous emission (r = 0, 
Ei(N) real) the boundary conditions are illustrated in Fig. 9.1. We solve the set of complex 
coupled equations (9.2) in the uncoupled basis in the resonance region around Re with a 
width of a few hundred a0 to find a set of linearly independent coupled basis solutions. 
Subsequently, we form a linear combination to satisfy the above conditions at the boundaries 
of this region. 

In the first instanee we restriet ourselves to l 0. The program has been checked 
by applying it to a simple model in which the actual -C3/ R3 potential is replaced by a 
rectilinear potential having the same derivative at Re. For such a simpte avoided crossing 
analytica! expressions forreflection and transmission coefficients can be derived [8] which 
agree excellently with our numerical results. 

9.3 Results and discussion 

Figure 9.2 shows the probability fluxes J9 , Je. and their sum in the uncoupled basis, 
following from the coupled-channel solution for initia! kinetic energy E = 1 mK, detuning 
ó = - r, and Rabi frequency n,. 0.8 r. For reasous to be explained below we normalize 
to J9 + Je = I at smal! R. We see a behavior with an interesting physical interpretation: a 
decreasing J9 at large R due to laser excitation on approaching Re = 2950a0, an excited-state 
flux Je starting at somewhat lower values, then first decreasing slowly due to the combined 
effect of laser excitation and spontaneous ernission and subsequently, after the passage of 
the resonance region around Re, decaying more rapidly due to disappearing laser excitation. 
Around 2000a0 , J9 (as wellas J9 + J.) reaches a plateau, with Rabi oscillations in antiphase 
in J. and J9 • lt tums out that in all our l 0 calculations the passage through the avoided 
crossing leads to negligible reileetion of waves back to large R. This applies even to the 
lowest collision energies considered. This is in agreement with Ovchinnikova's analytica! 
results [8] for rectilinear crossing potentials, which can be readily extended to the present 
calculations including spontaneous emission, as we will show elsewhere. 1t also tums out 
that the Rabi oscillations do not appear in the sum J9 + J., in agreement with classica! 
expectations. The decrease of J9 + right of the plateau is due to the loss of probability 
flux from the considered manifold by spontaneous èmîssion. In principle, one would have to 
go to the next Iower manifold in order to follow the recycling of this incoherent part of the 
scattering state. 

It tums out that the oscillating J. pattem is in its totality rather accurately proportional 
ton;, within wide intensity limits to be given below, provided the solution is normalized to 
a prescribed value for the total atom flux J9 + Je in the region left of Re where this sum 
has reached a constant plateau. Figure 9.3 shows the J. pattem for n,. 0.4 r, i.e., for 
one-fourth of the original intensity. Clearly, apart from a nonlinear interval around Re, the 
J. pattem is simply shifted along the logarithmic axis relative to that in Fig. 9.2. 

The linear intensity dependenee can be explained in the same way that the absence of 
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Figure 9.2: Probability fluxes J9 , J9 + J. (left scale), and J. (right scale) in 

uncoupled basis as a function of intemuclear distance, following from coupled

channel calculations for E = l mK, ä = - f, and Q,. = 0.8 f. 
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basis, following from coupled-channel calculations for E = 1 mK, á - r, and 
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saturation in the ex perimental Cs loss rate of Ref. [7) is explained in Ref. [ lJ: in the plateau 
region most of the excited-state amplitude is due to off-resonant excitation occurring well 
inside Re. as this process is favored by improved survival. The flux lost previously to 
the lower manifold by spontaneous emission is recycled according to the same off-resonant 
excitation probability. In this respect it is of importance that the atomie velocity increase 
after the first excitation-spontaneous-emission cycle is still rather low. The new Jg. Je 
combination on the next lower manifold is therefore expected to be proportional to that of 
the original manifold and can consequently be considered to be part of the same total pure 
state, for which J9 and J. behave in the plateau region as given in Fig. 9.2. 

On the basis of this near linearity it is the ratio Jefn; that in the limit 0.,. -+ 0 is relevant 
for the comparison with experiment. Then normalization with respect to the plateau value of 
J9 + Je is completely equivalent to normalization relative to the incident value of J9 + Je, 
since the sum doesnotchange n~ Re in this limit. Figure 9.4 shows the functions Je/0.;, 
Jg. and J9 + Je in the zero-intensity limit for 8 - r and E = I mK. We now see a 
maximum of the excited-state flux near Re. To illustrate the accuracy of the theoretica! 
linear intensity dependenee of our Je we gi ve in Fig. 9.5 the value of Je at R = 1 Oa0 as a 
tunetion of (Q,.jr)2 for E 1 mK and 8 = -r. Clearly, the linear dependenee is very 

accurate until flr/r = 0.6. 
It turns out that the period of the Rabi oscillations in Figs. 9.2 and 9.3 agrees rather 

precisely with the local precession frequency fl.JJ(R) = J82(R) + ~ if one assumes the 
effective velocity to be the average { v9 + ve(R)} /2 of the veloeities on the g and e potentials. 
Another interesting feature can also be seen, for instance, in Fig. 9.2. The oscillation is seen 
to be sharper at the bottorn than at the top. This can be explained classically in terms of 
the fact that part of the population oscillates between the g and e states. The instantaneous 
velocity therefore oscillates between the values v9 and ve of the local velocities. 

Similar properties are obtained at lower energies. In Fig. 9.6 we show as an example 
the radial fluxes for E = 10 p,K and A - r. In genera!, for the same detuning and 
intensity the main J./n; maximum increases with decreasing energies, corresponding to 
the slower motion of the atoms through the resonance region, with the associated more 
effective excitation. Other features seen for lower energies are a smaller amplitude of the 
Rabi oscillations, arising from a better adiabatic following of the polarization vector. The 
much stronger damping of Je leftof Re is discussed below. 

In Fig. 9.5 we have also presented the intensity dependenee of Je at R l0a0 for 
E 300 p,K and E 10 p,K. We notice that the linearity of Je persists to lower maximum 
intensities for decreasing energies, again corresponding to more effective laser excitation. 

The J. pattem in the foregoing Figs. 9.2 and 9.3 can be understood more in detail in terms 
of the interterenee of two radial waves in the complex dressed-state basis 11 ( N)} and 12( N)}. 
For an intuitive picture of these radial waves it is useful to calculate the radial fluxes in this 
(nonorthogonal) basis. Figure 9.7 shows J 1(N) and J2(N) as functions of R tor E = I mK, 
8 - r, and n, = 0.4 r. The flux Jl(N) starts from zero right of Ra, in agreement with the 
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boundary conditions in Fig. 9.1. Near Re, J1(NJ increases strongly and reaches a maximum 
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Figure 9.5: Normalized flux Je (solid lines) and Pee (dashed lines), obtained with 
OBE, at R = 10a0 as a tunetion of(Q,.jr)2 forsome selected energies andA = -r, 

illustrating near-linear intensity dependence. 

600ao leftof Re. For all interatomie distances, however, J 1(N) is much smaller than J2(N)· 

Although J1(N) still shows some remnants of a Rabi-type oscillation it is much smoother 

than J •. A similar remark applies to Jz(N) compared to J9• This already illustrates that the 

complex dressed states are a suitable basis to obtain radial waves with as regular behavior as 
possible. It is also confirmed by the behavior which develops starting at the plateau region 

towards smaller distances: the I ( N) and 2( N) componentsof the coupled channel solution 

turn out to beuncoupled exponentially damped waves converging to R = 0, with regularly 

changing complex wave numbers. A simple calculation based on such locally exponential 
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waves shows that the amplitude of the strongly oscillating J. pattem is roughly equal to 
[J1(N)Jz(N)p12(1i0../2)(ntl)-314 E- 114(R/ Re )914

• On the other hand, we find the oscillations 
to take place around an average value equal to cos2

( 0) J 1(NJ + sin2
( 0) J2(N)• which tends to 

J1(N) near R = 10a0 • Both predictions are confirmed by the actual J. pattems. 
We thus find that J1(N) is the physically interesting quantity for the fine-structure changing 

Ioss rate, since it is equal totheflux J. of excited atoms at the corresponding avoided crossing 
near 10a0. The J2(NJ flux determines the radiative escape Ioss, because its contribution to 
J. dominates in the wider range of interatomie distances where radiative escape is most 
probable as the final fate of the atoms. 

For the physical interpretation of our coupled-channel solutions it is of importance to 

compare J 1(N) and Jz(NJ with uncoupled adiabatic solutions Jf(NJ and Jf(N)· This will 
make clear to which radial region the nonadiabatic excitation is confined. Figure 9.8 shows 

JI(N)/J?(N) and J2(N)/Jf(NJ for E = 10 11K, A= -r, and 0.. 0.2 r. The uncoupled 
fluxes are normalized in such a way that the two ratios tend to 1 for R __. 0. Clearly, most of 
the excitation of J1(N) occurs leftof Re due to the finite radial velocity. For the same reason 
the ratio Jz(N)/ Jf(N) grows for decreasing R: the 2( N) dressed state is depleted more slowly 
than for zero velocity. 

At this point we make a comparison with treatments basedon the optical-Bloch-equation 
(OBE) method [4]. In Fig. 9.5 we compare our J. flux at R = l0a0 forA= - r, normalized 
as above, to the OBE value of the excited-state population Pee at the same radius. For higher 
energies, not shown in the figure, where the radial motion can be treated classically, these 
quantities are equal. For the 1-mK and 300-J1K OBE calculations we used the "energy 
conserving" tr.gectory choice [5]. For lower collision energies, below Eth. we adopted 
the "switched" and "asymptotic" trajectory choices, which lead to almost identical results 
(within 15 % ). We find a suppression of the excited-state occupation probability, due to the 
quantum-mechanical nature of the radial motion, by about one order of magnitude already at 
1 mK and increasing strongly with decreasing energy, roughly proportional to E-2• 

The origin of this tremenclous suppression is the destructive interterenee of the radial 
waves on the excited poten ti al, arising from excitation at the various radii Ie ft of Re. Adding 
these waveiets as they arrive for instanee at 10a0, their phase difference is larger for lower 
collision energies: the velocity increase along the excited-state potential during the passage 
through the excitatitm region becomes more and more important compared to the initial 
velocity. This destructive interterenee is fully taken into account in our approach and is 
left out in a classical treatment of radial motion. Apparently, it is a dominating quanturn 
effect at low collision energies. The experimental relevanee is associated with a strongly 
reduced atom loss in the unsatured regime, both for the fine-stmeture and radiative-escape 
Ioss mechanisms. 

All previous results were restricted to l = 0. In order to get an impression of the 
inftuence of centrifugal effects, we concentrare on a single l value equal to kRc /2, with k 
the asymptotic wave number, and solve the coupled equations. Far leftof Ro we include the 
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flux of the left-going wave. 
Again we find a linear intensity dependenee of the Je pattem. This is illustrated in 

Fig. 9.9, "Yhere we present the probability flux Je at R lOao as a function of (D.,./1f for 
E = 300 p,K, ~ - [', and I 30. We see a linear behavior up to D.,. /1 = 0.6 in agreement 

with the previously mentioned off-resonant excitation. Comparing Je in Fig. 9.9 with Je 
in Fig. 9.5 for l = 0, we note that the survival rate is about one order of magnitude lower 
at l = kRc f2. Again, we compare also with the OBE survival. Apparently, the quanturn 
suppression is now even larger than for l = 0. This may be ascribed to the lower local 
radial velocity vg, taldng into account the centrifugal barrier, which leads to an increased 
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destructive interference. 

Ourcalculations thus show that higherland lower E survival rates are strongly suppressed 

relative to OBE values. It should be noted that in our coupled-channel calculations the 

unsaturated domain is restricted to much lower intensities than suggested for instanee by the 

Rb experimentsin Refs. [7,9]. This is probably due tothefact that the inclusion of nuclear 

spin leads to a considerable reduction of Rabi frequencies 0,., the total optical dipole strength 

being distributed over the individual anticrossings with the various 2 P312 + S hyperfine states. 

We are developing the computational scheme for the inclusion of hyperfine structure both in 

the S + S and the 2 P3; 2 + S channe1s, needed for the description of such optical collisions. 
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Abstract 

We present a quantum-mechanical study of the dynamics of collisions of cold atoms in a 
(magneto-) optica/ trap valid in the linear intensity regime. We find further evidence fora 
discrepancy with results of the semiclassical optical-Bloch-equation method at lower col/ision 
energies and detunings, referred to as "quantum suppression" in previous work. We find a 
strong dependenee on the detuning: for the lowest energies considered the suppression factor 
rangesfrom more thon three orders ofmagnitudejor Ll -r.t toa factor 2 at Ll =-lOr at· 

The fraction of atoms surviving at small interatomie disfances fora single l value can in good 
approximation be described by a simpte formula in the form of a product of a Landau-Zener 
excitationfunction and a WKB survival factor. Summed over partial waves this formula allows a 
relatively easy calculation of toss rat es in a two-channellinear-intensity description. The role of 
such an approach in a juture more complete treatment including hyperfine channels is pointed out. 

Cold-atom collisions have become an intensively studied research subject since the advent of 
laser cooling techniques applicable to alkali-metal atoms. This development was preeerled by 
studies of both two- and three-dimensional cold collisions of spin-polarized hydrogen atoms, 
cooled cryogenically by contact with superfluid helium. A number of fascinating phenomena 

have been observed in these studies, which are caused by the remarkable properties of 

collisions between ground-state atoms in the quanturn regime where the atomie de Broglie 
wavelength extends beyond the range of the interatomie potential. In this paper we will 

deal exclusively with another type of cold collisions, sometimes referred to as "optica! 
collisions", which play an important role in optica! traps. In such collisions one of the two 

collision partners is optically excited near the distance of approach where the laser frequency 
is resonant with the energy separation of a pair of optically coupled internal two-body states. 
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A general description of this type of collision poses special problems because of the role of 

both laser :field and spontaneons emission during the collision process. 

Gallagher and Pritchard ( GP) [I] presented a quasistatic theory and identified two types of 
mechanisms contributing to loss of atoms from an optical trap. To go beyond the quasistatic 

description of the laser excitation, Band and Julienne proposedan optical-Bloch-equation 
(OBE) theory [2]. Both of these approaches are based on a classica! treatment of the 
orbital motion of the colliding atoms. Recently, to explore the bounds of validity of such 

a description, a quantum-mechanical (QM) two-channel model [3] was investigated for the 

special but experimentally interesting case where the losses are linear in the laser intensity 

I. A central result of this study was a "quantum suppression" of loss rates, most prominent 
at lower callision energies, of QM relative to OBE values. 

~----~ le,N> 
~ lg,N+1> 

le,N-1 > 
lg,N> 

le,N-2> 
lg,N-1 > 

Figure 10.1: Dressed-state manifolds and decay by spontaneous emission. 

The basic reason why our metbod is restricted to first-order I effects is explained in 

Fig. l 0.1, showing a few of the dressed-states manifolds {Ie, N) , 19, N + 1)}, {Ie, N - I) , 
lg, N)}, · · · in which g and e stand for the two-atom ground state and optically excited 
state, while N is the number of laser photons in the mode considered. We include the 

coupling of the diabatic states within each of the manifolds by the laser field, as well as 

the spontaneons decay to the next lower manifold indicated in the figure. The latter can 

be shown [4] to give rise to an absorptive term equal to -ir in thee channel which does 
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not destroy the coherence of the coupled-channel state. The flux of ground-state atoms in 
the next lower manifold, however, which again undergoes laser excitation, would represent 
a new, incoherent, contributton to the total state and is ornitted since the coupled-channel 
theory deals with a single coherent state. The OBE theory is more complete in that it does 
take such (at least second-order J) "recycling" contributions into account, but at the expense 
of a classical description of the translational motion. For details of our model we refer to 
Ref. [3]. To be specific we again restriet our calculations to the case of cesium atoms and 
consicter the pair of g = o: and e ot molecular states with r = r mot/2 (2/3) rat• 
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Figure 10.2: Excited-state fraction of atoms at R = I 0 ao as a tunetion of collision 
energy forl = 0 and (1).6. = -r"'' (2)il -2rat• (3).6. = -4fa~> (4)il = -Wrat· 
Solid lines: QM. Dotted lines: LZ. Dasbed lines: OBE. 

In this paper we study the detuning and partial-wave dependenee of the quanturn suppres
sion. The important quantity for loss processes is the fraction Pee = Je/(J9 +Je) of atoms 
in the excited channel at interatomie distance R, where Je (J9 ) is the radial probability flux 
in the excited (ground-state) channel. To eliminate the intensity dependenee we consicter the 
value of Pee/(0,. ;rat? in the limit of zero intensity. Fig. 10.2 shows this quantity fors-wave 
scattering at R I 0 ao as a function of collision energy for four values of the de tuning ( QM 
curves). We also show the corresponding OBE predictions. The OBE description contains 
an ambuigity as to the choiee of the relative atomie velocity on the excited-state potential. 
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For collision energies E > iïlàl, the excited-state population Pee is insensitive to the specific 
choice. For lower energies the dependenee on the trajectory is considerable. Smith, Burnett, 
and Julienne [5] showed by an analytical treatment of quantum-mechanical equations using 
the stationary-phase approximation that the energy-conserving excited-state trajectory is to 
be preferred in generaL However, this energy-conserving trajectory choice is not applicable 
for E < iïlál. We used the "switched trajectory" choice because it is applicable for all col
lision energies and gives better results at low E. Note that the quanturn suppression relative 
to the OBE increases rapidly with decreasing detuning. This is connected with the role of 
the radial phase in a quantum-mechanical description. For low .1 the widthlirj(V:e v;

9
) 

of the excitation region, where v:e - v;
9 

is the differenee in slope of the e and g potentials, 
is so large that it contains a large number of wavelengtbs in the excited channel, giving 
rise to destructive interterenee for low energies. The Landau-Zener approach includes this 
interference. Since the amplitude of the radial wave excited locally in the upper channel is 
proportional to the product of decoupled g and e radial waves, the destructive interterenee 
disappears for the higher energies. 

In Fig. 10.2 we also give the results fora simple Landau-Zener approximation to our 
QM results (LZ). Exeept forsome discrepancy at low E we find Pee to be rather accurately 
described by the product of an excitation and a survival factor, 

Pee(R) T(E,l=O)S(E,l O,R). (1 0.1) 

The excitation function T is the Landau-Zener formula [6] for the transition probability in a 
crossing of two linear potential curves, 

1riïn:;Rt 
T(E)=l-exp(-vreJ/vo)~ 

60 
. 

3vo 
(10.2) 

Here Vt is the radial velocity at the crossing for partial wave l, equal to the collision velocity 
for l = 0, and Vref is the reference velocity defined by Vref = 2nV.;I(IïiV:e v;gi) with 
Ve9 iïllr/2. In Eq. (10.2) we have used that Vref ~ vo fortherelevant experimental 
circumstances. 

The survival function S for reaching R from Re is the WKB expression 

S(E, R) exp [ -2 kRc Im ~~:(R') dR'] , (10.3) 

with tî,(R') the local complex wave number [3]. The above-mentioned discrepancy at low E 
is due to the curvature of the -C3/ R3 potential which is not included in the LZ formula. Band 
and Julienne [2] give an analogous single-pass LZ expression valid for the weak-coupling, 
high detuning (à ~ r) limit and notice that it is in agreement with both GP and OBE results. 
In the present paper we compare it in addition to a full quantum-mechanical calculation and 
find also agreement in the A= O(r) regime where the earlierapproaches fail. Furthermore, 
we also consicter the nonvanishing partial waves. 
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Figure 10.3: Excited-state fraction of atoms at R = 10 ao as a function of l for 
E 100 p,K and detunings as in Fig. 10.2. Solid lines: QM. Dotted lines: LZ. 
Dasbed lines: OBE. Vertical dasbed lines indicate lmax for which the outer turnîng 
point of the ground-state channel equals Re. 

Since most of the trap loss comes from l =f. 0 partial waves, we now proceed with the 
influence of the eentri fuga! barrier on the collision. In Fig. I 0.3 we present QM and OBE 
values of Pee at R = 10 ao as a function of l for E 100 p,K and the same four detunings as in 
Fig. l 0.2. Verticallines indicate the value lmax for which the outer turning point of the ground

state channel is equal to Re. We see oscillations in the QM curves for the higher detunings, 
due tonodes and antinorles in the ground-state wave function leading to an oscillating Frank
Condon factor at Re. These oscillations are related to similar oscillations as a function 

of laser frequency in the analogous process of photoassociation described by Thorsheim 
et al. [7] which have recently been observed experimentally [8]. Their disappearance for 
low detunings is probably due to the broadening of the Frank-Condon enhancement region. 
The Frank-Condon oscillations exhibited by our fully quantum-mechanical calculations are 
absent both in the OBE and the LZ curves. Apart from this and some discrepancy at the 
high l values, we again see good agreement with our simple LZ formula for l =f. 0 while the 

OBE results deviate by one to two orders of magnitude for small detunings. Experimentally 

measured loss rates contairi a summation over angular momentum. Replacing the partial-
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wave sum by an integral, the effective cross section for reaching the interatomie distance R 
in the excited channel reduces to 

ue( R) = :
2

lmax dl (21 + I) T(E, l)S(E, l, R) 

1r {lmax 1rn!l;Jtb 
= k2Jo dl(2l+ I) 6C

3
v

1 
S(E,l,R), (10.4) 

with k the asymptotic wave number. In Fig. 10.4 we present this expression, divided by 
(!lr/rat?. for R = IO ao and E 100 pK as a function of detuning, together with the 
coupled-channel QM curves and the prediction of the GP model. Note the maximum at 
A ~ Wrat which comes from the competition between excitation and survival, i.e., the 
decrease of the survival factor at lower detunings (see Fig. 10.2) and the decrease of the 
excitation probability at high detunings leading to a A - 2 behavior. Figure I 0.4 shows good 
agreement of the LZ formula with the QM results. This agreement is enhanced by the 
disappearance of the Frank-Condon oscillations in the l summation. The GP result also 
shows good agreement for the higher detunings, where the excitation is more localized near 
Re. In this frequency regime the GP model bas been shown to be in excellent agreement 
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with experiment [9]. In Fig. 10.4 we have continued the GP curve into the Iow ll. region, 

although it has notbeen claimed tobevalid there in Ref. [1]. 
Expression (10.4) is a central result of the present paper. It al1ows the calculation of 

fine-stroeture and radiative-escape toss processes. Despite its simplicity it describes the 

quantum-mechanical flux in the excited channel to much lower energies and detunings than 
both the OBE and GP models. The validity of such a simplified approach is of great 

importance in view of future attempts to describe optical collisions including the effect of 

hyperfine interactions relevantforsmaller detunings [10,11 ]. If one wants to deal with the 

complexity of potential curves arising from the hyperfine splitting in both ground and excited 

states and wants to keep track of the interplay of the various Condon crossings for different 
hyperfine states at different radii, it is probably inevitable to use a simplified approach. A LZ 
type of approach may be very helpful in that connection, especially because it allows one to 

take into account also the phase of the radial channel wave functions in between crossings, 

contrary to a description based on classical treatments of the translational motion, such as 

the OBE or GP description. 

It is also of importance to repeat that our quantum-mechanical approach, which includes 
loss of radial flux due to spontaneous emission but omits recycling, is only valid in the regime 
where losses are (more or less) linear in intensity. One should keep in rnind, however, that 

such a restrietion may also be unavoidable in a more complete OBE approach, a treatment to 
higher order in I implying a too complicated simultaneous coupling of more than one excited 
electronic state and more than one associated l' value in the excited channel. 
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Summary 

Rapid developments in the field of cooling and trapping of atomie gasses in free space 
using laser beams have culminated in the realization of a very precise atomie doek in 
1989, basedon a fountain of laser cooled cesium atoms, and of Bose-Einstein condensation 

(BEC}, a macroscopie quanturn phenomenon, first in a cold 87Rb gas (JILA, Boulder, June 
1995) and quickly after that in cold 7Li (Rice University, Houston, July 1995) and 23Na 
(MIT, Cambridge, October 1995) gasses. The observations of BEC are an important step 
towards a more fundamental understanding of superfluidity and superconductivity in strongly 
interacting systems. 

In both applications collisions between particles in the cold gas play a crucial role. lt 

appears that the precision of the cesium atomie clock is limited by a frequency shift caused 
by collisions, which fundamentally do not disappear if the sample is cooled down further. In 
the BEC experiments collisions play an important role from several points of view. To start 
with, the behavior of the condensate can be fully described by one parameter, the scattering 
length, which is determined by the collisional behavior of the atoms at very low energies. 
In particular, it appears that the sign of the scattering length determines the (in)stability of a 
homogeneons condensate. Also, a large scattering length is necessary for efficient evaporative 
cooling, the final cooling stage in the complete cooling process from room temperature (300 

K) down to BEC temperatures (nK-,.K). Finally, exothermal inelastic collisions determine 
the lifetime of the condensate. 

In chapter 2 of this thesis the basic principles of the photoassociation process are ex
plained. We have used this process to determine collision properties of cold 85Rb and 87Rb 
atoms. In chapter 3, we present results as derived from a 85Rb experiment. In this experiment 
the atoms are doubly spin-polarized, so that they only collide via a triplet potential. Further
more, the laser can be tuned in such a way that one specitic electtonic state is excited. The o; 
state we used bas the great advantage that the complications of the hyperfine "spaghetti" do 

not play a role: the hyperfine shifts are negligible and the nuclear spins are decoupled to very 
good approximation. The double spin polarization and the choice of the o; excited state have 
made the theoretica! analysis of the photoassociation spectra feasible. On the basis of these 
spectra we concluded that the sign of the scattering length fora 85Rb gas is negative and, 
using a rnass-sealing law, that this sign is positive fora 87Rb gas. A positive sign indicates a 
stabie and a negative sign an instabie homogeneous condensate. Shortly after the pubHeation 

of these results BEC was indeed observed at Boulder. 

In chapters 4 and 5 shape resonances in the d-wave scattering of 87Rb atoms and in the 
g-wave scattering of 85Rb atoms are reported. The observations of these shape resonances 
enable a very precise determination of the above-mentioned scattering lengtbs and also 
an experimental value for the C6 van der Waals dispersion coefficient. The g-wave shape 
resonance appears to live so long that it bas turned out possible to measure the time dependenee 
of the tunneling process, building up the shape resonance state. Furthermore, the analysis of 
the g-wave shape resonance has led to an upper limit for the decay rate of a possible decay 
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mechanism of the condensate, due to the so-called second order spin-orbit interaction, an 

interaction between the valenee electronsof the interacting atoms. Up to now no experimental 

value was known. 
In chapter 6 decay rates of 87Rb and 23Na condensates due to the magnetic dipolar 

interaction are theoretically determined. In the 23Na BEC experiment the most important 
limitation of the lifetime of the condensate does not seem to be this mechanism but a 3-body 

process. According to very recent experimental data the decay rate of the 87Rb condensate 

agrees roughly with the calculated magnetic dipolar relaxation rate. For completeness we 

also present the decay rate for a 85Rb gas in this chapter. 
Besides the previously mentioned doubly-spin polarized state another hyperfine state 

exists which is suitable for BEC experiments in a magnetic trap. An interesting aspect of 
atoms prepared in this state is the possibility of changing the sign of the scattering length by 

varying the magnetic field if a Feshbach resonance occurs in the collision process. Making 

use of this, properties of the condensate could be drastically changed by an external "knob". 

In chapter 7 an analysis of 39K bound states is presented for which we used a new multichannel 

inverted perturbation approach. On the basis of this approach we have determined properties 
of the collision between two 39K and the collision between two 41 K atoms in the hyperfine 

states that are relevant for BEC-experiments. lt now appears that, despite the small hyperfine 

interaction, in a 41 K gas of f = 1, m f -l atoms a Feshbach resonance occurs at magnetic 
field strengtbs for which the atoms can be trapped. This is the first gas for which the 

occurrence of a Feshbach resonance in the interesting field regime is predicted with large 
certainty. Also, the probability that the scattering length in a 39K gas changes sign in the 

interesting field regime is almost l 00%. 

By illuminating a cl oud of cold atoms with a laser, collisionscan be influenced drastically. 
lt tums out, for instance, that such "optica!" collisions in general take place at much larger 

interatomie distances (20 to 5000 ao) than collisions without a laser field (20 to 200 ao). 

Furthermore, the collision dynamics is strongly influenced if the time scale of a collision 

becomes comparable to the spontaneous-emission lifetime of an atom excited by the laser 

during the collision. These collisions play a role in (magneto-)optical traps because they 

induce exothermal transitions between trapped and untrapped states and thus give rise to 

heating and partiele loss from the trapped atom cloud. In chapter 8 an introduetion to these 

optical collisionsis given and the quantum-mechanical optieal-Bioch equations are derived. 

In chapter 9 we present the first fully quantum-mechanical study of optica] collisions. 
In these calculations we restriet ourselves to loss rates in first order in the laser intensity. 

This is justified by experimental evidence that the loss rates vary linearly with laser intensity 
over a large intensity range. Our fully quantum-mechanical calculations show that the loss 

rates at low temperatures are suppressed relative to loss rates that were calculated previously 

along semi-classicallines. This low-temperature suppression has also experimentally been 

observed. In the final chapter a simple analytica! model is presented to describe optica] 

collisions. This model reproduces the quantum-mechanical decay rates very well and offers 
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the great advantage of a transparent and explicit interpretation of cold optical collisions. 

Samenvatting 

Snelle ontwikkelingen op het gebied van het koelen en ruimtelijk opsluiten van atomaire 
gassen met behulp van laserbundels hebben geculmineerd in de realisatie van een zeer 
nauwkeurige atoomklok in 1989, gebaseerd op een fontein van lasergekoelde cesium atomen, 
en van Bose-Einstein condensatie (BEC), een macroscopisch quantumverschijnsel, eerst in 
een koud 87Rb gas (JILA, Boulder, juni 1995) en snel daarna in koude 7Li (Rice University, 
Houston, juli 1995) en 23Na (MIT, Cambridge, oktober 1995) gassen. De waarnemingen 
van BEC zijn een belangrijke stap naar een meer fundamenteel begrip van superfluïditeit en 
supergeleiding in sterk wisselwerkende systemen. 

In beide toepassingen spelen botsingen tussen deeltjes in het koude gas een cruciale 
rol. Zo blijkt dat de nauwkeurigheid van de cesium atoomklok beperkt wordt door een 
frequentie verschuiving, veroorzaakt door botsingen, die principieel niet verdwijnt bij verder 
afkoelen. In de BEC experimenten spelen botsingen in diverse opzichten een belangrijke rol. 
Om te beginnen kan het gedrag van het condensaat volledig beschreven worden door een 

parameter, de verstrooiingslengte, die bepaald wordt door het botsingsgedrag van de atomen 
bij zeer lage energieën. Zo blijkt het teken van de verstrooiingslengte de (in)stabiliteit 
van een homogeen condensaat te bepalen. Ook is een grote verstrooiingslengte noodza
kelijk voor efficiënte afdampkoeling, de laatste koelingsfase in het gehele koelingsproces 
van kamertemperatuur (300 K) naar BEC-temperaturen (orde nK-11K). Tenslotte bepalen 
exotherme inelastische botsingen de levensduur van het condensaat. 

In hoofdstuk 2 van dit proefschrift worden de basisprincipes van het photoassociatieproces 
uitgelegd. Dit proces hebben wij gebruikt om botsingseigenschappen van koude 85Rb en 87Rb 
atomen te bepalen. In hoofdstuk 3 worden de resultaten gepresenteerd, afgeleid uit een 85Rb 

photoassociatie experiment. In dit experiment zijn de atomen dubbel spin gepolariseerd, zodat 
ze alleen kunnen botsen via een triplet potentiaal. Verder kan de laser zodanig afgestemd 
worden dat een specifieke elektronentoestand wordt aangeslagen. De o; toestand die we 
gebruikten heeft het grote voordeel dat de complicaties van de hyperfijn "spaghetti" geen rol 
spelen: de hyperfijnverschuivingen zijn verwaarloosbaar en de kernspins zijn in zeer goede 
benadering ontkoppeld. Het dubbel spin polariseren en de keuze van de o; aangeslagen 
toestand hebben er toe geleid dat de theoretische analyse van de photoassociatie spectra 
mogelijk was. Op basis van deze spectra hebben we geconcludeerd dat het teken van 
de verstrooiingslengte voor een 85Rb gas negatief is en, gebruikmakend van een massa
schalingswet, dat dit teken voor een 87Rb gas positief is. Een positief teken duidt op een 

stabiel en een negatief teken op een instabiel homogeen condensaat. Kort na de publicatie 
van deze resultaten is inderdaad BEC waargenomen in een 87Rb gas in Boulder. 

In hoofdstukken 4 en 5 wordt melding gemaakt van vormresonanties in de d-golf ver
strooiing van 87Rb atomen en in de g-golf verstrooiing van 85Rb atomen. De waarnemingen 
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van deze vormresonanties hebben het mogelijk gemaakt zeer nauwkeurige waarden van beide 
bovengenoemde verstrooiingslengten te bepalen en ook een experimentele waarde voor de 
C6 van der Waals dispersie coëfficiënt. De g-golf vormresonantie blijkt zo lang te leven 
dat het mogelijk is gebleken de tijdafhankelijkheid van het tunnelproces, dat de vormre
sonantie opbouwt, waar te nemen. Verder heeft de analyse van de g-golf vormresonantie 
geleid tot een bovengrens voor de vervalssnelheid van een mogelijk vervalsmechanisme 
van het condensaat, de zogenaamde tweede orde spin-baan interactie, een interactie tussen 
de valentie-elektronen van de wisselwerkende atomen. Hiervoor was tot nu toe nog geen 

experimentele waarde bekend. 
In hoofdstuk 6 worden de vervalssnelheden van de 87Rb en 23Na condensaten ten gevolge 

van de magnetische dipolaire interactie theoretisch bepaald. In het 23Na experiment lijkt 
de belangrijkste beperking van de levensduur van het condensaat niet dit mechanisme maar 
een 3-deeltjes proces te zijn. Volgens zeer recente experimentele gegevens blijkt de vervals
snelheid van het 87Rb condensaat ruwweg overeen te komen met de berekende magnetische 
dipool vervalssnelheid. Voor de volledigheid wordt in dit hoofdstuk ook de vervalssnelheid 
voor een 85Rb gas gegeven. 

Naast de eerder genoemde dubbel spin gepolariseerde toestand is er nog een andere 
hyperfijn toestand die geschikt is voor BEC experimenten in een magnetische valkuil. Een 
interessant aspect van atomen, geprepareerd in deze toestand, is de mogelijkheid om de 
verstrooiingslengte van teken te veranderen door het magnetisch veld te varieren als een 
Feshbach resonantie optreedt in het botsingsproces. Hierdoor kunnen de eigenschappen van 
het condensaat door een externe "knop" drastisch gewijzigd worden. In hoofdstuk 7 wordt 
een analyse van 39K gebonden toestanden gepresenteerd waarbij gebruik wordt gemaakt van 
een nieuwe meer-kanaais inverse storing aanpak. Aan de hand van deze aanpak hebben 
we de eigenschappen bepaald van de botsing van twee 39K en de botsing van twee 41 K 
atomen in de voor de BEC experimenten relevante hyperfijn toestanden. Het blijkt nu dat, 
ondanks de zeer zwakke hyperfijninteractie, in een 41 K gas van f = 1, m 1 = -1 atomen 
een Feschbach resonantie optreedt voor magnetische velden waarvoor de atomen opgesloten 
kunnen worden. Dit is het eerste gas waarvoor we met grote zekerheid het optreden van een 
Feshbach resonantie in het interessante veld gebied voorspellen. Ook voor een 39K gas is de 
kans dat de verstrooiingslengte van teken wisselt in het interessante veld gebied bijna 100%. 

Door een gaswolk van koude atomen te beschijnen met een laser kunnen botsingen 
drastisch beïnvloed worden. Zo blijken deze zogenaamde "optische" botsingen in het alge
meen plaats te vinden bij veel grotere interatomaire afstanden (20 tot 5000 ao) dan botsingen 
zonder laserveld (20 tot 200 ao). Bovendien wordt de botsingsdynamica sterk heinvloed als 
de tijdschaal waarop een botsing plaatsvindt vergelijkbaar wordt met de spontane emissie 
levensduur van een atoom geëxciteerd door de laser tijdens de botsing. Deze botsingen spelen 
een rol in (magneto-)optische valkuilen omdat ze exotherme overgangen induceren tussen 
opgesloten en niet-opgesloten toestanden en zodoende tot opwarming van en deeltjesverlies 
uit de gaswolk leiden. In hoofdstuk 8 wordt een inleiding gegeven tot deze optische botsingen 
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en worden de quanturnmechanische optische Bloch vergelijkingen afgeleid. 

In hoofdstuk 9 presenteren we de eerste volledig quanturnmechanische studie van op
tische botsingen. In deze berekeningen beperken we ons tot verliessnelheden in eerste 

orde in de laser intensiteit over een groot intensiteitsbereik. Dit wordt gerechtvaardigd 
door experimentele evidentie dat de verliessnelheden lineair varleren met de laser intensiteit. 
Onze volledig quanturnmechanische berekeningen laten zien dat de vervalssnelheden bij lage 
temperaturen onderdrukt worden ten opzichte van tot dan toe berekende semiklassieke ver
valssnelheden. Deze lage-temperatuur onderdrukking is ook experimenteel waargenomen. 
In het laatste hoofdstuk wordt een eenvoudig analytisch model gegeven om optische botsin

gen te beschrijven. Dit model reproduceert de quanturnmechanische vervalssnelheden zeer 
goed en biedt het grote voordeel van een transparante en expliciete interpretatie van koude 
optische botsingen. 
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1 

De bewering: "No practical examples of Hund's case (e) have as yet been observed"1 is 
achterhaald2. 

I. G. Herzberg, Molecular spectra and molecular structure, I. Spectra of diatomic molecules 
(Princeton, New Jersey, 1950). 
2. Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 2. 

2 

De voordelen, die edelgassen lijken te hebben in vergelijking met alkaligassen bij de bepaling 
van (complexe) verstrooiingslengten uit fotoassociatie-experimenten, worden teniet gedaan 
door de complexiteit van een richtingsafhankelijke C6-dispersiecoëfficient ten gevolge van 
de open binnenschiL 

M.R. Doery, E.J.D. Vredenbregt, H.M.J.M. Boesten, K.A.H. van Leeuwen, H.C.W. Beije
rineken B.I. Verhaar, in Conference proceedîngs International Conference on Atomie Physics 
XV(1996). 

3 

In tegenstelling tot de opvatting van sommige atoomfysici 1 •2•3 is kennis van alleen de triplet
en singlet·verstrooiingslengte niet voldoende om botsingsgrootheden voor een gas van ato
men in een niet-dubbelspingepolariseerde hyperfijntoestand te bepalen. 

1. R. Cöté, A. Dalgamo, and R.G. Hulet, Phys. Rev. Lett. 74, 3581 (1995). 
2. E.R.I. Abraham, W.I. McAlexander, C.A. Sackett, and R.G. Hulet, Phys. Rev. Lett. 74, 
1315 (1995). 
3. E.R.I. Abraham, W.I. McAlexander, I.M. Gerton, R.G. Hulet, R. Cöté, and A. Dalgarno, 
Phys. Rev. A 53, R3713 (1996). 

4 

Hoge-resolutiespectroscopie van langlevende vormresonanties is een geschikte techniek om 
informatie over elastische en inelastische interacties direkt te meten. 

Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 2 en 5. 



5 

Ondanks de zeer zwakke hyperfijninteractie blijkt voor een gas van 41 K-atomen in de 
f = 1, m 1 = -1 hyperfijntoestand een Feshbach-resonantie op te treden bij magneetvelden 
waarvoor deze atomen opgesloten kunnen worden. 

Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 7. 

6 

Het oplossen van de tijdsonafhankelijke quanturnmechanische Optische Bloch Vergelijking 
(OBV) biedt vele voordelen in vergelijking tot het oplossen van de tijdsafhankelijke quan
turnmechanische OBV. 

F.A. van Abeelen, Afstudeerverslag, Technische Universiteit Eindhoven (1996). 

7 

Een fascinerend aspect van de recente stormachtige ontwikkelingen in de fysica van "koude 
atomen" is de afwezigheid van een duidelijke ondergrens voor de temperaturen die zijn te 
bereiken met geforceerde afdampkoeling. 

8 

Met het oog op de exponentiële groei van de wetenschappelijke literatuur moeten auteurs, 
editors en referees op een meer systematische manier gebruik maken van informatietechno
logieën bij het opstellen en controleren van literatuurverwijzigingen. 

9 

De gebruikte waarnemingstechniek voor het toekennen van (doel-)punten in sportwedstrij
den dient gecorreleerd te worden aan het (financiële) belang van de sporters bij een overwin
ning/verlies. 

10 

De slogan "Roken, dat lossen we samen wel op" getuigt van een eenzijdige blik op de 
problematiek van mensen met ademhalingsmoeilijkheden. 



11 

Gezien de snelle ontwikkelingen op het gebied van de informatietechnologie dienen we te 
waken voor "informatie-analfabetisme". 

12 

Het is zinloos om in een weersvoorspelling een regen- en zonnekans te geven als de gehan
teerde definitie van die kans niet algemeen bekend is. 

13 

Gezien het grote aantal fatale verkeersongelukken waarbij auto's betrokken zijn, dient de 
auto beschouwd te worden als een belangrijk potentieel moordwapen. Bij de afgifte van 
rijbewijzen dient men dan ook even zorgvuldig te werk te gaan als bij de afgifte van wapen
vergunningen. 

14 

De slordige manier waarop met name door niet,-Limburgers de begrippen "vlaai" en "taart" 
gehanteerd worden, maakt een nauwkeurigere omschrijving in de "Dikke van Dale" nood:r..a
kelijk. 




